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Abstract 

Glass is a desirable material for many industrial applications, offering unique properties such 

as transparency, chemical durability, and high thermal resistance. Current production of 

complex glass shapes is typically achieved through the use of moulds. Customisation of glass 

geometries therefore often increases the production cost of bespoke glass pieces. Additive 

Manufacturing methods are capable of fabricating complex geometries at efficient cost for 

small production volumes, making customisation cost-effective. The opportunities that AM 

presents for glass manufacturing could be exploited for a number of applications, including 

fabrication of customised microfluidic devices, and bespoke décor for high value glass 

packaging. The potential applications for additively manufactured glass parts have driven 

research and industry to face the associated challenges, such as thermal stresses from high 

temperature gradients causing parts to crack or fracture, high transmittance in the near-

infrared (NIR) range reducing laser absorption at certain wavelengths, and porosities and 

cracking compromising transparency.  

In this thesis, research into glass processing by two AM techniques is presented: Selective 

Laser Melting (SLM), and powder-fed Directed Energy Deposition (DED). Investigations were 

carried out to define suitable processing parameters for SLM and DED of a common glass 

composition, soda lime silica. Investigations evaluated the effect of laser parameters and 

processing set ups on glass processing.  

For SLM, soda lime silica was processed onto two substrates: soda lime silica glass and 

alumina. Different geometries were fabricated, including single walls, cubes, hollow 

cylinders, lattices, and text structures. Channel structures were fabricated to demonstrate 

the potential for customised glass continuous flow reactor (CFR) production by SLM. For on-

glass processing, adhesion of parts to substrates was inspected, highlighting the impact of 

SLM processing on crack formation in glass substrates for the first time. The effect of 

substrate heating on glass SLM was also investigated, showing promising results on 

transparency and porosity in glass SLM. For applications requiring removal of parts from 

substrates, alumina discs provided suitable adhesion to glass powders during processing, and 

easy removal of parts post process. Energy densities between 80-110 J/mm3 are 

recommended for processing 3D structures on alumina substrates, and for on-glass 

processing energy densities above 28 J/mm2 were found necessary to achieve glass 

consolidation.  
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Novel glass processing by a powder-fed DED method is presented in this work, demonstrating 

customisation of glass bottle packaging. Process maps are presented for powder-fed DED of 

soda lime silica glass onto glass substrates for the first time, evaluating the effect of laser 

power and scan speed on glass powder consolidation and substrate cracking. Suitable 

processing parameters were identified, with cracking found to associate with laser power, 

and consolidation of glass correlating with energy density. Parameters of laser power below 

115 W and energy density above 11 J/mm2 are recommended. Challenges including the 

transmission of laser energy through transparent feedstocks and substrates and delivery of 

glass powder through nozzle systems were evaluated and overcome. Darkened base plates 

are recommended below transparent substrates to reduce laser reflection, and a single layer 

of cellophane tape was used to improve glass melting and adhesion to substrates by acting 

as a heat source during processing.  

Also highlighted in this research was the flowability of glass powder feedstocks for AM 

methods, and the effect of flowability on forming homogenous powder beds for SLM and 

achieving consistent powder delivery for DED. A case study on glass powder spheroidisation 

is presented, comparing methods of altering angular glass powder morphologies for 

improved flowability. Flame spheroidisation and plasma spheroidisation are presented as 

promising techniques for improving flowability of glass materials for AM, and their limitations 

are evaluated. 

The work done during the course of this PhD contributes to understanding of glass processing 

by SLM and through powder-fed DED, demonstrating the potential for glass processing by 

these AM methods. Recommendations are made for future work to further develop these 

methods of glass processing, with the hopes of establishing AM as a valid technique for 

forming customised, complex geometries for high value applications.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Glass  

Glass has been exploited by society for many millennia thanks to its unique and interesting 

properties. Over the centuries, glass manufacturing has been adapted and innovated, and 

has become a ubiquitous material, used for many different applications. Industries such as 

aerospace, automotive, medical implants, electronics, and optics have all found commercial 

value in glass processing. To understand the appeal of glass materials in industry, it is 

important to first understand the material properties that it offers.    

Atomically, glass materials have no long-range order, and behave as solids frozen in a liquid 

state. They are formally defined as x-ray amorphous materials which exhibit a glass 

transition1. Generally, glass materials are characterised by thermal and chemical resistance, 

durability, and transparency, as well as aesthetic appeal. These properties can be tailored to 

particular requirements simply by modifying their chemical composition2,3. Common soda 

lime silica glass offers a wide working temperature range, making it easy to manipulate and 

form. Borosilicates, phosphate glasses, and compositions modified by dopants are good 

examples of the tunability of glass properties. Borosilicate glass boasts a low thermal 

expansion coefficient, giving it high resistance to thermal shock and chemical attack, and 

phosphate glasses are biologically active, promoting bone regeneration4. Doping of glass 

compositions can lead to simple colour changes, or even impart properties such as 

luminescence, or enhancement of biocompatibility (e.g., Iron Oxide dopants in phosphate 

glasses)5. Another desirable trait for industry is the potential unlimited recyclability of glass6.  

The versatility of glass materials explains the market demand for glass production. In 2019, 

the global flat glass market was worth $115.8 billion USD, and growth is expected to continue 

for the foreseeable future7. Currently, global industry produces more than 209 million tonnes 

of glass annually, almost quadrupling in the space of a decade6,8. A large proportion of this is 

produced in the form of float glass, sheet glass, and rolled glass, for architectural and 

automotive applications. There is also significant demand for glass production to satisfy 

specialised glass applications. There are many different methods for glass forming, from hand 
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working decorative glass products, to press and blow forming of glass containers, to industrial 

scale float glass production3 (Figure 1). The float glass process (or Pilkington process) 

produces flat glass in sheet form, by floating a ribbon of molten glass on a bath of molten 

tin9. Glass can be cast in moulds to create more complex shapes10, but customisation comes 

at a high cost, and geometrical freedom is still limited. Innovation in glass processing is still 

thriving, with interest in development of glass processing by Additive Manufacturing 

increasing within the research and industry community. 

 

        
Figure 1 Glass manufacturing processes in industry. Left: Glass blowing. Image source: Corning Museum of Glass11. 
Right: The float glass process. Image source: Pilkington12. 

 

From decorative glass forming, to sheet glass manufacturing, glass processing has come a 

long way. For certain applications, e.g., specialist and scientific glass, the experience and 

knowledge of a skilled glassblower is still required. For a reliable and repeatable method of 

forming complex glass objects, Additive Manufacturing (AM) offers a solution. With greater 

geometric freedom than many other manufacturing techniques, AM has the potential to 

fabricate high value, bespoke glass parts that are cost effective for small production 

volumes13,14.  
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1.2 Additive Manufacturing 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is the term used to describe a group of manufacturing 

techniques that share the same key principles – creating 3D parts, defined by 3D model data, 

usually through layer-wise addition of material15,16. This is distinct from subtractive 

techniques that create parts by removal of material (e.g., machining), and formative 

techniques (such as injection moulding).  

The late 1960s saw the first AM innovation at the Battelle Memorial Institute, where a dual 

laser beam was used to solidify a DuPont photopolymer resin17. In the 80s, Hideo Kodama 

developed this technology further to use a single-beam laser to cure photopolymer material 

in a layer-wise manner to fabricate 3D objects, demonstrating Vat Photopolymerisation 

(stereolithography) for the first time18. Stereolithography was later commercialised by 3D 

Systems in 1987, alongside the introduction of the STL file format (Standard tessellation 

language, stereolithography file format describing a surface using a triangular mesh). The 

development of Additive Manufacturing coincided with advances in other technologies, such 

as 3D graphics and Computer Aided Design software (CAD), laser technology, and printing 

technology. Integration of these features, and exploitation of the ever-improving computing 

power, brought about development of sophisticated, automated AM systems. In 1990, 

Beaman and Deckard developed and patented Selective Laser Sintering (powder bed fusion 

AM)19, and in 1991, Stratasys commercialised Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) (Material 

Extrusion AM), and Helisys commercialised Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) (Sheet 

Lamination).  

The 1990’s saw the development of metal Additive Manufacturing processes, with direct 

metal laser sintering introduced by EOS in 1994, and Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) 

commercialised by Optomec in 1998, allowing the rapid production of metal tools. Selective 

Laser Melting (SLM) was first patented in 1995 at the Frauenhofer Institute for Laser 

Technology20, with Dr Schwarze and Dr Fockele of F&S Stereolithographietechnik GmbH later 

collaborating with the ILT researchers to develop the technology, before being 

commercialised in the early 2000s.    

Industrial adoption of these technologies started with rapid manufacturing of prototype 

objects and was commonly referred to as Rapid Prototyping (RP). As the technology became 

more advanced, a wider range of applications were identified, including fabrication of end 

use parts, and thus the term Additive Manufacturing was defined by ASTM16. There are seven 

categories of AM processes as defined by ASTM standards, which differ in the form of starting 
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material and method of consolidation (Table 1). Each process has its merits and limitations 

for processing certain materials, and are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.  

 
Table 1 Seven AM process categories as defined by ASTM, with example technologies and typical materials16,21. 

 

 

There is a wealth of knowledge available for AM of metals and polymers, and it has become 

a key manufacturing technique for many industries that have found commercial value for the 

utilisation of AM technology, such as GE Aviation, and Airbus. For many years AM was used 

for rapid prototyping, however, there are now many examples of AM being used to fabricate 

functional, end use components22. Confidence in AM parts has steadily grown, with some AM 

parts out-performing machined components, and custom AM parts even being used on the 

Mars Curiosity and Perseverance rovers23. 
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There are multiple ways in which AM can offer benefits over traditional manufacturing 

methods, including(1,24-25): 

• Capability of a level of geometric complexity that is unachievable with conventional 

manufacturing methods. 

• Customisation per part is achievable without the need for custom tooling or moulds, 

so bespoke items are cost effective.  

• Reduced waste – only the material necessary for each build is used, with potential 

for complete recyclability of materials for certain AM technologies. 

• Reduced transit and storage of goods – On-site and on-demand manufacturing saves 

cost of goods storage and transport. 

One of the main factors limiting the widespread adoption of AM in industry is the limited 

number of suitable materials, where parts can achieve comparable performance to 

conventionally manufactured components27. Part cost is also a significant consideration for 

AM in industry. For low production volumes (e.g., 1-100 parts), AM avoids costs associated 

with tooling, however, raw materials can be expensive. While AM offers customisation at no 

added cost, it is unlikely to be cost-effective for mass manufacture when compared to 

traditional template-based manufacturing processes. Additionally, particularly for powder-

based AM, the surface finish of parts can be unsatisfactory, with many AM processes 

requiring further steps to reach a desired part quality. Post processing often incurs additional 

time and cost that must be considered. Other practical limitations of AM include dimensional 

restrictions and production time, often dictated by hardware. The use of AM is therefore 

most popular for applications requiring high geometrical complexity and customisation, 

particularly for low production volumes.  

To further advance the field of AM, and fully discover the potential it holds, more work is 

necessary to expand and improve the catalogue of AM suitable materials. For glass materials, 

research has already started to explore the potential of AM processing. There are various 

applications for complex glass structures that would benefit from the geometric freedom 

associated with AM processing, and the interesting properties of glass. For example, the 

transparency of some glass compositions has inspired research into AM processing by 

Material Extrusion methods to produce lenses and decorative objects. Other work has 

started to explore the potential to create geometrically complex glass structures by Vat 

Photopolymerisation and Powder Bed Fusion AM methods. Other interesting applications for 

glass AM includes the fabrication of biologically active glass scaffolds for medical implants, 
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and fabrication of bespoke glass microfluidic devices with complex geometries28. The state 

of the art in glass AM is further described and evaluated in Chapter 2. 

This thesis describes research carried out exploring two specific AM methods for glass 

processing: Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Directed Energy Deposition (DED). The 

motivation behind this work is to prove the feasibility of glass processing by these methods, 

optimise and make recommendations for processing parameters and set-ups, and 

demonstrate potential applications. The challenges and benefits of processing glass materials 

by SLM and DED are explored in this work, ultimately contributing further understanding to 

the field of glass AM processing.  
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature 

2.1 Background Information: Glass Materials 

As defined in Section 1.1, glasses are x-ray amorphous materials which exhibit a glass 

transition (Tg). Different compositions of glass offer different properties and characteristics. 

In this research, several compositions of glass are used, with a particular focus on soda lime 

silica, 13-93 biologically active glass, and Borosilicate. This section introduces these materials 

in terms of chemical composition and structure, properties, and manufacture.  

Silicon dioxide (SiO2) is the most common component for glass materials. It can form an 

amorphous quartz glass itself (vitreous silica), as well as a crystalline quartz with a regular 

repetition of SiO4 tetrahedral units29. As different oxides are added to the system, the 

properties and characteristics are altered3,30. The chemical structure of these 

multicomponent silicate glasses is based on the tetrahedral SiO4 unit – a central silicon 

bonded to four oxygen atoms, making up a three-dimensional network via covalent bonding. 

Oxygen bridges of varying bond lengths and bridging angles connect the tetrahedral units 

(Figure 2 A). Rings of a varying number of Si-O-Si (up to about 6-7 Si members) are formed, 

with smaller rings suffering more strain. These glass structures therefore exhibit short-range 

order but no long-range order thanks to the random orientation about Si-O bonds, creating 

a random network29,31. The addition of different oxides, for example sodium oxide (Na2O), 

breaks up the bridging oxygen bonds, creating space in which the larger cations occupy1. The 

Si-O-Si bridging bonds are partially replaced with non-bridging bonds - SiO- +Na. Figure 2 

shows schematic diagrams for the chemical structure of a crystalline SiO2 (quartz), an 

amorphous SiO2 glass with a random network (quartz glass/vitreous silica), and a sodium 

silicate glass Na2O.SiO2, displaying the modified random network with large Na+ cations. 
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Figure 2 A: SiO4 tetrahedral unit. B: Schematic of the structure of a quartz crystal, showing a regular repeating 
pattern of SiO4 tetrahedra. C: Schematic of the amorphous quartz glass, showing a random network of SiO4 
tetrahedra. D: Schematic of the random arrangement of atoms in a sodium silicate glass, where Na+ cations break 
up bridging Si-O-Si bonds and occupy the available space.    
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To form an amorphous glass, the temperature of the glass components is raised high enough 

to melt (i.e., above its liquidus – the temperature at which the material is completely liquid), 

and then cooled rapidly to a supercooled liquid state. The fast quenching allows the chemical 

structure to “freeze in” as a liquid, as crystallisation (atoms/ions/molecules becoming 

ordered) is avoided. Providing the cooling rate is fast enough to prevent crystallisation, as 

the material is further cooled and solidifies (below Tg), it can be referred to as a glass. This 

process is visualised in a volume/temperature diagram in Figure 32,32. The crystallisation 

curve shows a marked increase in density at Tm as the material crystallises on cooling. Under 

these conditions, cooling is not rapid enough to prevent atomic ordering, and a crystalline 

solid is formed. For glass formation, cooling is fast enough to transform the material into a 

supercooled liquid as volume decreases. This is due to decreasing amplitude of atomic 

vibrations and the melt becoming more compact, and the viscosity of the melt increases. The 

change in slope indicates the glass transformation range, or glass transition temperature, 

where a supercooled melt transforms into an amorphous solid (glass) on further cooling, with 

a further increase in viscosity. For glass working, the material can be heated up and shaped 

in the supercooled liquid phase, before being cooled to a glass once more. 

 

 

Figure 3 Volume/temperature diagram for crystallisation and glass formation. The curve shows the transformation 
of a liquid to a crystal at Tm during crystallisation. The liquid may also transform into a supercooled melt under 
rapid cooling, with a gradual decrease in volume to the glass transformation range. The intersection between the 
supercooled liquid and glass state curve indicated the glass transition temperature (Tg). The material solidifies to 
a glass below the Tg on further cooling. 
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Traditional glass manufacturing depends on the viscosity of the glass, which varies 

considerably with temperature. Glass technicians may refer to the working range of a glass, 

where the melt (supercooled liquid) flows sufficiently to shape and form the glass, but not so 

much that control of form is lost. The Tg of a glass is taken to be the temperature at which 

the supercooled liquid exhibits a viscosity of 1012-1012.5 Pa s, where the glass melt is thick but 

exhibits flow properties. A viscosity of 103 Pa s is used to indicate a working temperature, 

106.6 Pa s represents the softening temperature, and 1012 is used as an annealing point33,34. 

Glasses that have a narrow working range are known as short glasses, where the viscosity 

changes significantly with a change in temperature, in contrast, long glasses have wider 

working temperature ranges, and can be shaped more easily. This is an important distinction 

for glass manufacturing methods, such as glass blowing, pressing, drawing, or rolling, that 

are impacted by the working ranges of different glass compositions3.  

For hand working methods, glass technicians shape a gob of molten glass using a blow pipe. 

The glass object is formed by turning the pipe, blowing in the pipe to cool the glass, and 

reheating as needed. When finished, glass parts are annealed in a lehr. The annealing process 

is used to gradually cool glass parts so that residual internal stresses can be relieved35,36. Glass 

parts are usually held at an annealing temperature (usually Tg -10-20oC) for a sufficient time 

to obtain a uniform temperature, before being slowly cooled to room temperature (~5oC per 

hour for 10 g melts), reducing permanent strain within parts. For efficient large-scale 

production of glass containers, an Individual Section machine (I.S. Machine) is used for 

automated manufacture. Gobs of glass are automatically fed from a furnace to the I.S. 

machine. The gobs are shaped into an initial container form by pressing or blowing in a blank 

mould, and then the final shape is formed in a finishing mould by blowing. This industrial 

process can produce up to 700 containers per minute. Other glass manufacturing processes 

include the production of flat glass, in the form of sheet, cast, plate, and float glass, and fibres 

can be drawn manually from a glass melt, or on an industrial scale using a fibre drawing 

tower.   

A benefit of manufacturing products out of glass, with soda lime silica glass making up a large 

proportion of glass packaging, is that it is exceptionally recyclable. Glass products can be 

easily crushed and turned into glass cullet, which can then be remelted and formed into new 

glass products (at reduced energy cost – 2-3% energy reduction for every 10% cullet in the 

feedstock), or used in different applications, e.g., as an aggregate or filler in concrete37. The 

recyclability of glass has made it an important material through history, with evidence of 

glass recycling during the Roman and Byzantine Empires38,39. The benefits of glass reuse and 
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recycling are still important today, particularly in the packaging industry, as consumers 

demand a reduction in single use plastic packaging and the waste of raw materials40. In 2020, 

the UK recycled (and recovered) 1800 tonnes of glass packaging, with a recycling rate of 

75.8%, while in comparison, the recycling rate of plastic packaging was much lower, at 

47.4%41. The combination of recyclability, chemical and thermal durability, transparency, and 

appealing aesthetic make glass an important material for the packaging industry, as well as 

many others. 

In general, glasses are well known for their transparency. Glasses are often characterised as 

being highly transmissive in the visible (350-750 nm) and near-IR region (750 nm- 2 µm), with 

absorption increasing in the UV (200-350 nm) and long wave IR region (8-15 µm) (Figure 4)42. 

This is an important characteristic to consider when processing glass materials by laser 

radiation, as the absorption of the laser wavelength used may be limited by the transmissivity 

of the glass in that region. The transmission of laser wavelengths is impacted by the 

composition of glass, with the presence of certain ions known to increase absorption, 

whether they are impurities, or components deliberately added to the glass batch. For 

example, the addition of transition metal ions, such as Ti3+, V3+, Fe2+, Co2+, Cu2+, Mo3+ etc, are 

known to impart colour in glasses, even in small quantities (e.g., <0.1% of CoO can be added 

to give a pale blue colour to a glass)43,44. The addition of Co to a soda lime silica base glass 

composition (71.4% SiO2, 18.4% NaO, 10.2% CaO) was reported to increase absorption in the 

near IR region (between 1-2 µm) (Figure 5)44. The transmissivity of glasses at 1.06 µm has 

historically hindered the processing of transparent glass materials by Nd:YAG lasers, 

however, there are examples of these lasers being used to machine glasses by subsurface 

engraving, cutting, and drilling42. 
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Figure 4 Absorption of different materials as a function of the wavelength. Glass shows greater absorption in the 
ultraviolet and long wave IR regions, with low absorption at near IR wavelengths42. 

 

Figure 5 Percentage transmission in the 0-5 µm wavelength region of Left: base glass (soda lime silica), and Right: 
the base glass doped with cobalt. An absorption peak is seen between 1-2 µm wavelength in the Co doped glass44. 

 

2.1.1 Glass Compositions 

Soda lime silica is a popular commercial glass composition, generally used for everyday 

applications such as windows, and glass packaging and containers. The components of this 

glass system typically include 70% SiO2, 15% Na2O, 10% CaO and MgO, and 5% other oxides45. 

Soda (NaO2) is added to the system as a flux, reducing the temperature at which softening 

occurs, by replacing some of the strong covalent bonds between tetrahedra via bridging 
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oxygens, with non-bridging oxygens (connected to only one Si atom). This addition of bridging 

oxygens reduces the glass transition as the network is weakened34,46. In comparison to 

vitreous silica, which has a softening temperature of ~1600oC, soda lime silica glass softens 

around 675-725oC, allowing working of the glass at lower temperatures during 

manufacture3,30. The addition of soda reduces the strength of the glass at high temperatures, 

and also makes the glass soluble in water. To counter this, lime is added as a stabiliser, 

increasing the chemical durability of the glass. The linear coefficient of thermal expansion 

(CTE) of vitreous silica is very low at ~0.5 x10-6/oC, indicating the strong chemical bonding in 

the glass structure. In comparison, soda lime silica glass has a much higher CTE at ~9.2 x10-

6/oC due to the weaker bonding within the chemical structure.  

Borosilicate is another common glass composition with the  typical chemical composition of 

70-80 wt% SiO2, 7-13 wt% B2O3, 4-8 wt% Na2O or K2O and 2-8 wt% Al2O332. Pyrex is a well-

known commercial borosilicate glass, particularly used for high temperature cookware, but 

has also been identified as a suitable glass for optical applications. Borosilicate is popular for 

applications requiring chemical durability, e.g., pharmaceutical packaging, and high thermal 

resistance e.g., labware and cookware, due to its low coefficient of thermal expansion (3.3-

5.0 x10-6/oC)33. The softening point of borosilicate is higher than that of soda lime silica, but 

lower than vitreous silica, at ~820oC.  

Some glass compositions can be considered to be biologically active. These glasses typically 

have phosphates in their composition and work by attaching to soft and hard tissues, 

stimulating bone growth, and degrading over time47. Bioactive glasses are a popular material 

for research into implantable devices, with significant advantages over metal implants which 

require follow up surgeries for removal, allo- (same species) and xenografts (different 

species) which can be rejected by an immune response, and autografts (same body) which 

require multiple surgeries. There exists a wide range of biologically active glass materials, 

with varying properties in terms of biological activity, thermal profiles, and mechanical 

strength.   

13-93 bioactive glass is composed of 53 wt% SiO2, 6 wt% Na2O, 12 wt% K2O, 5 wt% MgO, 20 

wt% CaO, and 4 wt% P2O5. It has a wide working range (~600-700oC)48 compared to other 

bioactive glass compositions and was designed to not devitrify (crystallise) at high 

temperatures49,50. Manufacturing of 13-93 bioactive glass fibres and cylinders has been 

demonstrated thanks to the wide working range of this composition, and recent literature 

demonstrates the fabrication of 13-93 bioactive glass bone scaffolds by AM methods (further 
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discussed in this chapter)49,51,52. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of this glass 

composition is reported around 600oC, with a liquidus of 1150-1250oC53. Studies suggest that 

13-93 bioactive glass has enhanced viscous flow compared to 45S5 bioglass, and can promote 

osteogenesis by the formation of hydroxyapatite (HA) on scaffold surfaces54–56. This glass 

composition is a promising candidate for bone scaffold implants, particularly when combined 

with the geometrical capabilities of AM techniques for fabricating customised, patient-

specific devices. A comparison of properties for vitreous silica, soda lime silica, borosilicate, 

and 13-93 bioactive glasses can be found in Table 2.  

 

Table 2 Compiled data for the properties of vitreous silica, soda lime silica, borosilicate (pyrex) and 13-93 bioactive 
glass compositions, including characteristic temperatures for softening, annealing, and strain point, coefficient of 
thermal expansion, and mechanical properties30,57. 

Property 
Vitreous 

Silica 
Soda Lime 

Silica 
Borosilicate 

(Pyrex) 
13-93 

Bioactive 

Strain Point (OC) 1000oC 470oC 520oC 533oC 

Annealing Point (OC) 1100oC 510oC 565oC 572oC 

Softening Point (OC) 1600oC 700oC 820oC 729oC 

Coefficient of Thermal 

Expansion (x 10-6/OC) 
0.55 9.2 3.2 10.9 

Young’s Modulus (10-

10 Y/N m-2) 
7.4 7.4 6.1 - 

Rigidity Modulus (10-10 

G/N m-2) 
3.2 3.1 2.5 - 

Poisson’s Ratio (v) 0.16 0.21 0.22 - 

Vickers Hardness 

Number 
710 540 580 - 
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2.2 Current State of the Art in Glass Additive Manufacturing 

Whilst there is a large amount of research into metals, polymers, and certain ceramics for 

AM, the exploration of glass AM has only skimmed the surface. As the field of glass AM is still 

emerging, some of the methods described in Chapter 1 have not yet been explored for glass 

processing. This is likely because some techniques have been identified as more promising 

for glass material processing than others, and therefore have been the focus in research. The 

review of literature in this chapter describes the most popular AM methods investigated for 

glass processing, including Material Extrusion (Section 2.3), Vat Photopolymerisation (Section 

2.4), Powder Bed Fusion (Section 2.5), and Directed Energy Deposition (Section 2.6).  
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2.3 Material Extrusion  

Material Extrusion typically fabricates parts additively by the selective deposition of material 

through a nozzle. This process is typically used for polymer materials in filament form, which 

is heated to allow consistent flow and bonding of melted material in subsequent layers. For 

the application of achieving optically transparent glass, Klein described the creation and 

optimisation of a bespoke material extrusion setup for processing molten glass58,59. In this 

work, a custom set-up was required to withstand the high temperatures necessary to melt 

soda lime glass, with custom-made chambers and nozzles from alumina-silica material 

(Figure 6). Molten glass was extruded at 1040-1165oC, and deposited layer wise onto a 

ceramic kiln shelf in a chamber maintained at 480-515oC (above the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of feedstock glass) to form various geometries such as cylinders and objects 

with varying concave and convex forms. The ceramic kiln shelf allowed sufficient adhesion 

during processing, and easy removal at annealing temperature. Thermal post processing was 

carried out to anneal the soda lime glass parts, using an annealing cycle of 1 hour dwell at 

480oC, cooling at 25oC/h to 400oC, cooling at 50oC/h to 150oC and 80oC, and cooling at 

120oC/h to 20oC, reducing stress concentrations. Defects and rough surfaces were ground 

and polished to present a smooth aesthetic. The resulting parts of both colourless and 

coloured glass showed optical transparency, with a proposed application for decorative art 

pieces (Figure 7).  

 

 
Figure 6 Bespoke FDM set-up for extrusion of molten soda lime silica glass. 1: crucible, 2: heating elements, 3: 
nozzle, 4: thermocouple, 5: feed access lid, 6: stepper motors, 7: printer frame, 8: print annealer, 9: ceramic print 
plate, 10: z-drive train, 11: ceramic viewing window, 12: insulating skirt.58,59 
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Figure 7 Glass objects presented by Klein et al.58 Left: A coloured glass object fabricated by material extrusion, 
with visibly discernible layers. Right: a clear glass fabricated part demonstrating optical transparency. 

 

The custom extrusion system was costly and presented certain functional limitations, such 

as molten glass solidifying and obstructing the nozzle orifice disrupting part processing and 

resulting in uneven glass distribution, and the lack of automatic control of combined systems 

during operation.  The produced glass parts were attractive and transparent, however, layers 

were visibly discernible, reducing the optical quality. Nozzle diameter was fixed at 10 mm, 

resulting in a large layer thickness. As a consequence, resolution and geometrical accuracy of 

parts was low (layer height was 4.5 mm, and layer width varied by structure, with an average 

layer width of 7.95 mm ±0.19 mm measured by CT reconstruction of a cylinder geometry). 

Due to the nature of the gravity fed system employed, the nozzle diameter could not be 

altered to improve resolution or dimensions of parts. These issues could be solved by further 

machine adaptation but the limitations of Material Extrusion processing would likely remain. 

The work did not demonstrate processing structures with substantial overhangs, which 

would not be achievable without the use of sacrificial support structures. Additionally, 

support structures make it difficult to fabricate parts with complex internal geometry by this 

method compared to other AM techniques (particular those that do not require support 

structures e.g., powder bed fusion). Additionally, the geometries demonstrated could 

arguably be achievable using traditional glass processing, through the use of moulds. This 

work described the processing of a glass composition with relatively low working 

temperatures (soda lime glass - System 96® Studio Nuggets™: softening point 682oC, anneal 

point: 515oC). In order to process compositions with higher transition and melting 

temperatures, a much higher temperature would be needed, requiring costly rebuild of the 

machine set up, and increased operating costs. 
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Zaki et al. reported Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) of a phosphate glass composition 

(42.5 P2O5, 25 Na2O, 25 K2O,  7.5 Al2O3, -PNKA7), with a Tg of 317oC60. A commercial FDM set 

up was modified to increase the temperature of the extrusion nozzle to 470 – 510oC, and the 

substrate temperature to 320 – 350oC. Phosphate glass filaments of 1.9 mm diameter were 

selectively melted by FDM, and processed layer-wise to form simple shapes. Europium doped 

phosphate glass (PNKA7:Eu, PNKA7 modified with 42 P2O5 and 0.5 mol% Eu2O3. Tg = 333oC) 

was also processed to demonstrate the retention of luminescent properties in printed glass. 

Similar to the work by Klein et al., using material extrusion has limitations to achievable 

geometric complexity in terms of overhangs and internal features. Zaki et al. only 

demonstrated rudimentary structures of glass processed by FDM. 

Baudet et al. processed arsenic sulphide chalcogenide glass by material extrusion, exploiting 

the low glass transition temperature of this composition (As40S60, Tg= 188oC)61. This allowed 

extrusion of the glass filament feedstock at ~330oC through a modified commercial material 

extrusion set-up. A 0.4 mm diameter nozzle was used, and a preheated substrate (80oC) of 

the same As40S60 glass composition was used to ensure adhesion was achieved (by matching 

the coefficient of thermal expansion of deposited and substrate glass). Care was taken to 

avoid exposure to toxic vapour created during processing due to the high vapour pressure of 

the chalcogenide glass at high temperatures. Parts were coloured yellow due to this sulphide 

vapour deposit (Figure 8). The processed glass parts had discernible layers, and cracking was 

unavoidable when post process polishing was attempted. The geometries processed were 

not very complex, and dimensional accuracy was not reported. Further assessment of the 

geometrical accuracy would help to assess the quality of parts. This work demonstrated the 

potential for material extrusion of glass compositions with lower working temperatures, 

requiring simple modification of commercially available material extrusion hardware. Further 

work may optimise the process to produce accurate and complex glass structures using this 

method and glass composition.  
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Figure 8 A: Material extrusion set-up used to process As40S60 chalcogenide glass filaments, B-C: Processed 
chalcogenide glass structures with visibly discernible layers, and a yellow colour from sulphide vapour61. 

 

Direct Ink Writing (DIW) is another extrusion-based AM method that has been used to 

explore glass processing. In comparison to extruding molten glass, requiring very high 

temperatures to melt feedstocks (>1000oC) and a suitable set-up that can resist such high 

temperatures, this method allows extrusion at lower temperatures. Processing at lower 

temperatures (e.g., room temperature) reduces thermal gradients and thus helps to prevent 

part failure due to thermal shock and build-up of residual stresses during processing. DIW 

works by selectively extruding composite inks, and building the desired geometries layer by 

layer, to form a green part. Thermal post processing dries and consolidates the green part. 

This method has been used to investigate glass processing, and examples of fabricating 

transparent glass structures and glass optics with gradient refractive index have been 

shown62–65.  

During DIW of hydrophilic fumed silica nanoparticle inks, Nguyen et al. reported anisotropic 

shrinkage during the densification stage (heating at 1500oC) and observed volumetric 

changes that were dependent on the silica content of the ink feedstock. At 20 wt% silica 

content, volumetric shrinkage was reported as 90% of the original volume. Parts fabricated 

from a higher silica content ink (23 wt% silica) shrank from 250 µm diameter to 140 µm 

diameter. Increased silica content of the ink resulted in higher viscosity, better retention of 

A 

B 

C 
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shapes, but increased the visibility of print tracks in monolithic structures. One application 

demonstrated was hollow channels for glass microfluidic devices. These had a level of 

transparency, and were leak tight, however print tracks were visible (Figure 9)62. DIW of 

gradient refractive index lenses was demonstrated in rudimentary structures, however 

fabrication of complex, three-dimensional structures was not reported63. Sol gels of Silica 

(SiO2) and Silica-titania (SiO2-TiO2) glass compositions were used for DIW, and investigation 

into processing other glass compositions by this method has not yet been reported. One of 

the drawbacks of DIW is the need for post-process heat treatments to densify parts and 

remove organic content. This post processing incurs additional costs, and more significantly 

can lead to anisotropic shrinkage, reducing dimensional accuracy, and compromising part 

resolution. 

 

   
Figure 9 Examples of glass parts produced by Direct Ink Writing. Left: Hollow glass cylinder of 20wt% silica ink 
filled with liquid62 Right: example of silica-titania glass optics with gradient refractive index63. 

 

Material extrusion has also been used alongside direct laser melting to process a fused silica 

paste (silica powder, deionized water, + others) in an integrated system66. The silica paste 

was extruded to form layers and then selectively irradiated by a CO2 laser to melt and 

consolidate silica material. Transparent fused silica parts were fabricated without the use of 

post process heat treatments, but further investigation is needed to characterise built parts 

for complete evaluation. The state of the art in glass processing by material extrusion has 

demonstrated promising results for retaining transparency in parts but has mostly presented 

rudimentary geometries with discernible layers. The processing set-ups described have often 

been bespoke or adapted to process glass materials, with further work necessary to 

standardise the hardware for glass processing.   
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2.4 Vat Photopolymerisation 

Stereolithography (SLA) is an example of the Vat Photopolymerisation AM technique and has 

been used to demonstrate its potential for processing glass parts for various applications. 

The technology involves polymerisation of photo-curable resins using UV light, selectively 

solidifying material layer by layer to create a “green” part. Post processing of green parts is 

required to completely remove any remaining non-glass material and to achieve a fully dense 

part. Digital Light Processing (DLP) is another lithography method that uses digital light 

instead of UV to cure photosensitive material. The two techniques share similar principles 

and have both been utilised for glass processing research.  

Literature has described processing of biologically active glass material by SLA to fabricate 

cellular tissue scaffolds67–71. These biologically active glass compositions are of interest for 

tissue scaffold fabrication due to the material stimulating bone regeneration when 

interacting with bone tissue67. SLA (and AM in general) allows parts to be highly customised, 

making it ideal for fabricating bespoke medical implants. Tesavibul et al. selectively 

polymerised a photosensitive slurry of 45S5 bioglass, acrylate monomer, organic solvent, 

light absorber, and photoinitiater by DLP, and sintered the parts post process68. Customised 

bone implant structures were demonstrated, however, compressive strength was lower than 

desired for this application, and parts was partially crystallised – reducing the biological 

activity of the glass material (Figure 10). Glass ceramics, such as wollastonite diopside 

(CaSiO3-CaMgSi2O6), have been presented as an alternative biologically active glass material 

that could be processed by SLA to produce customised bone scaffolds70,71. 

 

      
Figure 10 Examples of structures fabricated by stereolithography Left: 45S5 Bioactive Glass fabricated in a scaffold 
geometry68. Right: WDE glass ceramic scaffold fabricated by DLP and heat treated at 90oC70. 

 

Promising progress in SLA of glass materials has been made by Kotz et al., demonstrating the 

fabrication of highly transparent, complex geometries for various applications, including 
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microfluidic reactors and micro-optical lenses (Figure 11)72,73. This work processed 

photocurable silica nanocomposite material by SLA to form a green part, before sintering at 

1300oC to achieve full densification and remove non-glass content. Shrinkage due to the 

necessity of post process sintering occurred, and a method of predicting this shrinkage was 

proposed. Coloured glass parts were also achieved through the addition of metallic salts. Kotz 

et al. explored glass processing beyond SLA, as one of the identified limitations to this method 

was the challenge of removing partially cured material from hollow structures. Sacrificial 

template replication was presented as an alternative method to producing transparent, 

freeform three-dimensional, hollow glass microstructures74.  

Further, Two-photon polymerisation (TPP, aka Direct Laser Writing) of silica nanocomposite 

material (altered to improve optical transparency) has been reported in several publications 

75,76. The nanocomposite was selectively polymerised by near-IR light (two-photon) to form 

the green part, heat treated at ~600oC for debinding, and then sintered at ~1300oC to leave 

transparent, fused silica parts with tens of micrometer resolution.  

 

Figure 11 Investigation of glass processing by Kotz et al A: Fused silica glass part fabricated by SLA73. B: Fused silica 
glass microfluidic chip fabricated by "LiqGlass" lithography.5 C: Fused silica glass microfluidic spiral channels 
fabricated by sacrificial template replication74. D: Fused silica glass lens fabricated by Two-Photon 
Polymerisation75. 

 
Variations of the SLA process have been used to demonstrate glass AM. Cooperstein et al. 

used DLP to process a sol ink consisting of a silica compound and photoinitiators (and other 

components)77. The material was selectively polymerised by UV light, forming desired 

geometries layer wise. The parts were dried and heat treated to remove solvents and organic 
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residues, and to achieve dense, transparent, silica parts. Farrell et al used a similar approach 

to produce complex geometries, such as ordered mesoporous silica structures78. Other work 

has explored processing of silica glass doped with various rare-earth ions by SLA, forming 

multicoloured luminescent, transparent silica glass parts79, and DLP of multicomponent 

glasses80.  

Processing of fused silica glass by SLA has shown much promise, producing transparent glass 

parts with high resolution and exceptionally smooth surface texture. Currently the 

investigation of glass material is limited to very few compositions, and the potential of 

processing other glass compositions by SLA has yet to be explored. Silica glass has been 

shown to achieve amorphous, transparent glass structures, however, so far literature 

describing SLA of other glass compositions have produced opaque or crystallised glass parts. 

Generally, SLA requires lengthy post processing times to completely densify built parts, or 

remove non-glass content (Kotz reported a fabrication process time of 61 h, with post 

processing accounting for 52 h72). Support structures are also required for certain structures, 

and removal of uncured material from designed voids/hollow areas can be challenging, e.g. 

microfluidic devices. Additionally, many of these investigations demonstrate processing of 

parts in the micro-scale, particularly with DLP processing, due to being limited in size by the 

projector or LCD screen used. 
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2.5 Powder Bed Fusion 

Powder bed fusion describes a group of AM techniques that utilise a heat source, e.g., laser 

or electron beam, to fuse material in a powder bed to fabricate objects.  Selective Laser 

Melting (SLM) and Laser Sintering are examples of Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) that have 

been investigated for processing glass materials. These techniques process powder through 

layer-wise consolidation by laser irradiation of predefined CAD geometries. Laser sintering 

typically utilises a CO2 laser (wavelengths of 10.2-10.8 µm) and is used primarily for polymer 

processing as they have acceptable absorption at CO2 laser wavelength. For metals, or 

materials with higher melting temperatures, SLM is often selected over laser sintering, and 

typically uses higher powered lasers (e.g. fibre lasers) to achieve material fusion81. A 

distinction is sometimes made between laser sintering and SLM by the different mechanisms 

of fusion, where generally materials consolidate by solid state sintering (SSS) in laser 

sintering, and by full melting in SLM15,82. Generally, in laser sintering, feedstocks and process 

chambers are heated to a few degrees below the material melting point, using laser energy 

to tip the material beyond the melting point, consolidating powder at low energy laser 

irradiation. Typically, feedstock materials are completely melted by laser irradiation in SLM 

processing. For glass materials, the consolidation mechanism for powder bed fusion has not 

yet been characterised.  

 

2.5.1 Laser Sintering 

Laser sintering can be further classified as “Direct” or “Indirect”, describing the feedstock and 

method of consolidation. Indirect laser sintering refers to feedstocks that are not 

homogenous in nature, and processing relies on the presence of a binder, where binding 

particles have a lower melting temperature than other particles present in the feedstock. 

Binding material is sintered by the laser, forming a composite green part that requires post 

processing for removal of binder and densification – normally resulting in significant 

shrinkage. Direct laser sintering refers to the consolidation of powder particles with a 

homogenous chemical composition, eliminating the need for post processing83. Both direct 

and indirect laser sintering have been used to explore processing of glass materials, however, 

there is little literature available on direct laser sintering of high temperature materials due 

to machine limitations, as processing these materials requires high energy to sinter84. Models 

have been made to describe the physical process of sintering glass, and “necking” of glass 
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particles during sintering was shown by Prado et al.85,86. Laser sintering has been of particular 

interest for processing biologically active glass powders for the purpose of customisable 

medical implants87–91.   

Kolan et al. described additive manufacturing of 13-93 bioactive glass (53% SiO2, 4% P2O5, 

20% CaO, 5% MgO, 6% Na2O and 12% K2O) by laser sintering, fabricating porous scaffold 

structures for bone repair applications (Figure 12)87,88. In this research, polymeric binder 

(stearic acid) was mixed between 12-22 wt% with 13-93 bioactive glass to form the feedstock. 

The feedstock was processed by laser sintering, holding the powder bed at temperatures just 

below the melting point of the binder, then using the laser to tip over the melting point, 

thereby allowing consolidation at low laser powers, and reducing temperature gradients in 

the powder bed. Heat treatments at 550oC for de-binding, and 700oC for densification was 

carried out post process. Anisotropic shrinkage was reported, with greater shrinkage related 

to increased binder content. Dimensional accuracy and resolution was lacking, and surface 

finish was rough due to fusion of unwanted powder particles adjacent to the built structures. 

13-93B3 glass was also investigated and used to demonstrate complex lattice structures for 

biomedical implants92. Kolan et al. recommended consideration of pore size reduction from 

sintering of excess glass powder inside pore structures during the CAD creation stage. 

Volumetric porosity was reduced by up to 25% depending on designed geometry. Lin et al. 

summarised that poor dimensional accuracy (loss of feature sharpness and increased 

dimensions leading to geometry distortion)  and rough surface finish was commonly reported 

for laser sintering of scaffold structures due to unwanted fusion of adjacent powder from 

conduction and diffusion of laser energy93. While high porosity and surface roughness could 

be desirable for certain applications (e.g., bone scaffolds), it would be considered a 

disadvantage for others, along with low dimensional accuracy, part shrinkage (volumetric 

shrinkage caused by debinding stages during indirect laser sintering), and low mechanical 

properties. 
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Figure 12 Left: Fabricated "green part" scaffolds of 13-93 bioactive glass with various geometries87. Right: Scaffold 
architectures of 13-93B3 bioactive glass92. 

 

Direct laser sintering provides an opportunity for glass processing without shrinkage 

associated with post process heat treatments. The feasibility of processing borosilicate glass 

powder by Laser Sintering was investigated through direct laser sintering, and indirect laser 

sintering by the addition of carbon black94. For direct laser sintering, single layer processing 

was carried out to identify suitable process parameters for consolidation of borosilicate glass 

powder. Optimal parameters were judged by layer thickness, which was found to increase 

with increasing energy density (the measure of energy imparted to the powder due to the 

laser power, scan velocity, or scan vector overlap).  Multi-layer cubes were processed to 

assess surface roughness and density. These parts exhibited cracking due to thermal stresses 

introduced during processing as a consequence of rapid temperature changes, despite 

borosilicate’s reputation for thermal resistance and durability – low coefficient of thermal 

expansion (3 - 6 ×10−6 K−1)(See Section 2.1)95 (Figure 13). One of the limitations stated was 

the narrow window for balancing optimal parameters, with surface roughness and part 

density competing for optimal scan speed. The dimensional accuracy of sintered parts was 

affected by heat transfer from irradiated areas to the surrounding powder bed. As processed, 

parts showed density of less than 50% of theoretical density. Post process heat treatments 

were used to densify the parts, however this resulted in anisotropic shrinkage, and loss of 

the desired geometry. A small quantity of carbon black (0.05 wt%) was added to the 

borosilicate feedstock with the aim of increasing energy absorption. This approach resulted 

in a small increase in the density of the built part. The processing window did not change 

significantly and the increase in part density was too small to justify the additional steps 

necessary to remove the additive. 
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Figure 13 Laser sintering of borosilicate glass by Klocke et al. with laser power increasing from left to right, with 
visible cracks and rough surface94. 

 

While some progress has been made to prove the feasibility of glass processing by laser 

sintering, the literature reports common limitations93. For example, dimensional accuracy is 

often limited due to surrounding powder influenced by a heat affected zone, expanding the 

built part. Delamination and cracking of parts was frequently observed due to large thermal 

gradients during processing, and crystallisation of glass was reported in some cases, 

particularly with biologically active glass compositions, and linked with a slow sintering rate 

(nano-58S Bioactive glass (58% SiO2, 33% CaO, and 9% P2O5
91, 13-93 53% SiO2,4%P2O5, 20% 

CaO, 5% MgO, 6% Na2O and 12% K2O87). This may be related to the presence of P2O5
 in the 

silicate glass compositions that can cause phase separation and crystallisation96. Heating of 

powder beds to just below the melting temperature of feedstock materials is recommended 

practice for laser sintering processes. As many glass materials are characterised by high glass 

transition temperatures, e.g., soda lime silica Tg = ~550-600oC (see Section 2.1), direct laser 

sintering of glasses proves challenging as processing temperatures must be high enough to 

accommodate these thermal demands. Using an indirect method to reduce the required 

temperature of the powder bed results in anisotropic shrinkage of parts and a further 

reduction in geometrical accuracy as a consequence of post process de-binding and 

densification. Finally, glass powder feedstocks demonstrated a “balling” effect at high energy 

density processing due to the surface tension of the material and the porosity inherent in 

powder beds, this is a common phenomenon also reported with metal laser powder bed 

fusion AM97. Optimising laser sintering parameters to account for this effect, as well as 

surface roughness, density, and dimensional accuracy of glass parts has proven challenging, 

offering narrow processing windows for certain glass compositions (Klocke et al. reported a 

narrow processing window of 5-9 W laser power, 300-550 mm/s scan velocity, and 0.12-0.18 

mm hatch spacing for laser sintering of borosilicate glass94).  

Zocca et al. investigated laser sintering of lithium aluminosilicate glass ceramic (LAS: Li2O-

Al2O3-SiO2) tapes at a range of parameters98. The tapes were prepared by mixing with water 
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and an organic binder (polyethylene glycol) to create a slurry, and so differs to the traditional 

laser sintering method of irradiating a powder bed. The authors described the process as 

“selective laser treatment” and utilised a YAG-fibre laser (1064 nm wavelength, often used 

in SLM) as opposed to a CO2 laser (10.6 µm wavelength, often used in Laser Sintering). The 

slurry was spread onto a ceramic tile and dried. The deposited tape was scanned in 10 x 10 

mm square areas, using 15-39 W laser power and 20-80 mm/s scan velocities (hatch spacing 

= 0.1 mm). Porosity was observed in the samples by SEM imaging and was understood to be 

caused by the decomposition of the organic binder within the tape generating gas bubbles. 

This could not be avoided however, as the organic binder was found essential for 

densification by laser irradiation (LAS tape without the binder did not densify by laser 

irradiation, even at high energy). This was attributed to the low absorption of LAS feedstock 

at YAG-fibre laser wavelength. Similar characteristics were found for parameter 

combinations of similar calculated energy, with a processing window for defect free samples 

defined as 0.32 – 0.8 W s/mm. This work demonstrated the relationship between laser 

sintering process parameters and the quality of LAS glass ceramic parts, however only single 

layers were processed, with further work necessary to investigate the effect of processing 

parameters on multi-layer structures.  

In summary, processing glass materials by laser sintering still seems promising for biomedical 

applications, with biologically active glass feedstocks of most interest to the research 

community. The thermal profiles of biologically active glasses tend to be more moderate, 

with lower melting temperatures than other glass compositions, allowing melting and laser 

processing at lower temperatures. Various biologically active glass compositions have so far 

been investigated for fabrication of custom, porous bone scaffold structures, with several 

studies successfully defining laser sintering process parameters for these glasses, and 

evaluating them for their biological activity in in vivo testing99. There is still much to gain from 

research into laser sintering of glass materials, particularly in exploration of optimal process 

parameters for laser sintering of different compositions of glass.  

 

2.5.2 Selective Laser Melting 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is another laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) method of additive 

manufacturing. In general, a single layer of powder is spread across the build platform (by a 

blade or roller). Laser irradiation selectively fuses the material based on predefined CAD data. 

The build platform is lowered by a layer, and the process repeated until a full part is 
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fabricated. Figure 14  shows a schematic of the SLM process and a SLM set-up using a double 

bladed wiper unit for powder spreading100. 

 

 
Figure 14 Schematic of a typical SLM/LPBF process101 and typical build chamber100. A roller or wiper may be used 
to spread powder across a build platform. 

 
The SLM process is commonly used to process various metals and alloys, with limited 

literature available on processing ceramics and glasses. Industry has identified multiple 

applications for SLM processing, particularly for light weight structures through exploitation 

of the geometrical freedom offered by SLM, and for medical and dental applications81. SLM 

is characterised by certain advantages over alternative AM methods for certain materials. 

The lasers typically utilised in SLM are often more suited for melting high temperature 

materials than, for example, material extrusion. Fabricated parts may have higher density 

than in sintering processes, and may require fewer support structures than other techniques 

(such as Material Extrusion and SLA), as powder beds offer integrated support102. SLM also 

offers significantly increased geometrical complexity, outperforming some AM methods, like 

material extrusion, and many conventional manufacturing techniques, such as machining.    

 

2.5.2.1 Parameters for SLM 

For SLM processing, there are many variables that can impact success of processing and 

resulting part quality (e.g., microstructure and mechanical properties). Important 

parameters to consider include laser power, laser wavelength, spot size, scanning speed, 

hatch spacing, layer delay, and layer thickness, as these can all impact the melting behaviour 

of powder materials in SLM103. Energy density is sometimes used to relate SLM processing 

parameters to describe energy absorption and is discussed in Section 2.5. Powder feedstock 

characteristics are equally important to consider in SLM. 
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Hatch spacing refers to the distance between adjacent laser scans in any SLM part. A small 

hatch spacing defines scan tracks as closer together, with a greater number of scans per given 

area (than compared with a large hatch spacing). Scanning strategy refers to the 

programmed travel of the laser during processing, and has been shown to have an effect on 

part properties, including part density, geometrical accuracy, and cracking in SLM of 

metals104–106. There are multiple options for scan strategy in commercial SLM systems, from 

simple line scans, to checkerboards, to complex fractal scans, as well as utilising multiple 

scans per layer for remelting, all of which have an impact on melt pool orientation (Figure 

15)107. Scanning strategy has been found to have a significant effect on residual stress in SLM, 

with short scan tracks inducing less residual stress than longer ones108. Island scan strategy 

is recommended for reducing residual stress due to the short scan tracks utilised in this 

pattern109. A rotation of 67o between layers maximises the number of layers between 

repeated scanning of the same direction and orientation on the build (360 layers). This is 

thought to reduce build up of stresses from repeated laser scanning in adjacent layers. Scan 

rotation has been reported to have no effect on part density, but may impact mechanical 

characteristics105,110.  More complex fractal scan strategies utilising short length scan tracks 

produced superior bulk density of parts to the island scan strategy. Directionality has also 

been found to effect part characteristics, with unidirectional scanning resulting in isotropic 

stress fields111. 

 

 
Figure 15 Examples of SLM scan strategies (A: Unidirectional scan, B: Bi-directional scan, C: Island scan, D: Helix 
scan)107 and hatch rotations (E: 90o rotation, F: 45o rotation, G: 67o rotation)105. 
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In SLM, a powder must have sufficient flowability to form a homogenous powder bed, with 

consistent layer thickness determined partially by particle size, to allow successful 

processing112. Particle size and size distribution impacts the flowability of a material as well 

as packing density within powder beds, and has been reported to impact SLM part properties 

as a consequence113. In SLM, particle size dictates the minimum layer thickness, and 

therefore surface finish and resolution of parts15. Powder beds consisting of large particles 

or agglomerates result in poor packing density and can lead to porosity within built parts112. 

Recommendations have been made for suitable particle size distributions (PSD) of powder 

materials for SLM processing; 15 – 45 µm particle size distribution is often used for laser 

powder bed fusion AM, and is expected to provide a well packed powder bed, where fine 

particles fill the voids around larger particles114. Finer particles are recommended in small 

proportions to fulfil this function without causing a significant reduction in flowability due to 

increased inter-particulate forces115. 

The presence of fine particles within a powder feedstock increases the pick-up of moisture, 

increasing cohesion (and therefore reducing flow characteristics)114, with Muniz-Lerma et al. 

reporting a reduction in moisture sorption when a narrow particle size distribution and large 

spherical particles (>48 µm) are used. Moisture containing powders have also been linked 

with the formation of agglomerates during spreading, impacting the uniformity of powder 

beds, and a reduction in relative density of powder layers116.  

Another powder characteristic that has a large impact on the formation of powder beds is 

particle morphology. Compared to angular or irregularly shaped particles within a feedstock, 

spherical particles have lower surface friction and are less impacted by mechanical 

interlocking114,117,118. Spherical powders are recommended in order to achieve a sufficient 

flowability for powder spreading, and a high packing density118. A high packing density (ratio 

of the solid volume to the total volume in the powder bed) is beneficial in SLM as it increases 

the absorptivity of the powder bed, and the thermal conductivity via increased particle 

contact, with Tran et al. suggesting a packing density above 50% as suitable for SLM119–122. 

Liu et al. compared a wide PSD (0-45 µm) with a narrow PSD (15-45 µm) for SLM processing 

and reported that a wide PSD can result in high density parts with smooth surface finish 

thanks to a high packing density, however, powder flowability may be superior for powders 

with a narrow PSD123. Additionally, Sofia et al. reported particle size and modality significantly 

affected energy density required for SLM of glass beads124. For these reasons, powder 

characteristics such as PSD, morphology, and flowability (including cohesion, moisture 
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content etc) should be considered when optimising glass powder processing by SLM. For 

example, ideal glass feedstocks should have a largely spherical morphology, have an 

appropriate PSD for SLM processing (<100 µm), a flowability that allows a suitable packing 

density (above 50%) and formation of uniform powder layers, and be dried of moisture 

before processing. 

The time between laser scanning and spreading of a subsequent powder bed layer, referred 

to as “layer delay” within this work, (also known as inter layer time, and dwell time, among 

others) has also been shown to impact LPBF. The time taken between laser scanning and 

spreading of the next powder layer alters temperature gradients during processing, 

impacting the energy density required for processing. Depending on the material, a short 

delay may result in accumulation of energy focussed around the scanned area, resulting in 

excess heat transferring to new layers of virgin powder, distorting geometries as excess 

powder is melted by conduction125. A longer delay may be considered in order to allow 

dissipation of heat from scanned areas, however this must be balanced to avoid the higher 

temperature gradients from cooling and possible delamination or curling of parts126. Mohr 

investigated “inter layer times” (ILT) of 18 s, 65 s, and 116 s when processing 316L stainless 

steel by LPBF, reporting that a short ILT (18 s) resulted in significant heat accumulation over 

the build height, an increase in the melt pool depth of up to 20%, increased porosity, and a 

reduction in hardness by 20% when compared to intermediate ILT (65 s)126. Other studies 

investigating the impact of layer delay for other AM techniques generally agree, such as Laser 

Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) of 316L stainless steel, and Ti-6AL-4V127,128. Yadollahi et al. 

reported that a short ILT (10 s) resulted in a coarser microstructure of LENS fabricated 316L 

stainless steel parts, lower compressive strength, tensile strength, and hardness when 

compared to specimens fabricated with a long ILT (100 s), due to the decreased cooling 

rate127. The size or number of parts on a build platform influences the delay between laser 

scanning and powder spreading, and has been shown to have an effect on mechanical 

properties for some materials129. This can be exploited to control the layer delay in systems 

that do not offer direct control over this variable. 
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2.5.2.2 State of the Art in Glass SLM 

For glass processing, SLM presents certain challenges to overcome. Particularly, large 

thermal gradients required for processing high temperature materials (such as glass) by laser 

power subjects parts to thermal stresses, creating residual stresses within parts, and risking 

formation of cracks and fracture from thermal shock. The thermal gradients for glass 

processing by SLM are dictated by the temperature of the substrate/chamber (e.g., room 

temperature for no heating, 250oC for some SLM machines), and the temperature of the laser 

irradiated glass (dependent on the composition, e.g., Tg of soda lime silica is ~550-600oC (see 

Section 2.1), and the laser processing parameters).  To counter these high thermal gradients, 

utilising a high temperature chamber and powder bed could allow processing at lower energy 

density, protecting parts from thermal shock. Similarly, gradual cooling over a long period of 

time post process will protect parts from the thermal stresses related to part cooling.  

Processing glass by SLM has been of interest in recent years, with a few publications 

demonstrating the potential of glass AM by this technique. Fateri et al. demonstrated the 

feasibility of processing soda lime glass by SLM, using a Yb:YAG fibre laser at 1070 nm 

wavelength to fabricate multilayer parts and reported suitable processing parameters130. The 

work confirmed that melting of soda lime silica could be achieved using laser irradiation in 

the NIR wavelength region. Low surface roughness (Ra0.88 µm), and high part density (99%) 

were reported for selected geometries and processing parameters. Geometrical accuracy 

was influenced by laser processing parameters, with the potential for 100% dimensional 

accuracy suggested to be achievable with optimal parameters. Cylinders of 20 mm total 

diameter, 18 mm inner diameter and 10 mm height were fabricated using parameters of 60 

W laser power, 67 mm/s scan speed, 50 µm hatch spacing (referred to as offset value), and 

a layer thickness of 150 µm. 99% part density and 100% accuracy was reported for this 

geometry. A heat affected zone was observed for non-optimal process parameters, distorting 

the desired geometry, and rapid cooling of parts led to parts cracking from thermal shock. 

Structures were fabricated to demonstrate achievable geometries such as dental prototypes, 

thin pin specimens, and objects for jewellery applications131. In further work, Fateri et al. 

investigated the effect of scan strategy on glass SLM, presenting significant differences in 

part appearance as a consequence of scan patterns (Figure 16)132. 
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Figure 16 Investigations into SLM of soda lime glass by Fateri et al.130,132 A: A dome geometry, B:Tooth prototype, 
C: The effect of scan strategy on glass part appearance, Left: “line”, Right: “checker-board”. 

 
 
Khmyrov et al. explored the feasibility of processing fused silica on substrates of fused silica 

by SLM133,134. A CO2 laser was operated out of focus to melt the silica powder bed at various 

parameters. Silica beads melted and adhered to the substrates which did not crack during 

single layer SLM processing. The avoidance of cracking is likely due to the thickness of the 

fused silica substrates (5 mm), and the durability of the composition (fused silica glass has 

the lowest specific thermal expansion and highest resistance to temperature changes). A 

small particle size (<20 µm) and small layer thickness was found to improve porosity of parts 

and adhesion of melted feedstock to substrates. Further, a model was presented for 

estimating the thermal conductivity of the fused silica feedstock, predicting improved 

consolidation with reduced feedstock particle size and layer thickness135. The method of 

creating a powder layer in this study was through water suspension and deposition of the 

material on substrates. While this accommodated the fine particle size, it was not 

representative of the powder bed formation methods in commercial SLM systems, where 

powder flowability would be essential for formation of a homogenous powder bed. This 

method of powder bed formation would be unsuitable for preparing glass compositions that 

show water solubility. Additionally, for some glass compositions (e.g., soda lime silica), the 

presence of moisture may cause bubbles to form within the glass melt during laser irradiation 

as the water evaporates136. Preheating of feedstock was suggested to increase the 

temperature of the powder bed prior to laser scanning to accelerate consolidation, as well 
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as reduce residual stresses.  The work presented by Khmyrov et al. demonstrated the 

feasibility of melting fused silica glass by laser irradiation, and described challenges such as 

narrow processing windows. The reported processing window was 21-24 W laser power, 0.9 

mm/s scan speed, and 150-200 µm layer thickness. Geometries were limited to fused beads, 

single tracks, and monolayers. Parameter investigations did not consider hatch spacing and 

scan strategies for multi-layer processing, and material composition was limited to fused 

silica, a glass known for its durability (exceptionally low thermal expansion coefficient, CTE= 

0.5 x 106/oC)3. While cracking of substrates was avoided, it is possible, though the authors of 

the study did not comment on this, that this is due to the glass composition of feedstocks, 

the thickness and composition of substrates, and the geometries processed.  

Due to the use of a powder feedstock, SLM parts are often characterised by high surface 

roughness, and poor dimensional accuracy. Surface roughness can be attributed to partially 

fused powder particles adhered to melted structures, reducing the smoothness of parts. 

Surface roughness depends on many factors, such as material, particle size distribution, layer 

thickness, processing parameters (laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing etc), scan strategy 

and post processing of parts113,137.  

Surface roughness of glass LPBF parts were reported by Fateri and Gebhardt, and Klocke et 

al, reporting Ra (average roughness of a surface) or Rz (maximum height of the profile, based 

on the average of the five tallest peaks and five biggest troughs in the profile) to represent 

surface roughness. Laser sintering of borosilicate using optimal parameters (9 W laser power, 

225 mm/s scan velocity, 0.15 mm hatch spacing, and 100 µm layer thickness) resulted in a Rz 

value of 152 µm94. Laser sintering of other materials is known to produce varying surface 

roughness values depending on build orientation, and post processing treatments are often 

used to improve surface quality, e.g., lacquering138. Laser sintering of polyamide 11 with a 

100 µm layer thickness has been reported to have Rz values of 75-100 µm depending on 

orientation and process parameters139, much lower than the Rz value reported for laser 

sintering of borosilicate by Klocke et al. In Fateri et al’s study, surface roughness and part 

density of SLM fabricated soda lime silica glass cubes of 15 x 15 x 7 mm were measured and 

reported. Optimal process parameters of 100 W laser power, 50 mm/s scan speed, 100 µmm 

hatch distance, and 500 µm layer thickness were used. The average surface roughness of the 

top surface was reported as Ra = 1.70 µm and Rz = 7.81 µm132. To improve surface roughness 

and appearance of glass parts, post processing steps may be required (as suggested by Fateri 

et al.), such as polishing or remelting of surfaces through heat treatments. Fateri reported an 
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improvement of SLM borosilicate glass surface roughness from Ra= 2 µm to Ra= 0.9 µm after 

CO2 laser polishing140  

Gan et al. investigated SLM processing of spodumene glass ceramic powder (wt%: 65.7 SiO2, 

25.4 Al2O3, 7.1 Li2O 1.8 others)141. A SLM system equipped with a Yb fibre laser was used to 

process 45 x 4 x 3 mm spodumene samples using different layer thickness (50, 100, 150 µm), 

and different post process heat treatment cycles (as printed, 850oC or 950oC for four hours 

with a heating/cooling rate of 5oC/min). Characterisation of parts was carried out to assess 

porosity by micro computed tomography (XCT), flexural strength by three-point bend testing, 

and crystallinity by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD). It was found that porosity was inversely 

proportional to the layer thickness. Thinner layer thickness was more sensitive to 

vaporisation caused by excessive heating during processing, leading to bubble formation, and 

therefore increased the internal porosity of parts. Flexural strength was found to improve 

with post processing at higher temperatures and XRD revealed crystallinity within parts. The 

dimensional accuracy of parts was not reported, and images showed variation in the 

appearance of the top surface of parts (Figure 17).  

 

 

Figure 17 SLM processing of spodumene glass ceramic using A:50 µm layer thickness, B: 100 µm layer thickness, 
and C: 150 µm layer thickness. The appearance of the top surface of parts shows variation in 
transparency/appearance141. 

 

Bulk metallic glasses (metallic amorphous alloys, made by rapid quenching of metallic liquids) 

have also been of interest for SLM processing in literature, due to the potential for good 

mechanical properties (low Young’s moduli, high yield strength, good fatigue resistance), and 

biocompatibility142–144. Deng et al. investigated SLM of a biocompatible bulk metallic glass: 

47% Ti, 38% Cu, 7.5% Zr, 2.5% Fe, 2% Sm, 1% Si, 2% Ag, for the application of biomedical 

implants145. Laser processing parameters were 60 W laser power, 2000 mm/s scan speed, 

140 µm hatch distance, and 40 µm layer thickness, with a 90o scan rotation. High density was 

B A C 
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reported for fabricated parts (>98%), with evidence of 10-30 µm diameter pores present in 

cross sections, and larger defects present on the sample edges. The authors reported that 

SLM samples fractured at lower stress than as-cast samples of the same material (SLM:~ 1690 

MPa, As-cast: 2000 MPa), and attributed this to defects introduced during SLM processing. 

Complex geometries were fabricated and reported to be fully glassy with a relatively smooth 

surface (Figure 18). Further optimisation and investigation into mechanical properties of 

parts would be required to assess the suitability of this material and processing technique for 

the suggested application. 

 

 

Figure 18 Examples of complex geometries fabricated by SLM of a Ti-based bulk metallic glass. Parts were reported 
to be fully glassy and relatively smooth. 

 

Poor dimensional accuracy of LPBF of glass parts is often reported and attributed to 

conduction of energy through the powder bed to adjacent particles, resulting in 

unintentional fusion of additional material to processed surfaces94,130. This could potentially 

be accounted for in the CAD creation stage, or resolved through optimisation of processing 

set-up and parameters (e.g. optimisation of energy density and scan strategy)124. 
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2.6 Directed Energy Deposition 

Directed Energy Deposition (DED) is an AM technique that utilises a high powered energy 

source to simultaneously melt wire or powder feedstock as it is delivered to a substrate. The 

method is also known as Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS), Direct Metal Deposition 

(DMD), Laser Cladding, Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing, and Directed Light 

Fabrication. This AM technique is well established for processing metal feedstocks, yet little 

literature is available on DED processing of glass and ceramic materials15,146–148.  

A typical DED machine setup comprises three parts: a focused energy source (e.g. a laser, 

electron beam, or plasma arc), a nozzle for feedstock delivery (usually made of copper, 

stainless, or hardened steel) be it powder, wire, or fibre form, and a build platform (Figure 

19). Due to the potential for mounting nozzles on a 4 or 5 axis arm, this method is often used 

for repairing defects on existing parts, or fusing additional material to built components, 

however, it can also be used to fabricate whole parts from start to finish.  While many setups 

mount the material delivery nozzles on a multi-axis arm which travels around a fixed object 

or substrate during processing, it is also possible to utilise a fixed nozzle with a moveable 

build platform via a translational or rotational stage. With multi-axis DED, material flow rate 

does not change with movement of the feed head, however, a system utilising fixed, vertical 

deposition may be affected by this15. Like many AM methods, the DED process can be 

controlled by 3D CAD data, translating 3D models into multiple slices for layer processing.  

 

 
Figure 19 Schematic of the DED process (for powder feedstock)146. 
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Post processing is usually required for DED fabricated parts. Heat treatments reduce the 

residual stresses in parts and improve mechanical properties, and often subtractive 

techniques (e.g., machining) are used to achieve the final desired part or improve surface 

finish. For some parts, removal from substrates may be required. Hybrid processes are being 

developed to integrate DED processing and post processing tools for efficient, one-step 

manufacturing149.  

In DED, feature size (the smallest scale at which a feature can be fabricated) and layer 

thickness (the thickness of a deposited layers) are limited by the size of the feedstock 

(powder particle size or wire diameter), and by the diameter of the heat source (laser spot 

size). Higher resolution (small layer thickness, small feature size) and dimensional accuracy 

is generally achieved with powder-fed DED compared to wire processing, but presents higher 

surface roughness150. Theoretically, 100 % feedstock capture is possible when using a 

filament fed process, and capture rate is lower with powder delivery, however, as a result, 

powder-fed DED can offer greater geometric flexibility, allowing overlap of scan lines without 

losing dimensional accuracy15. DED processing of wires and filaments often suffer from visible 

layers within parts, requiring further optimisation or post processing to improve appearance.  

In powder-fed DED, flowability impacts the way a powder behaves when fed through nozzle 

systems, effecting powder delivery and deposition rates. Powder can be delivered to 

substrates via different nozzle systems (Figure 20). An off-axis configuration, where a single 

nozzle delivers powder to the substrate laterally to the laser beam, and a coaxial nozzle that 

delivers a toroid powder flow to the laser are common in DED. Lateral nozzles are most suited 

to 2D applications due to the effect of processing direction on scan tracks151. Off-axis nozzles 

are easy to use, but have been reported to result in varying deposit height dependent on 

scan direction with relation to direction of powder delivery152. Coaxial nozzles do not suffer 

from this limitation and provide higher powder capture rates. DED processing using powder 

feedstocks is sensitive to many factors, including process parameters, material properties, 

and machine set-up153. Processing glass feedstocks by powder-fed DED requires 

consideration of material characteristics, such as particle size distribution, morphology, and 

flowability, and their behaviour through automatic powder feed systems. Optimisation of 

feed parameters is also necessary to achieve accurate and consistent delivery of material to 

the substrate. This may include consideration of the nozzle position in relation to the laser 

beam, and the rate of material delivery, for example, the speed of metering discs (i.e., 

rotation speed, RPM), and the pressure of carrier gas150,154.  
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Figure 20 Schematic of two powder delivery nozzles for DED processing. A: Coaxial nozzle, indicating the stream 
of powder delivered through an annular orifice, compressed by shielding gas. B: Single nozzle for powder delivery 
laterally to the laser beam. Taken from Gibson, Rosen and Stucker15. 

 

2.6.1 State of the Art in Glass DED 

Glass filaments have been used to demonstrate the feasibility of glass processing by DED 

methods. Rudimentary geometries of single tracks/walls were fabricated through deposition 

of soda lime silica glass filaments (“1 mm soda lime glass stringer, Bullseye Glass Co”)  onto 

glass microscope slide substrates (of the same composition), and simultaneous irradiation by 

a CO2 laser (Figure 21)155,156. The initial parameters used to process the soda lime glass 

filaments were 25 W laser power and 1 mm/s scan speed. Stage heaters were employed to 

reduce thermal gradients during processing by heating to around the glass annealing 

temperature of the feedstock and substrates (~530oC), and parts were allowed to cool 

gradually, thus reducing the chance of cracks forming within parts. Filament quality impacted 

optical properties and transparency of fabricated parts. Geometrical complexity wasn’t 

explored beyond simple structures, and post process polishing was used to improve the 

appearance and transparency of fabricated parts. In further experiments, a scan speed of 0.5 

mm/s and laser powers between 10-50 W were investigated for processing the same soda 

lime glass filaments, and the contact angles (θ, angle of a liquid-solid interface) of the cross 

sections of deposited soda lime tracks were recorded. The lowest energy density tested (10 
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W, 0.5 mm/s) was insufficient for melting the filament. For laser powers above 35 W (at 0.5 

mm/s scan speed), full melting was achieved as indicated by a contact angle below 90o. The 

effect of last processing parameters on the temperature of the melt pool was estimated. A 

model was used to estimate the temperature of the melt pool at different combinations of 

laser power and scan speed. The melt pool temperature at 10 W laser power and 0.5 mm/s 

scan speed was estimated as 1233oC, corresponding to a viscosity of 1000 Pa s for the soda 

lime silica glass. 

Luo et al. investigated DED of borosilicate glass filaments (Schott Duran 3.3: ~80 SiO2, 12 B2O3, 

4 Na2O, 2Al2O3 – Tg 525oC, softening point: 825oC, annealing point: 560oC), using a CO2 laser 

to melt 2 mm diameter filaments157. Bubble entrapment from filament defects, and bubble 

formation from reboil (the sudden reappearance of bubbles during remelting of glass or 

increases in melt temperature34) reduced the optical quality of processed glass structures. 

The temperature of melt pools increased with laser power, as did bubble concentration. Luo 

used a spectrometer to monitor temperatures within melt pools for filament-fed DED of 

borosilicate glass158. Temperatures between ~700oC to >1900oC were measured depending 

on laser power and scan speed, with the highest melt pool temperature measured for 0.1 

mm/s scan speed and 60 W laser power. The contact angles of the deposited glass filaments 

(cross sections) were inspected for processing parameters of 0.5 mm/s scan speed and 25-

60 W laser power. θ > 90o was used to define instances where the deposited glass was not 

fully melted. Processing parameters that resulted in a contact angle of <90o were 0.5 mm/s 

scan speed at laser powers of 50 - 60 W, with lower energy densities resulting in θ >90o. 

Contact angle measurements suggested that the viscosity of the borosilicate filaments was 

sufficient when melt pool temperatures were between 1500-1800oC. In this study, substrate 

temperatures were maintained at 450oC to prevent cracking of glass parts during processing 

from thermal shock. A correlation between temperature of the melt pool and bubble 

formation within melted glass structures was also found, with the chance of reboil in 

borosilicate melt pools during DED increasing as the temperature approached 1600oC. A 

model for calculating average melt pool temperatures was also proposed. Annealing and 

polishing of parts was used to reduce residual stresses and improve optical appearance.  

Fused silica (quartz) has also been used to demonstrate the potential of filament fed DED 

processing of glass materials159,160. Initial studies investigated the welding of two quartz glass 

plates of 2.6 mm thickness by a CO2 laser of varying spot size diameter (5, 8, 10, 12 mm), 

using a scan speed of 0.5 mm/s and laser powers between 40-130 W159. The required 

temperature to achieve a suitable viscosity (104 – 107.5 Pa s) of the quartz glass used in the 
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experiment was reported to be 1800 – 2230oC. The surface temperature of the glass plates 

was monitored by IR pyrometer, with higher surface temperatures recorded for smaller spot 

sizes, suggesting larger spot sizes (>5 mm) related to a wider processing window. For 

example, with a constant scan speed of 0.5 mm/s, a narrow processing window was seen for 

the 5 mm diameter spot size, with temperatures of ~2200OC being reached at laser powers 

below 200 W, whereas a larger spot size diameter of 12 mm showed a wider processing 

window with laser powers up to 600 W not reaching 2200oC. Pohl et al., also reported the 

benefits of a polymer coating on quartz glass fibres to allow fibre delivery without breaking 

the feedstock159. The coating was reported to evaporate during processing, leaving a trace 

amount of carbon on the glass surface after combustion by laser irradiation.  

Developing the investigations further, von Witzendorff et al. demonstrated the melting of 

the 0.5 mm diameter polymer coated quartz glass filaments using a CO2 laser to create 

rudimentary structures on glass substrates160. The parameters investigated were 90 and 120 

W laser power, at scan speeds between 20-400 mm/min. Suitable parameters for continuous 

processing of a multi-layer cylinder were 120 W laser power and 250 mm/min with fibre feed 

and axis movement in the same direction. The processed glass was transparent but had 

discernible layers, with resolution limited by the wire feedstock diameter (0.5 mm). Quartz 

fibre feedstock required a 50 µm thick polymer coating to avoid breaking during feeding. The 

possibility of shrinkage due to polymer content evaporation during processing was 

considered, however no detrimental effect was reported. Discontinuous processing was 

possible when laser processing parameters resulted in very high fibre temperatures, leading 

to a low viscosity, and regular deposition of glass droplets onto the substrate surface.  
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Figure 21 Glass processing by filament-fed DED A: Convex soda lime glass part156. B: 20 mm diameter hollow 
cylinder of quartz glass160.C: Glass wall before post-process heat treatment and D: Glass wall after post process 
heat treatment showing reduction in residual stresses157. 

 
CO (λ = 5.3 µm) and CO2 (λ = 10.6 µm) lasers were used to melt quartz filaments of 0.5 and 1 

mm diameter161. The volumetric deposition rate was measured for 0.5 and 1 mm filaments 

processed by CO and CO2 laser irradiation. A slow deposition rate was required for filament-

fed glass processing by CO2 laser irradiation due to necessary conduction of sufficient heat 

through filament surfaces to the substrate interface. For 0.5 and 1 mm fibres, less than 2 

mm3/s was measured as the maximum volumetric deposition rate by CO2 laser irradiation. 

Faster deposition rate and lower vaporization was reported for CO laser processing as this 

allowed volumetric heating of glass feedstocks. The maximum volumetric deposition rate for 

0.5 and 1 mm fibres was measured as above 12 mm3/s by CO laser irradiation. The 

vaporization of glass was reported as a normalised cross-sectional area as a function of scan 

speed for each laser and filament diameter tested. For example, greater vaporization by CO2 

laser irradiation on 0.5 mm fibres was indicated by a normalised cross sectional area of ~0.4 

at scan speeds of 0.5 mm/s, compared to a value above 0.6 recorded for CO laser irradiation 

under the same conditions. A correlation between contact angle and temperature was 

suggested, concluding that increasing laser power (temperature) altered the morphology of 

printed tracks, affecting the contact angle of molten glass filament on substrates. A contact 

angle of <90o was achieved at lower energy for CO laser irradiation compared to CO2 laser 

irradiation. For example, at 0.5 mm scan speed, the CO2 laser required ~10 W higher laser 

power than the CO laser to deposit 0.5 mm fibres with a 90o contact angle. A model was 

made to analyse the effects of volumetric heating (CO laser radiation) of glass fibres on 
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contact angle and therefore print quality. Filament-fed glass processing by DED has also been 

used to demonstrate fabrication of fused silica micro lenses for optics on printed 

waveguides162.  

Literature scratches the surface of processing oxide glass compositions by DED methods, with 

particular focus on wire/filament fed processing160,161,163. The feasibility of wire-fed DED 

processing of a few glass compositions has been proven, achieving rudimentary geometries 

with a degree of optical transparency. Layers are often discernible, and post processing to 

improve appearance or reduce residual stresses has been recommended. While there are 

some publications demonstrating the potential of glass filament melting by DED, there 

appears to be no reports on the feasibility of powder-fed glass DED, which promises greater 

geometric complexity and part resolution15. 
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2.7 Considerations for Glass Powder Processing by AM 

Energy density (ED) has been used in literature to quantify laser energy absorption by powder 

feedstocks, assigning a single value to different combinations of parameters. This is used to 

estimate the total energy input to a powder feedstock, under the assumption that a certain 

energy must be absorbed by powder feedstocks to achieve melting, and that too much 

energy input would cause unwanted vaporization, helping to define suitable parameters or 

“processing windows” for different materials164. For example, volumetric energy density has 

been shown to effect density, microstructure and mechanical properties of AM parts of 

various materials165–167. There are different methods of calculating an ED value, and the 

preferred equations used to describe energy absorption for DED and SLM of glass during this 

research are defined below.  

 

 
 

𝐸𝐷 =
𝑃

𝑣 × 𝑡
 (Equation 1) 

 

 
𝐸𝐷 =

𝑃

𝑣 × ℎ × 𝑡
 (Equation 2) 

 

 

The equations are used to calculate values for “2D” processing (Equation 1) with units of 

J/mm2, and “3D” processing (Equation 2) with units of J/mm3. In these calculations, P: laser 

power (W), v: scan speed (mm/s), h: hatch spacing (mm), and t: layer thickness (mm). For 

DED processing, Equation 1 is used with the assumption of t = 1 mm.   

Energy density calculations are used to estimate the energy required to melt glass materials 

in these investigations. Data available in literature of glass processing parameters for SLM 

and DED of different glass compositions are compiled in Table 3. Unfortunately, ED 

calculations fail to recognise the effect of every variable within each laser processing system, 

such as temperature, time, laser spot size, and properties of feedstock materials (such as 

particle size and specific heat capacity)168,169. With various factors playing a role in glass 

melting, ED considers just a few of the most significant variables. The use of ED allows 

population of process maps based on the variables accounted for in the equations, but the 

limitations of this method should be acknowledged when evaluating the results. Process 
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maps are not always reported in literature for glass AM processing, and so examples have 

not been included in this review. 

 

Table 3 Process parameters reported in literature for SLM and DED of different glass compositions. Energy density 
calculations have been made based on reported parameters and the energy density equations (1) and (2). 

Reference 
Fateri and 
Gebhardt 
(2015)132 

Fateri et al. 
(2014)130 

Luo et al. 
(2017)156 

Luo 
(2017)163 

Von 
Witzendorff 

(2018)160 

Material Soda Lime Silica 
Soda Lime 

Silica 
Borosilicate Quartz Glass 

Material 
Form 

Powder Fibre 

AM Method SLM DED 

Fabricated 
Geometry 

15 x 15 x 7 
mm Cube 

20 mm Ø 
Cylindrical 

Tube 
Wall Wall Wall 

Laser Power 80 W 60 W 20 W 29 W 120 W 

Scan Speed 50 mm/s 67 mm/s 0.25 mm/s 0.1 mm/s 4.2 mm/s 

Layer 
Thickness 

0.5 mm 0.15 mm 0.5 mm 1 mm 
0.5 mm 
(fibre Ø) 

Hatch 
Distance 

0.1 mm 0.05 mm - - - 

Energy 
Density 

32 J/mm3 119 J/mm3 160 J/mm2 290 J/mm2 57 J/mm2 

 

For SLM, and powder-fed DED, powder characteristics have an impact on processing 

performance as well as fabricated part quality. Characterisation of feedstock materials is 

useful for predicting and understanding powder behaviour during AM processing, whether 

in forming a powder bed, or delivering powder through nozzle systems. Characterisation of 

morphology, particle size distribution (PSD), chemical composition, transmittance of certain 

wavelengths, and flowability are some of the main material properties to consider for 

powder processing by SLM and DED. 

The flow characteristics of powders are influenced by the morphology and size distribution 

of the particles, as well as extrinsic factors such as moisture, and the interactions between 

moisture and the glass powder. Cohesion of particles within a powder feedstock, caused by 

electrostatic interactions between particles (particularly between fine particles), also 

reduces the flowability of a material170. Cohesive powders can agglomerate due to the strong 

interactive forces between fine particles, reducing flowability.  Moisture content is also 

worth consideration when dealing with fine powders, as fine particles intensify the pick-up 

of moisture, increasing cohesion, and reducing flowability114,171. To counter this, drying of 
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feedstock materials prior to processing to reduce moisture content is recommended. Particle 

morphology is known to impact flow characteristics of powders, and consequently the 

success of processing powders by AM114. A Hall Flowmeter gives a simple measurement of 

powder flowability, however, this data is not always given in literature, and is limited in its 

ability to quantitatively measure the flowability of a powder (many powders will not flow and 

are given a value of 0). Characterisation of flow properties using powder rheology can provide 

more sophisticated measurement of a materials resistance to flow, cohesivity, and packing 

behaviour172,173.  

A flow Rheometer (FT4, Freeman Technology, UK) can obtain quantitative measurements for 

the flowability of a powder feedstock by rotation of a geometrically complex blade (impeller) 

(Figure 22). As the blade moves, particles interact and flow relative to one another, the 

resistance experienced by the blade is measured and used to characterise the bulk flow 

properties of the material. Multiple material parameters can be measured by this method to 

indicate flowability, such as Basic Flowability Energy (BFE), Specific Energy (SE), Conditioned 

Bulk Density (CBD), and Flow Rate Index (FRI). 

 

 

Figure 22 A: Downward motion of FT4 blade to measure BFE. B: Upward motion of blade to measure SE. 

 
Well flowing powders are often characterised by spherical morphology, whereas irregular or 

angular particles are known to impede flow in various ways174. Spherical particles reduce 

friction between particles and suffer less mechanical interlocking than angular particles. It 

has also been suggested that spherical powders have superior thermal conductivity in 

powder beds compared to irregular particle feedstocks, increasing the density of laser 

processed parts175. As glass powder samples are often prepared through ball milling, resulting 

powder feedstock is most likely to have angular and irregular morphology (Figure 23)176. 
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While flowability of non-spherical powder samples can be improved by adding flow agents, 

for glass materials morphology can be altered by spheroidising methods. Flame 

spheroidisation and plasma spheroidisation are the two main methods by which spherical 

glass materials can be produced (Figure 24).  

 

 

Figure 23 SEM image of a typical angular/irregular morphology of a ball milled phosphate glass powder176. 

 

Plasma spheroidisation and flame spheroidisation modify particle shape using the same basic 

principles. Irregular shaped particles are introduced to a hot flame, or high energy plasma, 

and are melted by the high temperatures. Due to the high surface tension of powder 

materials, angular or irregular shaped particles become spherical.  

Flame spheroidisation has been reported to alter the morphology of different glass 

compositions, such as phosphate based biologically active glasses (e.g., 45P2O5, 16CaO, 

24MgO, 11 Na2O, 4Fe2O3)176–179. One of the reported drawbacks to this method is the loss of 

fine particles during processing, reducing the yield of the spheroidisation process. Flame 

spheroidised particles are collected in a series of trays set at different distances from the 

flame, and sphericity varies depending on particles residence time in the flame. In a study by 

Gupta et al., flame spheroidisation of the previously mentioned phosphate glasses was 

affected by particle size, with particles <45 µm undergoing a compositional change, and 

particles >200 µm resulting in a large proportion of angular particles and aggregates178. 

Additionally, porosity due to gas entrapment was reported. The compositional change was 

proposed to be caused by more volatile oxides (such as Na2O and P2O5) vaporising more 
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readily from smaller particle due to their larger surface area to bulk ratio compared to larger 

particles. 

Plasma spheroidisation of glass materials has been shown to produce powders of spherical 

or near-spherical morphologies180. Optimisation of plasma process parameters is necessary 

as the degree of spheroidisation is dependent on plasma power and particle dwell time, as 

well as feedstock composition181. This method can be used for industrial scale processing 

using commercial systems with high feed rates, but yield may be low due to vaporisation of 

particles or material wasted through collection of particles in process chambers182. 

Contamination of material is also a risk, and the resulting particle size distribution may be 

significantly altered183,184. 

 

 

Figure 24 A: Schematic of the flame spheroidisation process. B: Schematic of the plasma spheroidisation process185. 

 

Another method currently in development for spheroidising powder materials is electron 

beam irradiation. This process uses a pulsed electron beam to agitate powders whilst 

remelting their surfaces, modifying morphology, and improving flow characteristics186. So far 

this method has only processed small quantities of powder (<10 g per process). With further 

optimisation, this method could potentially be used to spheroidise glass materials on a larger 

scale than so far demonstrated.  

Finally, the affinity of a material for laser absorption should also be considered when 

processing powders by laser power. Transparent glass materials are highly transmissive in 

the near-IR region, meaning that laser absorption could be limited for clear glass. 

Characterisation by UV-Visible-NIR spectroscopy helps to identify how well a particular 

material will absorb laser energy at the measured wavelengths. Addition of dopants to glass 

compositions is thought to improve laser absorption at certain wavelengths. For example, an 
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Iron Oxide dopant results in a blue-green coloured glass (depending on iron content), with 

Fe2+ and Fe3+ existing in equilibrium, increasing the absorbance of soda lime silica at 1050 nm 

wavelength.187–189. Improving the laser absorption of glass compositions could allow laser-

based AM processing at lower energy densities, reducing thermal gradients and thus 

protecting glass parts from thermal shock. Transparent glass substrates should also be taken 

into account, as transmittance of laser energy at substrate surfaces could impact absorptivity 

of glass powders.  

Glass processing by different laser wavelengths has been reported in literature, such as CO 

(5.3 µm), CO2 (10.6 µm), and Nd:YAG (1064 nm) lasers98,159–161.  Shi et al., reported that glass 

materials absorb radiation of ~10 µm wavelength (CO2 laser) at the material surface, and ~5 

µm (CO laser) is absorbed in the bulk of the material190. Transmittance was reported as 

10.24% at a wavelength of 5.65 µm, and 0% at CO2 laser wavelengths (Figure 25). Despite the 

slight increase in transmittance at the CO laser wavelength, the authors suggested that CO 

laser radiation didn’t rely on conduction of heat through the glass surface, as heat was 

deposited directly into the bulk of the glass (~300-400 µm penetration). In contrast, CO2 laser 

radiation relied on diffusion of heat from the surface, as heat only penetrated ~10 – 50 µm 

deep on irradiation. In contrast to CO and CO2 laser radiation, Nd:YAG/fibre lasers may 

provide a higher energy density laser spot, capable of fully melting glass materials, compared 

to laser sintering, however, these lasers may be more expensive82,97.  

 

 

Figure 25 Transmittance spectrum for 200 µm glass, highlighted at CO laser and CO2 laser wavelengths. An 
increase in transmittance is seen at CO laser wavelength (5.65 µm), compared to CO2 laser wavelengths (9.34-
11.15 µm)190. 
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Soda lime silica, a popular glass for many applications thanks to its low cost, transparency, 

and wide working temperature range, shows generally high transmissivity at fibre laser 

wavelengths (Near IR ~700 nm - 2.2 µm region). Figure 26 A shows a transmission spectrum 

for a typical soda lime silica glass composition (~73% SiO2, 15% Na2O, 7% CaO, 5% others)191. 

While absorption peaks are more significant beyond 2500 nm, going towards the mid-long 

wave IR region, there is an absorption peak around 1000 nm, suggesting a soda lime silica 

glass composition may absorb somewhat at Nd:YAG laser wavelength (1064 nm). For 

borosilicate glass, transmissivity is also high at 1064 nm, with Figure 26 B showing a 

transmission spectrum for a commercially available borosilicate glass, Schott Borofloat 33 - 

Multi-Functional Float Glass, at different glass thickness - 0.7, 2, 5, 9, and 19 mm. The 

measured absorption also depends on the quality of the glass, and thickness of the glass 

sample measured, with high purity raw materials leading to higher transmissivity, and 

increased thickness relating to increased absorption192,193. Figure 26 C shows transmission 

spectra for a bioactive phosphate glass (45S5 clean and Cu doped), showing similarly high 

transmission at 1064 nm (Nd:YAG laser wavelength) for the un-doped composition194. These 

spectra also demonstrate the increase in absorption in the near-IR region associated with the 

addition of Cu dopant.  
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Figure 26 Transmission spectra for A: A typical soda lime silica composition191, B: A commercially available Schott 
Borofloat® 33 composition at different glass thicknesses192, and C: A clean and doped bioactive glass (45S5) 
composition194.  

A 

B 

C 
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2.8 Summary 

The feasibility of processing glass materials by various Additive Manufacturing methods has 

been demonstrated in the literature. Each method has presented certain benefits and 

limitations for glass processing. Some of the key finding from the literature discussed in 

Chapter 2 are summarised in Table 4. The AM techniques discussed in chapter two, the glass 

compositions investigated, proposed applications and some key points ascertained from 

literature are compiled, with some key references stated. 

  

Table 4 Summary of key points from glass AM literature including technique, glass compositions, applications, and 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Technique Materials Applications Key Points Key 
References 

Material 
Extrusion 

Soda Lime Silica 
Phosphate Glass 

(PNKA7) 
Chalcogenide 
glass (As40S60) 

Silica Titania Inks 

Tableware 
Gradient 

Refractive Index 
Optics 

• Low cost 

• Transparency 
demonstrated 

• Complexity and 
resolution limited 

[58] 
[60]  
[61] 
[62] 
[63] 

Vat Photo-
polymerisation 

Bioactive Glass 
(45S5) 

Glass Ceramics 
(WDE) 

Fused Silica 

Medical 
Implants 

Microfluidics 
Micro-lenses 

• Transparency 
demonstrated 

• Post processing 
necessary 

• Shrinkage 
common 

[68] 
[73,75] 

Laser Sintering Bioactive Glass 
(13-93) 

Borosilicate 
Glass Ceramics 

(LAS) 

Medical 
Implants 

 

• High achievable 
complexity 

• Post processing 
often necessary 

• Shrinkage 
common 

• High surface 
roughness and 
porosity 

[92] 
[94] 
[98] 

 

Selective Laser 
Melting 

Soda Lime Silica 
Fused Silica 

Glass Ceramic 
(Spodumene) 
Bulk Metallic 

Glass 

Jewellery 
Prototypes 

Medical 
Implants 

 

• High achievable 
complexity 

• High density parts 

• Opacity 

• High surface 
roughness 

[130–132] 
[133,134] 

[141] 
[145] 

 

Directed Energy 
Deposition 

Soda Lime Silica 
Borosilicate 
Fused Silica 

Optics • Versatile 
feedstock 
(filament/powder) 

• Glass powder 
processing not 
reported 

• Resolution and 
complexity limited 

[156,157] 
[160] 
[161] 
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Fabrication of transparent glass parts by AM has been achieved using Material Extrusion, 

filament-fed DED, and Stereolithography AM techniques. The resolution and geometrical 

complexity of structures fabricated by extrusion of molten glass was limited and required 

expensive customised set-ups to accommodate the high temperatures for processing and 

annealing. DIW and SLA showed promise for processing glass at lower temperatures, using 

composite inks, and resins as binding mechanisms. The benefit of this is avoidance of large 

thermal gradients, reducing residual stresses and therefore protecting glass materials from 

thermal cracking. Anisotropic shrinkage was characteristic for these glass parts due to the 

necessary removal of non-glass content from the green part via post-process heat 

treatments. Increased processing time and costs are incurred as a result, and dimensional 

accuracy of parts was compromised.    

Laser powder bed fusion has been explored for a few glass compositions, with and without 

the use of binding agents, as described in this section94,130,196. Direct laser sintering and SLM 

does not necessitate the removal of binding agents and offers direct fusion or melting of glass 

powders in a single step. While direct laser sintering of glass would require high chamber 

temperatures to allow consolidation by laser irradiation, SLM allows direct melting of glass 

powders using high power laser energy. Powder bed fusion methods have shown limitations 

to achievable transparency and have so far produced opaque glass structures of simple 

geometries (e.g., cubes). Other challenges include thermal stresses associated with high 

temperature gradients during laser processing, distortion of part geometry due to the nature 

of powder bed fusion, and feedstock-substrate adhesion. With further optimisation, and 

consideration of these challenges, SLM has the potential to reliably fabricate geometrically 

complex glass parts.  

DED has been used to melt glass wire/filament feedstocks to form transparent parts. So far 

in the literature, rudimentary geometries have been presented and resolution was limited 

due to the nature of processing filament feedstocks. Powder-fed DED of glass materials has 

not been reported in literature and offers a novel approach to glass processing. While certain 

challenges would need to be overcome, such as achieving consistent delivery of powder 

feedstock to substrates, powder-fed processing may have certain advantages over wire fed-

DED, such as higher achievable resolution, and higher geometric complexity. 

It has been shown that the success of glass processing by AM is influenced by multiple factors, 

including process parameters, powder characteristics, and processing conditions. The 

successes and limitations reported in the literature have helped to inform this investigation 
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into glass processing by AM. Two laser-based AM techniques were identified for further 

experimentation: SLM and DED.  
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Chapter 3: Aims & Objectives, and Research Methodology 

Chapter 3 

Aim & Objectives, and Research 

Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The versatility of glass lends itself to a variety of applications and industries. The 

compositions described in Section 2.1 were selected for investigations based on their various 

properties and characteristics. Soda lime silica was used predominantly throughout 

experimental investigations due to its low Tg, wide working range, low cost, and availability 

to the project. As soda lime silica is a common glass composition for glass packaging, this 

material was chosen for exploring the application of imparting customised décor onto glass 

packaging for brand differentiation and premiumisation. Borosilicate was another glass of 

interest due to its low coefficient of thermal expansion and therefore its high thermal 

resistance, and its chemical durability. This glass was of interest for fabricating customised 

geometries for glass continuous flow reactors by AM techniques for these reasons. Lastly, 

13-93 Bioactive Glass was of interest for investigation into fabrication of customised bone 

scaffolds. There are other glass materials that have been reported in literature to 

demonstrate the potential of AM processing, such as metallic glasses and other glass ceramic 

materials145,197,198. However, in this work the focus was on oxide glasses, as they were chosen 

based on their chemical properties and the suitability of these glasses for the chosen 

applications (e.g., soda lime silica for glass bottle décor). These oxide glasses were used 

throughout experimental research in this work. 

From extensive review of the current state of the art in Additive Manufacturing of glass, 

Selective Laser Melting and Directed Energy Deposition were identified as promising 

techniques for glass processing. While other techniques have shown promising results for 

glass processing, many of them required post-process heat treatments to fully consolidate 

parts and remove non-glass content, often resulting in volumetric shrinkage (e.g., Vat 
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Photopolymerisation and Indirect Laser Sintering). In contrast, the consolidation of glass 

materials by SLM and DED has the potential to fabricate glass parts without the need for 

modification of feedstocks (e.g., formation of a photocurable resin) or thermal post 

processing, allowing single step fabrication of glass parts.  In addition, the industrial sponsor 

for this project requested the development of techniques for two specific applications – 

continuous flow reactors (e.g., Figure 27 A-B) and glass bottle décor (e.g., Figure 27 C-D). The 

geometric complexity achievable by SLM makes it a good candidate for fabricating complex, 

customised, continuous flow reactor (CFR) geometries. This advantage has been shown for 

metal reactors199,200, but manufacturing flow reactors from glass would have additional 

benefits such as transparency (for photochemistry), thermal durability, and chemical 

inertness. Current methods (e.g., acid etching) for fabricating customised glass continuous 

flow reactors are time consuming and incur high costs201. In contrast, SLM allows cost-

effective fabrication of customised, complex CFR geometries, particularly for high value, 

small production volumes. DED was selected for the application of glass bottle décor, as this 

technique is suited for processing on large substrates of varying shape and dimensions. It is 

also a versatile technique able to process different feedstock forms (filaments/powders). 

Despite the high cost associated with high energy lasers used in these techniques, SLM and 

DED are capable of directly consolidating high temperature materials, and are likely to 

achieve superior mechanical properties compared to other AM techniques15.    

 

 

Figure 27 A-B Example microfluidic reactor design.202 Examples of glass décor by C: embossing and D: Engraving. 
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Chapter three describes the identified research opportunity for developing SLM and DED 

processing of glass materials (3.2). The aim and objectives of this research are defined in 3.3, 

and the overall research methodology is presented in 3.4. 
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3.2 Gap in the Research 

Selective Laser Melting is a promising AM method for fabricating geometrically complex glass 

structures, however, literature has so far only reported simple shapes. Soda lime silica was 

selected for processing by SLM for this work as it is inexpensive, was available in bulk in 

spherical form, has a low glass transition temperature (Tg: 550-600oC), and a moderate 

thermal profile (as described in Section 2.1). Borosilicate was considered for SLM 

investigations as it is a popular glass material for applications demanding thermal and 

chemical durability (e.g., microfluidic reactors) thanks to its low thermal expansion 

coefficient (~3-5.0 x106 / oC ) compared to soda lime silica (~9.2 x106 / oC)30, however, it was 

anticipated that higher energy densities would be required to melt and consolidate the 

feedstock by SLM and may prove more challenging to process. Soda lime silica was supplied 

in spherical form as commercial ballotini soda lime silica beads, and was expected to show 

superior flowability to the other angular feedstocks (borosilicate and 13-93 Bioactive Glass) 

due to the impact of morphology and particle size distribution on flowability and packing 

density114,117,118.  

Several challenges with glass processing by SLM were highlighted in Chapter 2, such as 

conduction of heat through powder beds causing distortion of geometries, and thermal 

stresses from high temperature gradients causing structures to crack. There is therefore a 

need to fully understand the effect of laser processing parameters on laser powder bed 

fusion (LPBF) of glass, and optimise SLM processing to allow fabrication of complex 

geometries whilst avoiding thermal shock.  Understanding the effects of laser power, scan 

speed, hatch spacing and scan strategy, as well as material composition, on glass SLM, would 

help to achieve this, and ultimately define suitable SLM processing parameters for the chosen 

glass compositions. Installation of substrate heaters may offer a solution to the high thermal 

gradients inherent to laser processing of high temperature materials and has been utilised in 

literature for this purpose155. Understanding glass-substrate interfaces may be gained 

through investigation of glass SLM processing on different substrate materials. SLM of glass 

parts on glass substrates is likely to show greater adhesion than other materials due to 

matching thermal expansion coefficients. Conversely, processing on ceramic substrates could 

allow easy removal of built parts from substrates post process. In general, a difference in 

thermal expansion coefficients of less than 2 x 10-7 oC-1 is recommended for glass sealing and 

avoidance of fracture at the interface45. The greater the difference in CTE, the greater the 

chance of thermal fracture/seal failure. Optimisation of process parameters for glass-on-
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glass SLM has not yet been reported, and could inspire new applications for one-step glass 

AM processing.  

A potential application for SLM of glass on glass substrates is fabrication of bespoke glass 

continuous flow reactors (CFRs). AM processing offers a high degree of geometrical freedom, 

allowing the fabrication of complex geometries, with customisation incurring no added cost. 

Fabrication of CFR geometries by AM techniques offers precise control over geometries (and 

therefore functionality) with the potential to incorporate advanced mixing features such as 

baffles, faster manufacturing times, and reduced manufacturing costs compared to existing 

methods of microreactor fabrication203. Additive manufacture of CFRs has been 

demonstrated using polymer and metal feedstocks using material extrusion technology, vat 

photopolymerisation, and LPBF (Figure 28)200,203–207. The reported polymers lack the chemical 

and thermal resistance that glass compositions can offer, limiting their application, and 

fabricated parts were often opaque or semi-transparent204–206. SLM has been used to 

manufacture opaque, metal CFR geometries, presenting challenges such as hollow structures 

blocked by unwanted melting of powder via conduction, and difficulties evacuating un-

melted powder from hollow structures203,200. These challenges were anticipated going 

forward. As glass materials have good thermal stability, as well as high chemical durability 

and inertness, with only hydrofluoric acid, strong alkaline solutions, and concentrated 

phosphoric acid causing adverse effects, glass CFRs can facilitate a wide range of chemical 

reactions. Additionally, the potential for transparency, allowing easy monitoring and analysis 

of reactions, make glass the perfect candidate for glass CFR fabrication208,209. An opportunity 

to investigate customisable CFR fabrication by SLM of glass powder was identified. As soda 

lime silica was used preferentially for parameter optimisation, and borosilicate was 

anticipated to require higher energy densities than soda lime silica for melting and 

consolidation by SLM, CFR geometries were explored using soda lime silica feedstocks in SLM 

processing despite its higher thermal expansion coefficient and lower thermal shock 

resistance.  
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Figure 28 Additively manufactured CFR structures. A: Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM, Material Extrusion) split-
and-recombine mixer203, B: SLA split-and-recombine mixer203, and C: LPBF stainless steel reactor200. 

 

Directed Energy Deposition is a promising AM method for producing transparent glass 

structures from glass filament feedstocks. Powder-fed DED has not yet been reported in 

literature, and offers greater resolution and geometrical freedom compared to wire-fed DED 

processing. Proving the feasibility of processing glass powder feedstocks by DED, and 

presenting initial process parameter optimisations would be the first steps towards 

evaluating powder fed DED as a method for AM of glass.  

A potential application for DED of glass powders onto glass substrates is in high value, 

customised glass packaging, adding value to the glass packaging industry through brand 

differentiation by customised décor. Soda lime silica glass is a common composition for glass 

packaging, and therefore soda lime silica powder feedstocks were selected preferentially for 

DED investigations, to match the composition and CTE of bottle substrates. Glass powder 

properties were an important consideration for delivery of glass feedstocks, with spherical 

glass powder expected to provide superior flow rates for consistent powder delivery, 

compared to angular/irregular feedstock morphologies114,117. Current techniques for 

imparting design on glass products include embossing, etching, and engraving. Embossing 

imparts decoration by pressing a mould onto the heated glass object. Customisation of 

design requires costly fabrication of new moulds, increasing the production cost for bespoke 

glass packaging. Etching and engraving are subtractive techniques. Etching removes material 

using hydrofluoric acid or plasma, and engraving removes material by laser or mechanical 
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means (abrasive wheels and drills, or diamond tipped burrs)210,211. These methods are known 

to introduce flaws in the surfaces of glass, risking the integrity of glass packaging decorated 

by these means212. 

Using DED to impart decoration onto glass surfaces could avoid the high customisation costs 

and introduction of defects associated with subtractive techniques. As DED is also used to 

repair objects regardless of their form, curved packaging could be accommodated in certain 

set-ups.  
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3.3 Aim and Objectives 

The overall aim of this research was to investigate Additive Manufacturing of glass using two 

direct laser processing techniques: powder-fed DED and SLM. Development of glass 

processing by AM would improve the catalogue of materials for AM, and encourage adoption 

of glass processing by AM in industry, inspiring innovation in the field. 

This aim was achieved by the following objectives:   

• Prove the feasibility of processing soda lime silica glass on a substrate of the 

same composition by SLM and powder-fed DED 

• Adapt experimental set-ups and make recommendations for optimised 

processing of glass powder materials onto glass substrates by these methods. 

• Characterise glass feedstocks for flowability, and assess suitability for processing 

by SLM and DED. 

SLM specific objectives: 

• Investigate the effects of processing parameters on glass SLM and populate 

process maps for processing soda lime silica glass powder on glass substrates. 

• Investigate adhesion of glass SLM parts on glass substrates. 

• Investigate the effect of temperature on SLM processing through installation of 

a high temperature substrate heater. 

• Define a suitable processing window for glass-on-glass processing by SLM. 

• Demonstrate fabrication of complex glass geometries on glass substrates by 

SLM. 

DED specific objectives: 

• Investigate the effects of processing parameters on powder-fed DED and 

populate process maps for processing soda lime silica glass powder on glass 

substrates. 

• Investigate the effect of temperature on powder-fed DED of glass by mildly 

heating glass substrates during processing. 

• Define a suitable processing window for powder-fed DED of glass materials. 

• Demonstrate the application of glass décor onto different glass substrates by 

DED for customisable glass packaging.   
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3.4 Research Methodology 

A framework for fulfilling the outlined research objectives was proposed and applied to both 

AM methods for glass processing (Figure 29). 

 

 

Figure 29 Research framework for investigating the effect of AM process parameters on glass materials, and 
ultimately defining processing windows for DED and SLM of glass. 
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As the characteristics of glass powder feedstocks play a large role in AM processing, process 

optimisation feeds back to the material phase for each new composition of glass. 

Investigations into process parameters follow a similar route for DED and SLM processing, 

with the effect of different variables examined systematically or through research led 

investigations. Experimental investigations are described and reported in Chapter 5 for SLM, 

and Chapter 6 for DED. For SLM, parameter investigation involved observations of the effect 

of energy density (including laser power, scan speed, and hatch spacing) and scan strategy 

on processing of glass feedstocks on glass substrates (Section 5.3). For DED processing, 

energy density (including laser power and scan speed), laser focal length, design geometry, 

and powder delivery parameters were investigated for their effect on glass processing 

(Section 6.4). Additionally, the effect of substrate heating on glass AM processing and 

thermal shock was investigated. 

After optimisation of processing set-ups and parameters, complex geometries were 

fabricated on glass substrates to demonstrate the potential applications of glass processing 

by DED and SLM. Inspection of glass parts was typically carried out visually or through 

microscopy. The crystallinity of glass parts was evaluated post-process by X-ray Diffraction 

(XRD) to ensure glass material remained amorphous.  

Parts were inspected and parameter investigations were used to populate process maps for 

each AM technique, specific to the glass compositions used. These investigations were used 

to define suitable processing windows and make recommendations for SLM and DED set-ups 

for glass processing. 
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Chapter 4. Experimental Materials and Procedures 

Chapter 4 

Experimental Materials and 

Procedures 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the glass materials used for SLM and DED investigations. The 

production of feedstock materials is described in 4.2, and the results of feedstock 

characterisation are presented in 4.3. Two case studies are also included in this chapter: a 

case study on the flowability of soda lime silica in different ratios of sphericity is described in 

4.4, and a case study on the modification of powder morphology by different spheroidising 

methods is presented in 4.5.  

Glass materials of different composition and form were used during investigations of glass 

processing by Additive Manufacturing. The glass materials used throughout were either 

supplied by Glass Technology Services Ltd. (GTS), or created using GTS facilities and 

resources. The chosen glasses were selected based on material properties, and promise 

shown in the literature described in Chapter 2. Table 5 presents the materials used in this 

work, highlighting the investigations each material was used for. 

 
Table 5 List of glass materials supplied or produced for this research, indicating the materials used for 
characterisation only, case studies, and DED or SLM experimental investigations. 
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Soda lime silica was preferentially used in the experimental investigations throughout this 

research. It is inexpensive, and widely used, making up 90% of glass manufacture. Soda lime 

silica glass spheres; GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-6, were supplied as “ballotini soda lime silica glass 

beads internal commercial stock” from industrial sponsor (GTS).  GTS-7 consisted of large 

soda lime silica beads, created using a bead furnace. In traditional glass forming, this material 

is easy to work with, with a wide working temperature range, and good recyclability. A 

relatively low glass transition temperature (~550-600oC) made this glass a good candidate for 

laser processing by SLM and DED. Several soda lime silica feedstocks were supplied or 

produced for this work. 

Several other compositions of glass were of interest for AM investigations. AM of 13-93 

biologically active glass showed scope for medical applications, e.g., customised, biologically 

active tissue scaffolds. Clean (un-doped) and iron doped 13-93 glass compositions were 

created with SLM in mind, to explore the effect of Iron dopant on SLM parameters for 13-93 

bioactive glass. Borosilicate and fused silica were also of interest for AM investigation due to 

their durability and thermal resistance (as described in Section 2.1). Many of the glass 

compositions were found to be incompatible with the AM processing systems used in this 

work (due to restrictive material characteristics e.g., low flowability, as explored in Section 

4.3) and were characterised and used for feasibility studies and case studies only. 

 

4.1.1 Materials for SLM 

SLM investigations were focussed on soda lime silica glass compositions (Table 6). Soda lime 

silica glass with two different particle size ranges (as measured in Section 4.3) were used – 

GTS-2 (84-124 µm), and GTS-6 (29-65 µm). An iron doped 13-93 biologically active glass was 

investigated for the feasibility of processing by SLM. Other glass compositions of interest for 

SLM (borosilicate and fused silica) were not investigated in depth due to machine limitations, 

with recommendations for future investigations into SLM of these materials discussed in 

Chapter 8. 

 

Table 6 Glass materials used in SLM investigations. 
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4.1.2 Materials for DED 

For AM of glass materials by DED, soda lime silica feedstocks were selected due to the 

popularity of this material in industry for bottles and drinkware (see section 2.1). Soda lime 

silica substrates were chosen to ensure compatibility of feedstocks and substrates for 

adhesion by matching the coefficient of thermal expansion. Three soda lime silica glass 

feedstocks of varying particle size distribution were used in DED investigations – GTS-1 (178-

375 µm), GTS-2 (84-124 µm), and GTS-6 (29-65 µm). These feedstocks were supplied in the 

stated particle size ranges, which were confirmed by Laser Diffraction (Section 4.3.3). These 

feedstocks were provided in a large quantity (~1 Kg) and their spherical morphology was 

expected to be desirable for flowability (Section 4.3.2), and hence were preferentially used 

in investigations. Due to the high potential laser power of the DED system (IPG, 2 kW), 

borosilicate (GTS-4) and fused quartz (GTS-5) powders were explored in DED feasibility 

studies (Chapter 6.2). Borosilicate and fused quartz glass compositions were anticipated to 

require high laser powers to melt and consolidate due to their high processing temperatures 

(Section 2.1). Additionally, a soda lime silica fibre feedstock (SLSG-Fibre) was prepared for a 

feasibility study into fibre-fed DED. The materials used in DED investigations are summarised 

in Table 7. 

 
Table 7 Glass materials used for DED investigations. 
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4.2 Feedstock Production 

4.2.1 Glass Fibres 

Soda lime silica glass was prepared using Soda Ash, Potash, Magnesium carbonate, limestone 

and sand precursors. The batch was melted at 1400oC and cooled to a supercooled melt at 

1200 oC in a platinum crucible. The melt was removed intermittently from the furnace and a 

recrystallised alumina rod was dipped into the centre of the melt and drawn to a maximum 

height before being broken off to produce a solid glass fibre. Fibres were cut to size and 

measured by digital calliper at varying diameters between 0.3 to 1 mm, and viewed by optical 

microscopy (Nikon Eclipse, Lv100ND, NIS Elements) (Figure 30). The fibres, SLSG-Fibre, were 

used in a feasibility study for DED processing (Section 6.2.2) 

 

 

Figure 30 Optical microscopy of drawn glass fibres (SLSG-Fibre). A bundle of fibre ends (left) and a single fibre at 
5x magnification (right). 

 

4.2.2 Glass Powder Preparation 

Different compositions of glass powder were batched and melted using the same procedure 

outlined above. Soda lime silica was prepared using sand, soda ash, and limestone as 

precursors. The batch was mechanically mixed (Turbula shaker) for 20 minutes to ensure an 

even distribution and homogeneous mixture. The batched soda lime silica was melted in a 

silica crucible at 1350oC for 60 minutes (SLSG). A batch of Fe doped soda lime silica was 

batched in the same way, with iron oxide added to the batch making up 0.5wt% of the 

composition (SLSG-Fe).  

A biologically active glass (BAG) was prepared using sand, soda ash, potash, magnesium 

carbonate, limestone and diammonium hydrogen orthophosphate precursors and 

thoroughly mixed. 13-93 bioactive glass was melted in a silica crucible at 1250oC for 60 
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minutes. A doped 13-93 bioactive glass was prepared using 1wt% iron oxide (BAG-Fe). This 

was melted under the same conditions as the clean 13-93 BAG. Borosilicate glass powder was 

batched using sand, soda ash, boric acid, and alumina. The borosilicate batch (BSG) and Fe-

doped borosilicate (BSG-Fe) were melted at 1500oC for 360 minutes in a platinum crucible.  

Molten glasses were poured onto a stainless-steel plate and allowed to cool. When at room 

temperature, the bulk glasses were crushed, before being ground by a planetary mill, using 

a quartz mill and balls, at 250 rpm for 15 minutes. Powders were sieved to below 106 µm in 

size (Figure 31). 

 

 

Figure 31 Image of poured bulk glass (left) and milled and sieved powder (right). 
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4.3 Material Characterisation 

Material characteristics play an important role in Additive Manufacturing, and understanding 

material properties can provide valuable insight into the behaviour of a powder during these 

processes. The way glass powders behave in formation of powder beds for SLM, and through 

nozzle delivery in DED, has so far not been described in detail in the literature140,163. The glass 

compositions of interest were characterised to gain understanding of powder feedstock 

behaviours in SLM and DED.  

 

4.3.1 Composition Analysis 

The compositions of supplied powders were confirmed by Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDX; FEI XL30 SEM equipped with an electron beam detector) using secondary 

electron detection at 15kV and analysing oxide percentage. The compositions of powders 

produced in-house were confirmed by X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF; Wavelength Disperse XRF S4 

Pioneer, Bruker AXS GmbH, US). XRF measurements were used to compare the dopant 

percentage of three Fe-doped 13-93 biologically active glasses (GTS-3, and 0.4% Fe and 1% 

Fe). The samples were prepared by mixing 2 g of binder with 8 g of glass powder, and 

hydraulically pressed into a disc for measurement by XRF. The compositions were recorded 

as oxide weight percentage (Table 8). 

 
Table 8 Glass compositions as measured by EDX as oxide weight percentage. 

 

 
In order to analyse the composition of the originally supplied biologically active glass, (GTS-3 

13-93), and to assess the difference between the two measurement methods, EDX and XRF 

analysis of this powder was compared. 13-93 glass samples were batched according to the 
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following quantities (wt%): Na2O (6%), MgO (5%), SiO2 (53%), P2O5 (4%), K2O (12%), CaO 

(20%), and adjusted respectively to add Fe2O3 in quantities of 1 wt% and 0.4 wt%.  

Similar results were seen with XRF and EDX of the same glass sample (GTS-3) (Table 9). 

Variations in composition measurement could be attributed to the presence of impurities, or 

the uneven distribution of compounds in different samples of the same glass. It could be 

argued that XRF showed a higher sensitivity than EDX, with XRF measuring close to 100% 

oxide concentration, and over 1% oxide percentage unaccounted for in EDX measurement.  

 
Table 9 Comparison of measured oxide concentration of GTS-3 and two Fe doped 13-93 glass compositions by EDX 
and XRF. 

 

 
Both EDX and XRF verified the composition of these glass samples as 13-93 biologically active 

glass (and its doped counterpart), with oxide percentage matching closely to the composition 

intended by the batch. While XRF is argued to be a more accurate measurement of 

composition, EDX is the faster method, and does not require the formation of a pressed 

powder disc for measurement, saving time and resources. 

 

4.3.2 Morphology 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to visualise glass materials under high 

magnification. This allowed observation of particle morphology and a general understanding 

of particle size distribution. GTS-1-5 powders were mounted on aluminium stubs using 

carbon tabs and were sputter coated with 8-12 nm of gold to reduce charge accumulation. 

These powders were visualised at high magnification (FEI XL30 SEM), by detection of 

secondary electrons, at 15kV. Resulting images revealed the spherical morphology of soda 
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lime silica beads (GTS-1, GTS-2, Figure 32: A, B) and the angular morphology of borosilicate, 

fused quartz and doped 13-93 BAG (GTS-3 – GTS-5,Figure 32: C, D, E) supplied powders. Also 

evident from this investigation, was the large particle size distribution of GTS-3 and GTS-4, 

with evidence of large quantities of very fine particles. SEM of GTS-6 (TM 3030, Hitachi, JP) 

showed general sphericity, but showed evidence of irregularly shaped particles, as well as 

fine particles and a large particle size distribution (Figure 32: F, G).  

GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-6 were supplied by industrial sponsor (GTS) as “ballotini soda lime 

silica glass beads internal commercial stock”. These glass feedstocks are likely to have been 

made using an industrial bead furnace, resulting in a highly spherical powder. GTS-3 and GTS-

4 were also supplied by industrial sponsor (GTS), and were prepared by melting a glass batch, 

quenching, crushing, and milling to a powder, before sieving. These powders therefore 

showed irregular morphologies, with the presence of fine particles.  
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Figure 32 SEM images of several glass powder samples. A-F = GTS-1 - GTS-6 respectively. G: Higher magnification 
of GTS-6 to show angular particles and irregularities.  

A B 

C D 

E 

F G 
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4.3.3 Particle Size Analysis 

Particle size analysis was carried out using laser diffraction (Mastersizer 3000, Malvern, UK). 

Measurements were taken under the following conditions: particle refractive index 1.5, 

particle absorption index 1.0, and general calculation model for irregular particles. Regular 

spherical particles were easily measured by this method, however, the variation of 

morphology in angular samples has been known to result in inaccurate measurement.  

Supplied spherical soda lime silica powders (GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-6) all showed a gaussian, 

monomodal particle size distribution. GTS-1 was the coarsest sample, with the largest 

average particle size of 258 µm, and a wide particle size distribution between 178-375 µm. 

The average particle size of GTS-2 was measured at 102 µm, with a sharp park and therefore 

small particle size distribution (84-124 µm), particularly when compared to GTS-1 and GTS-6. 

The finest spherical powder was GTS-6, with an average particle size of 44 µm. GTS-6 showed 

a particle size range of 29-65 µm (Figure 33). 

 

 

Figure 33 Particle size analysis of spherical soda lime silica glass powders - GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-6. 
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Figure 34 shows the overall investigation of particle size distribution on many of the glass 

samples used throughout experimental studies, including the three spherical soda lime silica 

described in Figure 33. Angular samples, in particular GTS-3 (supplied Fe doped 13-93), GTS-

4 (supplied borosilicate) and SLSG-Fe (custom made Fe doped soda lime silica), all displayed 

very wide particle size distributions. GTS-3 also showed evidence of bi-modality, with a soft 

peak at 11 µm and a more significant peak at 40 µm. GTS-7 was a soda lime silica bead, 

produced by an industrial bead furnace (VitriTech Ltd, UK). Angular soda lime silica glass was 

introduced to the top of a vertical bead furnace, forming spherical particles as their surfaces 

melted during travel through the furnace. The resulting glass beads were very large, with an 

average particle size of 926 µm – too large to consider for AM processing during this 

investigation. Table 10 shows the particle size distribution of the glass samples discussed.  

 

 

Figure 34 Particle size analysis of original glass samples (GTS-1 - GTS-6), an angular, doped soda lime silica (SLSG-
Fe), and soda lime silica beads created in a bead furnace (GTS-7). 

 
Table 10 Particle size analysis of glass samples showing percentage volume distribution. “SLSG” indicates soda 
lime silica composition. “(s)” indicates spherical morphology. 
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4.3.4 Powder Flowability 

Powder flowability can generally be described as a material’s resistance to flow. Powder 

properties such as particle size and size distribution, morphology, and inter-particular forces 

all impact a materials flowability. These flow characteristics have a large impact on additive 

manufacturing processes, as they have a significant impact on interactions between 

powders, and interactions between powders and experimental equipment (e.g., nozzles). For 

powder bed fusion, powder must have sufficient flow to form a homogenous powder bed 

layer of a particular thickness. In Selective Laser Melting, powders are spread across a build 

platform using a blade or a roller. For this investigation, rubber wiper blades were used to 

form a powder beds of glass powder feedstocks. Similarly, AM techniques that require 

powder delivered through a pressurised system, such as Directed Energy Deposition, require 

sufficient powder flowability to ensure a consistent delivery of feedstock through nozzles.  

Two methods were used to measure the flowability of powders, Hall Flow Testing (ASTM 

B213) and Powder Flow Rheometry (ASTM-D7891). These methods were used to better 

understand the flowability of powders and their behaviour in the AM techniques used. 

 

4.3.4.1 Hall Flow Testing 

A simple method of observing powder flow characteristics is to measure the hall flow rate. 

An AS-300 Hall Flowmeter (carefully calibrated funnel with a 2.54 mm diameter orifice) was 

used to measure the time it took for 50 g of glass powder to completely flow through. The 

resulting flow rate (g/s) can be used to compare flowability, however can also return a no-

result, ie the powder does not flow through the funnel at all. This method was used to 

compare three spherical glass powder samples: GTS-1, GTS-2 and GTS-6, and one angular 

powder – GTS-3.  

GTS-1, a spherical soda lime silica powder with a particle size distribution of 178-375 µm was 

recorded as 0.81g/s flow rate. In comparison, GTS-2, a spherical soda lime silica powder with 

a particle size distribution of 84-124 µm, was measured at 1.0 g/s hall flow rate. GTS-6, 

spherical soda lime silica powder of particle size 30-65 µm and GTS-3, an angular glass 

powder (13-93 bioactive glass with Fe dopant), did not flow (0 g/s), indicating poor 

flowability. The results suggested that generally spherical powders have a superior 

flowability than angular powders, as reported in the literature117,174. However, spherical 

powders with very fine particle size (GTS-6), showed reduced flowability, likely due to 
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increased inter-particular forces between fine particles, potentially due to increased pick-up 

of moisture and agglomeration of fine powders (see section 2.7). GTS-2 showed better 

flowability over its coarser counterpart (GTS-1) (Figure 35). While the hall flow testing 

method is relatively quick and gives a general idea of a material’s flow, it did not provide as 

in-depth understanding of flowability as powder rheometry. 

 

 
Figure 35 Flowability by hall flow meter testing of four glass samples. A 0 measurement indicates material did not 
flow through the hall flow meter nozzle.  
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4.3.4.2 Powder Rheology 

The FT4 rheometer (Freeman Technology, UK) was used to characterise the flowability of 

glass powders of interest for additive manufacturing. Investigations included measurement 

of five samples, with particular interest in the comparison of three spherical soda lime silica 

powders (GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-6), and two angular powders, borosilicate (GTS-4), and soda 

lime silica powder (SLSG). The measured parameters of interest for SLM and DED processing 

were Basic Flowability Energy (BFE), Specific Energy (SE), Conditioned Bulk Density (CBD), and 

Flow Rate Index (FRI). 

BFE is a measurement of forced (confined) flow, using the bottom of the vessel to confine 

the powder. This is representative of the conditions used when spreading powder material 

in a powder bed (e.g., SLM). BFE is considered as a measurement of total energy, and a low 

BFE is generally considered to correspond to a material that flows freely213. SE is the 

measurement of low stress (unconfined) flow, measured on upward travel of the blade. This 

may represent powder flow through nozzles, such as in DED processing. CBD is used to 

represent packing behaviour, and FRI measures a powder’s sensitivity to flow rate, indicating 

cohesion. 

CBD was calculated during a conditioning cycle before test cycles started. Tests 1-8 were used 

to calculate the BFE, with confined blade motion, tests 6 and 7 were used to calculate the SE 

under low stress conditions, and tests 9-11 were used to calculate the FRI (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36 Basic flowability energy of five glass sample. Spherical soda lime silica of varying particle size (GTS-1, 
GTS-2, GTS-6), and angular borosilicate (GTS-4), as well as angular soda lime silica (SLSG). 

 
At a glance, the results show spherical soda lime silica powders, GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-6 to 

have similar rheological profiles as measured by FT4 powder rheometry. Interpreting BFE 

alone can fail to give a complete picture of flowability, as it is often assumed that a low BFE 

value corresponds to a well flowing powder, and a high BFE a poorly flowing powder172,213. 

While this is generally correct, the opposite can often be true where powders with a good 

flowability under gravity result in a high BFE, and cohesive powders show a low BFE213,214. 

Due to this, it is valuable to consider the various flowability measurements of materials 

together when assessing a bulk powders flowabiltiy.  

When considering only the spherical soda lime silica powders, the sample with the smallest 

average particle size (GTS-6 – Dv50=44 µm) has the highest BFE at 173 mJ. GTS-1 (Dv50=258 

µm) and GTS-2 (Dv50=102 µm) record BFE measurements of 154 mJ and 145 mJ respectively. 

These values suggest that of the three spherical samples, GTS-2 has the best flowability, and 

GTS-6, has the worst. A higher BFE value for GTS-6 is likely due to the large proportion of fine 

particles causing cohesion due to inter-particular forces. A possible explanation for GTS-1 

measuring a higher BFE value than GTS-2 (thus inferior flowability), is the wider particle size 

distribution of GTS-1, impeding flow. 

 Considering angular particles, GTS-4 and SLSG, the BFE values differ significantly, taking 

other measurements into account help to explain this. A more accurate picture of flowability 

can be gained by using other measurements from rheology, including values for sensitivity to 
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flow rate (FRI), and flowability in low stress conditions (SE), as well as conditioned bulk 

density to suggest packing behaviour. A summary of these values can be seen in Table 11. 

 
Table 11 Flowability data for glass samples, as measured by FT4 powder rheometry. 

 

 
Using this data, the difference in behaviour of the two angular glass samples, SLSG and GTS-

4 (borosilicate), compared to spherical samples can easily be seen. SLSG shows a low BFE, 

which suggests good flowability in confined conditions, however, a high FRI (2.28) suggests a 

significant amount of cohesion caused by fine particles within the powder sample. A high FRI 

value (and reduced flowability) can also be caused by mechanical interlocking, as irregular 

particles experience greater friction at low flow rates213. SLSG also has a significantly lower 

CBD than the other samples, suggesting poor packing efficiency due to air trapped within the 

bulk powder. The FT4 impeller blade therefore travels easily through the powder during 

downward travel, compressing the powder and travelling through air pockets, explaining the 

low BFE value measured. On upward travel, flowability is low (SE=5.94 mJ/g), as the 

previously mentioned properties are no longer countered by confinement.  

BFE of GTS-4 suggests low flowability in confined conditions. A high FRI value suggests there 

are more cohesive forces acting on GTS-4 compared to spherical soda lime silica. The 

difference in FRI between GTS-4 and SLSG is likely due to GTS-4 having a larger average 

particle size than SLSG, and therefore fewer cohesive forces acting between particles. CBD of 

GTS-4 is low compared to spherical powders, but not as low as angular SLSG. This likely 

provides better packing compared to SLSG, and therefore a better flowability in unconfined 

flow (SE=4.44 mJ). 

Figure 37 shows the BFE and FRI values for the glass samples tested. This selection of data is 

useful in material selection for SLM processing, as these measurements are most relevant to 

the environment of a powder bed. Of the three spherical soda lime silica samples, GTS-1 and 

GTS-2, there is little difference in terms of flowability. GTS-6 shows highest flowability in 

confined conditions, however the large FRI suggests significant cohesion within the bulk 
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sample, and the impact of this on processing by SLM should be considered. The performance 

of angular particles in SLM processing is difficult to predict using FT4 rheometry only. 

 

 

Figure 37 BFE and FRI values measured for different glass samples. 

 
For DED processing, the measurements of most interest are SE and FRI. These measurements 

are shown in Figure 38. In unconfined flow, reminiscent of flowability through powder feed 

nozzles used in DED, the results suggest GTS-1, the coarsest, spherical soda lime silica, shows 

the best flowability under these conditions. 

 

 

Figure 38 SE and FRI values measured for different glass samples. 
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4.3.5 Other Characterisation Methods 

Other methods of material characterisation were carried out on glass samples, including 

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA), UV Visible Spectroscopy (UV -Vis), and X-ray Diffraction 

(XRD). Soda lime silica (GTS-6) was measured by these three techniques, as this material was 

primarily used for experimental investigations, due to the availability of this feedstock to the 

project, its sufficient flowability, and the lower particle size range (compared to other 

available soda lime silica) anticipated to provide higher resolution parts.  

 

4.3.5.1 Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) 

Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) was carried out to assess the thermal profile of two glass 

samples. Understanding the thermal characteristics of a material can help to instruct process 

conditions for additive manufacturing. The two materials investigated by DTA were GTS-2, a 

spherical soda lime silica glass powder, and GTS-3, a Fe-doped 13-93 biologically active glass. 

SDT Q600 (TA Instruments, DE) was used to measure DTA of each sample, using a Nitrogen 

atmosphere. Alumina pans (90 µL) were used for reference and sample material. Baseline 

measurements were taken by the same procedure as sample measurement and subtracted 

from resulting data.  

23 mg of GTS-2 was weighed into an alumina cup on one balance, with an empty reference 

cup on the other. Temperature was ramped at 15oC per minute to 1500oC and held 

isothermally for 5 minutes. For measurement of GTS-3, 14 mg of sample was prepared in the 

same way. Heating procedure was ramped at 20oC per minute to 1500oC, and held 

isothermally for 5 minutes. Measurements of heat flow (mW) and weight (mg) were recorded 

over time in reference to temperature change. Results are shown in Figure 39, notation 

shows an endothermic transition around 550-600oC, relating to the glass transition 

temperature (Tg). Tg onset, inflection, and end are calculated for a selected endothermic 

transition (the first endothermic transition after dehydration). Calculating the inflection of Tg 

as the portion of curve between the first and third tangents with the steepest slope.  Tg 

transitions were measured around 570-600oC for GTS-2, and 575-625oC for GTS-3. These 

measurements indicate the energy required to begin softening these glass compositions.  

Exothermic transitions can be seen for both glass samples during the heating cycle, with more 

significant exothermic peaks seen in GTS-3 (~750, ~920) than GTS-2, suggesting that GTS-2 is 
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more thermally stable in comparison. These exotherms can represent crystallisation 

occurring within the glass samples during melting (above Tg as a supercooled liquid). The 

extent of these crystallisation events are dependent on kinetic factors and the heating rate 

during the DTA cycle. As the temperature further increases, these crystals melt, characterised 

by endothermic transitions, until the glass has reached the liquidus (temperature at which 

the material is a thermodynamically stable liquid).  

 

 

Figure 39 DTA curves of GTS-2 and GTS-3 glass samples showing temperature vs heat flow. 

 

4.3.5.2 UV Visible Spectroscopy (UV Vis) 

This characterisation technique was used to measure the absorption of light at the UV and 

near IR wavelengths. Of particular interest was the light absorption of glass materials in the 

region of 1064 – 1070 nm, as these are the wavelengths of the lasers utilised in SLM and DED 

processing. For glass powders, particularly spherical and transparent glass beads, absorption 

of laser energy can be low due to the transmission of light through particles. For doped glass 

compositions, measurement of UV Vis spectroscopy can indicate any improvement or 

reduction in light absorption at the wavelength of interest. 

UV Vis (UV-3600 Series, Shimadzu GmbH, JP) was used to understand the absorption of light 

at the UV and near IR wavelengths of GTS-6. For GTS-6 an absorbance peak was identified at 

300 nm (A = 10.2 cm-1), with much lower absorbance measured at 1064 - 1070 nm (A = 0.4 
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cm-1) (Figure 40). The measured absorbance was in agreement with the transmission spectra 

shown in Figure 26 (Section 2.7), where soda lime silica was highly transmissive at 500 nm – 

2 µm wavelengths.  

 

 

Figure 40 UV Vis absorption spectra of GTS-6 soda lime silica glass. 

 
UV Vis was also used to measure the absorbance of two bulk glass samples of Fe doped soda 

lime silica (SLSG-Fe, and SLSG-FeC). The data was normalised by sample thickness. Compared 

to virgin soda lime silica (a colourless/clear glass), SLSG-Fe manifested a grey/blue colour, 

and SLSG-FeC had a darker grey hue. SLSG-Fe had a similar measured absorbance to virgin 

soda lime silica at 1064-1070 nm (A = 0.4 cm-1), whereas SLSG-FeC showed a much higher 

absorbance in comparison (A = 2.5 cm-1) (Figure 41). The addition of small quantities of Iron 

and Carbon to the soda lime silica composition resulted in a significantly increased 

absorbance of 1064-1070 nm wavelengths, suggesting processing by laser irradiation may be 

more successful with these doped glass compositions.  
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Figure 41 UV Vis absorption spectra for two iron doped soda lime silica compositions (SLSG-Fe and SLSG-FeC). 

 

4.3.5.3 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

A glass is characterised as an amorphous material, showing no long-range atomic order, but 

exhibiting short range order, a solid frozen in liquid state. Crystallinity influences many 

properties of materials, such as transparency, and for a material to be considered glass it 

must remain amorphous. When adding dopants to glass compositions, one concern is 

crystallisation during melting. To confirm lack of crystallisation in doped glass compositions, 

XRD was carried out.  

Two compositions of soda lime silica were investigated by XRD (D8 Advance with DaVinci, 

Bruker, GmbH, US): SLSG-Fe, a soda lime silica with 0.5wt% Fe dopants, and SLSG-FeC, a soda 

lime silica with 0.5wt% Fe and 1wt% Carbon (Figure 42). Melted SLSG-Fe was transparent 

with a grey/blue colouring, and SLSG-FeC was darker in colour and less transparent.  
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Figure 42 XRD measurement of two Fe doped soda lime silica glasses, SLSG-Fe and SLSG-FeC. Both glass 
composition are amorphous. 

 

Concerns of crystallinity within the samples were countered by XRD investigation, confirming 

the samples remained amorphous, due to a presence of a single curve and no periodicity that 

would indicate crystallinity (multiple distinct peaks). Virgin soda lime silica glass powder (GTS-

6) was investigated by XRD, to confirm amorphous nature (Figure 43).  

 

Figure 43 XRD measurement of virgin soda lime silica glass (GTS-6) showing no crystallinity. 
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4.3.5.4 Micro X-Ray Computed Tomography (XCT) 

Micro X-Ray Computed Tomography (XCT) was used to inspect the microstructure and 

internal porosity of AM processed parts. Parts were imaged using Nikon MCT 225 (Nikon, JP) 

or XRADIA Versa XRM-500 (ZEISS, Germany). This non-destructive technique transmits X-rays 

through a sample, generating 2D cross-sectional data as a projected image as the sample is 

rotated. The data is reconstructed into a 3D digital representation of the sample including 

internal detail.  The resolution of CT slices was 4 µm through cubic samples, which were 

further analysed to quantify porosity through image processing (ImageJ) (see appendix).  
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4.4 Case Study: Glass Flowability 

FT4 rheology was used to measure the flowability of soda lime silica glass powder of different 

ratios of spherical and angular morphology, in order to observe the impact of morphology 

ratio on flowability. This particular investigation was also used to inform flow characteristics 

for the purpose of dosing glass powder through a mechanical powder doser (Lambda doser 

0.2 L, Lambda Instruments, CZ).  

Three samples were measured; a sample of spherical soda lime silica (GTS-6 “100% Beads”), 

a sample of angular soda lime silica (SLSG “Angular”) and a mixture of 50% beads (GTS-6) and 

angular (SLSG) by weight percentage (50% Beads) (Figure 44). Ratios between these were 

tested through the doser but not characterised by FT4. Measurement by FT4 was used to 

quantify the impact of the ratio of spherical beads to angular particles (by weight percent) 

on powder flowability.  

 

 
Figure 44 SEM images visualising the different morphology mixtures of soda lime silica A: Angular, B: 50% Beads, 
C: 100% Beads. 

 

4.4.1 Powder Rheology 

CBD was calculated during a conditioning cycle before test cycles started. Tests 1-8 were used 

to calculate the BFE, with confined blade motion, tests 6 and 7 were used to calculate the SE 

under low stress conditions, and tests 9-11 were used to calculate the FRI (Figure 45).   
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Figure 45 Flowability of soda lime silica with varying percent sphericity. GTS-6 “100 % Beads”, SLSG “Angular” and 
a mix of both at 50 wt% “50% Beads”. Graph indicates test cycles used for each measurement. 

 

FRI measurements showed that with increasing angularity ratio, the powders became more 

sensitive to flow rate (Figure 46). This was indicated by FRI measurement of sensitivity to 

flow rate, with 100% beads measuring close to 1, indicating a non-cohesive powder. The FRI 

of 50% Bead and Angular samples increased by the same factor, with an increase of 0.56 

between 100% Bead to 50% Bead and between 50% Bead and Angular samples, indicating 

an increase in cohesion correlating with percentage angularity. This increase in cohesion 

correlates with decreasing flowability.  

 

 
Figure 46 Flow Rate Index (FRI) of glass samples by sphericity. A flow rate index close to unity represents a low 
sensitivity to flow rate. 
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The Basic Flowability Energy and Specific Energy were measured for each sample, with BFE 

representing flow under confined conditions, and SE representing flow under non-confined 

or low stress conditions. The correlation between percentage angularity and flowability was 

seen for both confined and unconfined flow, with the sample of 100% bead showing the 

highest flowability, and the Angular sample showing the lowest flowability, as expected 

(Figure 47). 

 

 
Figure 47 Flowability (BFE and SE) of soda lime silica glass samples: 100 % bead, 50% bead, and Angular. 
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4.4.2 Observation of Sample Spreading for Powder Bed 

Formation 

A single layer of 100% bead, 50% bead and Angular samples of glass were spread in the 

ReaLizer SLM-50 (Realizer GmbH, DE), to assess the impact of flowability on homogenisation 

of powder bed during powder spreading, and evaluate correlations with rheology 

assessments of flowability (Figure 48). 

 

 

Figure 48 Glass powder samples as spread on an SLM base plate to form a single layer powder bed. A: Angular, B: 
50% bead, C: 100% bead. 

 
Angular particles were unable to form a homogenous, even layer of powder across the base 

plate, showing cohesive behaviour with the wiper blade dragging powder to one side of the 

base plate (A). 50% bead sample displayed improved flow behaviour compared to angular 

glass. The addition of spherical particles acted as a flow agent, reducing cohesion and 

allowing better coverage of the SLM base plate (B). 100% spherical glass sample showed the 

greatest flowability, forming a homogenous single layer of glass on the SLM powder bed. By 

visual assessment, flowability significantly improved based on percentage sphericity, 

confirming the flowability measurements carried out by powder rheology. This was also 

common to literature, where angularity was related to flowability in powder bed 

formation174. Muñiz-Lerma et al, reported enhanced powder spreading when spherical 
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particles larger than 48 µm with a narrow particle size range were present in a powder 

feedstock, due to reduced moisture sorption, cohesion, and surface energy114.   

To combat the low flowability of angular glass particles, alteration of powder morphology 

and particle size distribution was considered. One method considered for improving the flow 

characteristics of glass powders was to reduce the particle size distribution to a limited range. 

This is because powder samples with angular morphology and a large particle size 

distribution tend to suffer from mechanical interlocking, as well as high inter-particulate 

forces between fine particles causing powder cohesion. Attempts were made to reduce the 

particle size range through manually sieving powder samples to a desired range, until a 

flowability was improved. The time consumption and material waste resulted in this method 

being inefficient for our research purposes. 
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4.5 Case Study: Powder Spheroidisation 

An important powder characteristic to consider for Additive Manufacturing of glass was 

morphology, as particle shape is known to have a strong effect on bulk powder flow. 

Observed during flowability characterisation, angular powders generally suffered from 

particle cohesion, mechanical interlocking, and low flowability (as observed by Hall Flow 

Meter testing, and SE and BFE measurements). For experimental glass powders created for 

the application of AM, processes of morphology alteration were considered in order to 

improve the flowability of these milled, angular particles. The three morphology altering 

methods trialled were flame spheroidisation, plasma spheroidisation, and electron beam 

irradiation. Another benefit of pre-processing glass powders by spheroidisation, particularly 

GTS-3 which showed a bimodal particle size distribution, is the potential to transform to a 

better flowing, monomodal distribution. 

 

4.5.1 Flame Spheroidisation 

The flame spheroidisation process works by delivering irregular particles into a hot flame to 

melt the particle surface and mould them into spheres due to the high surface tension of 

glass particles (See Section 2.5). This concept was applied to angular glass particles intended 

for additive manufacturing by selective laser melting, in particular an Fe doped 13-93 

biologically active glass (GTS-3). 

Due to the lack of flowability of GTS-3, with the large particle size range of 8-136 µm, the 

powder was unable to be processed by flame spheroidisation. The large proportion of fine 

particles caused powder to agglomerate in the thermal spray nozzle. In order to process by 

flame spheroidisation, angular particles of GTS-3 were prepared into two particle size ranges 

using a 63 µm sieve. One fraction contained angular particles of <63 µm, and the other 

fraction contained particle sizes between 63-136 µm. Particles were introduced to an oxy-

acetylene flame (ratio of 3:3) of a thermal spray gun (Metallisation Ltd, UK). Processed 

particles were collected in two cooling trays, one at a close distance to the spray gun (Tray 2 

“close”), and one further away (Tray 3, “far”). Particles that did not travel far enough for 

spheroidisation were collected for repeat processing.  

Particle morphology of flame spheroidised glass was investigated by SEM (Table 12). GTS-3 

particle morphology was significantly altered by flame spheroidisaton. A significant 

difference was found between processing particles of <63 µm and particles of 63-136 µm. 
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Angular particles between 63-136 µm that were processed by flame spheroidisation resulted 

in a majority uniform and spherical particles. For particles <63 µm, a distinct spheroidisation 

of the larger particles was observed, however fine particles did not significantly alter 

morphology. Particles that spent a longer time travelling in the flame (collected in the far 

tray) were more likely to have a spherical morphology after processing than those collected 

in the closer tray.  
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Table 12 GTS-3 powder processed by flame spheroidisation. A: Fine particles collected in Tray 2, B: Fine particles 
collected in Tray 3, C: 63-136 µm particles collected in Tray 2, D: 63-136 µm particles collected in Tray 3. 
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Processing angular glass particles by this method resulted in a definite spheroidising effect, 

however, a wide particle size range lacked the flowability required to be processed efficiently 

by this method. The required sieving increased the flowability by reducing the particle size 

range, perhaps making the purpose of spheroidising obsolete. Finer particles were also 

difficult to spehroidise by flame with efficiency, with many fine particles being lost in the 

process via air extraction. Whilst effective for spheroidising glass materials, this method was 

inefficient for the quantities of glass needed for additive manufacturing, and a larger scale 

method was investigated – plasma spheroidisation.  
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4.5.2 Plasma Spheroidisation 

Funding for plasma spheroidisation of experimental glass powders was granted by the Henry 

Royce Equipment Share Scheme, and work was carried out at the Royce Translational Centre, 

Sheffield, with support from Dr Vahid Nekouie.  

Plasma spheroidisation operates similarly to flame spheroidisation described in 4.5.1. The 

method spheroidises material by passing angular particles through high energy plasma gas. 

The particles melt and mould into spheres due to surface tension. Plasma spheroidisation is 

argued to produce highly spherical feedstocks with few satellites, reduced porosity, and with 

little to no contamination, with surface vaporisation of high temperature materials limited 

thanks to the generation of a homogenous temperature profile215.  

Iron-doped soda lime silica glass powder (SLSG-Fe), and borosilicate (BSG) was plasma 

spheroidised using a Teksphero-15 (Tekna, CA). Due to the angularity of powders and the 

wide particle size distribution of each (Dv10-Dv90 SLSG-Fe: 8-109 µm, BSG: 4-108 µm), the 

familiar issue of low flowability was encountered. Sieving was required to remove fine 

particles and increase the flowability to allow delivery of material through the machine. SLSG-

Fe powder was sieved to 66-103 µm PSD, and BSG was sieved to 43-113 µm PSD. 

The process involved initial feed rate calibration, verifying the need for sieving to allow 

sufficient feed of angular glass particles. A design of experiments was used to develop four 

different process cycles with various processing parameters. SLSG-Fe was fed at a rate of 5 

g/min and processed at 12 kW plasma power. BSG was fed at a rate of 6.6 g/min and 

processed at 11 kW plasma power. Argon gas was used for sheath gas (40 standard litre per 

minute, SPLM), central gas (10 SLPM), and carrier gas (4 SLPM). Powders were processed in 

50 g quantities for each cycle for parameter optimisation. The percentage yield during 

optimisation was 25%.  

Processed powders were investigated by SEM to visualise morphology alteration. 

Borosilicate powder showed a significant alteration of particle morphology, with 

spheroidisation resulting in a high volume of spherical particles compared to the virgin 

powder. SLSG-Fe showed similar results from plasma spheroidisation (Figure 49). Post 

processing was necessary to remove moisture in SLSG-Fe powder by drying in a vacuum oven, 

and to remove satellite particles from BSG samples by ultrasonic bath. Moisture was present 

in the powders as a consequence of powder retrieval method (water was used to collect 
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spheroidised material). Final PSD of plasma spheroidised BSG was 53-116 µm and for SLSG 

was 66-110 µm. With further optimisation of process parameters, and an increase in % yield, 

plasma spheroidisation shows promise for bespoke glass powder spheroidisation.  

 

 
Figure 49 SEM images of A: Virgin borosilicate (BSG), B: Plasma spheroidised BSG, C: Virgin doped soda lime silica 
(SLSG-Fe), and D: Plasma spheroidised SLSG-Fe. 
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4.5.3 Electron Beam Irradiation 

Another method of altering particle morphology was proposed by Murray et al186. This 

method was developed as a new powder spheroidisation process through pulsed electron 

beam irradiation of particles. This method was used to investigate the potential for altering 

the particle morphology of two glass materials, GTS-3 (Fe-doped 13-93) and GTS-4 

(Borosilicate glass). A small sample of each glass was processed to test the feasibility. Glass 

particles were irradiated at 33kV and 40kV, using 50 pulses (Table 13).  

 

Table 13 SEM micrographs of glass feedstocks before and after electron beam irradiation. 
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Generally, pulsed electron beam irradiation altered the morphology of angular particles. For 

GTS-3 powder, electron beam irradiation at 33kV showed the merging of fine particles, and 

softening of angular edges. At 40kV, particles started to show more sphericity than the 

angular precursor. In comparison, GTS-4, a borosilicate glass with a much higher melting 

point, showed a less distinct effect from electron beam irradiation. At 33kV and 40kV the 

agglomeration of fine particles can be seen, with a softening of angular edges, however, only 

minor changes were seen across the whole sample studied, and little sphericity was 

observed. This method showed an overall, minor alteration to particle morphology, with 

promise of further optimisation for spheroidising angular particles. This method currently 

processes material on a very small scale. The limited quantity of altered particles produced 

by this method inhibited further characterisation and experimentation. Significant scale-up 

would be required to confirm any changes in flowability to electron beam irradiated glass 

powders.  
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4.6 Conclusions 

Glass materials were characterised and assessed based on material properties relevant to 

AM processing conditions. Some of the conclusions made during characterisation of 

materials and case studies described in Chapter 4 were: 

• In confirmation with the literature114,174,184, a spherical morphology was deemed 

superior to angular or irregular powder feedstocks to allow efficient delivery of 

powder or powder bed formation in AM processing. 

• Custom powder compositions created for AM purposes required alteration to 

morphology or particle size range to improve flowability.  

• Flame spheroidisation was successful in spheroidising glass powders, but lacked a 

sufficient yield and scale for AM processing purposes. 

• Plasma spheroidisation resulted in a significant alteration of particle morphology, 

but had a low yield and requires further optimisation for bespoke glass 

compositions. 

• Electron beam irradiation caused promising, subtle morphology changes in glass 

materials but would require further optimisation for improved results, as well as 

scaling up to allow processing of larger quantities of feedstock for processing. 

• Addition of spherical glass particles to angular glass powder acted as a flow agent, 

improving the measured flowability by FT4 analysis.     

Soda lime silica glass thermal profiles, as measured by DTA and as consistently recorded in 

literature45, have a lower Tg and working temperature ranges than compositions such as 

Borosilicate and Fused Silica (see section 2.1). This suggests soda lime silica compositions 

require less energy to melt, and therefore less energy density required during AM processing. 

With the potential benefit of processing and melting glass powder at lower energy density 
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(i.e. lower laser power or faster scan speed), glass structures and substrates would be 

subjected to reduced thermal stress and therefore be at a lower risk of fracture.  

GTS-6, spherical soda lime silica with the smallest average particle size, was preferentially 

used during experimental procedures. This material was available in the largest quantity, and 

with a smaller average particle size range, and spherical morphology, it offered the potential 

for higher resolution during SLM (largest particle size relates to the smallest layer height 

useable). 
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Chapter 5: Selective Laser Melting of Glass 

Chapter 5 

Selective Laser Melting of Glass 

5.1 Introduction 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) was identified as a promising Additive Manufacturing 

technique for processing glass material, with research opportunities including processing 

novel glass compositions, and achieving successful glass-on-glass manufacture. The state of 

the art in SLM of glass materials was thoroughly explored in Chapter 2, highlighting some of 

the known challenges associated with glass manufacturing by laser powder bed fusion AM 

methods:  

• High thermal gradients inherent to laser processing of high temperature materials 

can lead to thermal shock of parts and substrates. 

• Glass materials, particularly transparent soda lime silica, may suffer lack of laser 

absorption due to high transmittance in the near-IR and visible wavelength range. 

• Glass powder feedstocks have shown particular sensitivity to energy density.  

Investigation into SLM of glass powders was split into three parts. The first was an initial 

investigation into the feasibility of processing glass compositions onto ceramic and glass 

substrates. This was used to narrow down processing parameters to achieve melting of glass 

powders, and to understand the interaction of glass powders with substrates (Section 5.2). 

The second was to optimise parameters of the chosen glass composition, to fully understand 

the effect of processing parameters on glass SLM. This includes investigation into the effect 

of laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, and scan strategy on melting and consolidation of 

glass (Section 5.3-5.4). For on-glass processing the effect of parameters on thermal shock, 

and adhesion of processed structures to substrates was investigated. Finally, a case study 

was carried out to investigate glass SLM at high substrate temperatures, with the aim of 

assessing the effect of high temperature substrate heating on glass SLM (Section 5.5). The 

research incentive towards investigating SLM of glass materials includes the potential 

applications in research and industry, e.g., for fabrication of customised glass continuous 

flow reactors. 
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5.1.1 Experimental Set-Up 

For these experimental investigations, a Realizer SLM-50 (ReaLizer GmbH, DE) was used for 

laser powder bed fusion of glass powders (Figure 50). The Realizer system is equipped with a 

1064 nm fibre laser capable of laser power up to 100 W and scan speed up to 200 mm/s. A 

laser focal position of 9.6 mm was used throughout this investigation to form a spot size of 

20 µm diameter. The build platform has a diameter of 70 mm, with a substrate heater 

capable of temperatures up to 250 oC. An inert Argon atmosphere is used during processing 

to prevent oxidation of reactive/sensitive powders, and for powder spreading, a dual wiper 

blade is employed. The small build volume allows efficient investigation into experimental 

materials, and is therefore useful for feasibility studies.  

 

 

Figure 50 The Realizer SLM-50 machine. 

 

5.1.2 Substrates 

Two substrates were of interest, high purity (99.8%) alumina discs (Almath), and soda lime 

silica glass microscope slides (Biosigma). Ceramic and glass substrates were selected to 

closely match the CTE of the soda lime silica powder, with the aim of achieving sufficient 

adhesion of processed glass powder onto substrates (and to prevent delamination during 

processing), and to accommodate thermal expansion (Alumina CTE: ~7.2x10-6 oC (40-400oC), 

Soda lime silica CTE: of ~9x10-6 oC-1 (100-300oC))45. Alumina substrates were expected to 

allow sufficient adhesion of glass parts during processing, and easy removal post-process. 
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Processing on glass substrates was done with the aim of achieving permanent adhesion of 

glass parts to substrates. To accommodate alumina discs of 2.5 mm thickness, a stainless-

steel base plate (69 mm diameter) was modified to incorporate a recess of 2.5 mm with a 

diameter of 50.5 mm, and two small holes were drilled in the base to allow easy removal of 

substrates after use. Carbon tape was used to secure the alumina substrate to the stainless-

steel base plate. 

For processing on glass substrates, the white alumina substrate was darkened with graphite 

before affixing the glass substrates on top. As the base plate was 70 mm diameter, 75 mm 

microscope slides were cut by diamond pen to a suitable size to fit the available base 

plate/alumina surface. Carbon tape was used to secure the glass slides, and processing was 

only carried out on the area of glass substrate directly above the graphite darkened alumina 

substrate. 1 mm thick glass slides were expected to be more susceptible to thermal shock 

and fracture than 2.5 mm alumina substrates. Process parameters were investigated for 

processing on each type of substrate.  

For trials involving a high temperature coil heater, a stainless-steel base plate was designed 

to accommodate the geometry of the substrate heater and ceramic insulation, as well as an 

alumina disc substrate. The recess was 54 mm diameter and 20 mm deep. A 5 mm diameter 

hole was cut by waterjet in an Alumina substrate to allow positioning of a KType 

thermocouple close to the coil heater. Installation of the substrate heater is described in 

Section 5.5.  

 

5.1.3 Glass Powder Feedstocks 

For SLM investigations, a range of glass powder feedstocks were considered. Through 

thorough material characterisation (Chapter 4), glass powders with spherical morphology 

were prioritised for experimental investigation by SLM. This included GTS-1, GTS-2, and GTS-

6 soda lime silica glass beads of varying particle size distribution: Dv50= 258 µm, 102 µm and 

44 µm respectively. GTS-6 was used most frequently due to the smaller average particle size, 

which related to a smaller powder bed layer, and therefore a higher achievable part 

resolution.  

GTS-3, a Fe doped 13-93 biologically active glass, was also used experimentally despite its 

poor flowability measured in Chapter 4. This material was used in a feasibility study to 

observe the effect of glass composition on SLM processing parameters. The poor flowability 
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of this material inhibited SLM processing and prompted the investigations into spheroidising 

methods described in Section 4.5. 

 

5.1.4 Evaluation of Processing Parameters 

SLM processing parameters that were investigated in this research include laser power (W), 

scan speed (mm/s) and hatch spacing (mm). Scanning strategy and layer delay were also 

investigated for their effect on glass processing (described in Section 2.3).    

A series of experiments were planned to evaluate the effects of processing parameters on 

SLM processing of soda lime silica glass. The results were used to populate process maps, 

evaluating the effect of laser power, scan speed, and hatch spacing on glass melting and 

consolidation. To do this, energy density was used to relate laser parameters (as described 

in Section 2.7). For on-glass processing, cracking of glass substrates and adhesion of parts to 

substrates was taken into account when evaluating process parameters.  
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5.2 Process Parameter Investigation  

Experiments were carried out to observe the effects of laser power and scan speed on 

processing soda lime silica by SLM.  This was done to define a suitable processing window, 

whereby successful processing of glass powder on glass substrates would be most likely. 

Hatch spacing was also included in parameter investigation, as this parameter also impacts 

energy density and therefore glass processing. Scanning strategy was also investigated, 

including the effect of incorporating a delay between layer processing.  

 

5.2.1 Energy Density 

To define a suitable processing window for SLM of soda lime silica glass feedstock (GTS-6), 

experiments were carried out systematically to evaluate the effect of laser power (W), scan 

speed (mm/s), and hatch spacing (mm) on glass processing. Energy density was used to assign 

a single value to each combination of parameters (as described in Section 2.5). 

Experiments for an initial process map were carried out for glass processing on a ceramic 

substrate (99.8% purity Alumina) (Section 5.3). Combinations of parameters were tested 

sequentially, assessing the effect of energy density on glass processing. These parts were 

assessed based on level of glass melting and consolidation observed at different energy 

densities. Later, a process map was generated for processing on glass substrates (soda lime 

silica microscope slides), to determine the effect of laser processing parameters on glass-on-

glass processing (Section 5.4). Assessment of these parts included the presence or absence 

of substrate cracking, and adhesion of processed glass structures to substrates. 

For glass-on-ceramic processing, thin walls (7 x 3 mm) and cube structures (5 x 5 x 5 mm) 

were used to investigate process parameters. Combinations of laser powers between 20-100 

W, and scan speeds between 5-60 mm/s were used to populate the thin wall process map. 

For cube processing, energy densities between 15-30 J/mm2 and hatch spacings between 0.1 

– 0.5 mm were used. For glass-on-glass processing, cuboid structures (1 x 3 x 6 mm) were 

processed on a soda lime silica microscope slide (above a blackened base) and assessed at 

energy densities between 60-94 J/mm3. Layer height and hatch spacing were kept constant 

at t= 0.07 mm, and h= 0.369 mm. Process maps were generated and used to suggest suitable 

processing windows for each experimental set-up and their defined conditions.  
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5.2.2 Hatch Spacing 

The sensitivity of glass powder processing to hatch spacing was highlighted in early 

experimental trials, particularly with processing on glass substrates. A small hatch spacing 

would lead to an expanded heat affected zone, and occasionally resulted in glass substrate 

fracture due to severe thermal stresses. Hatch spacing showed an impact on energy density, 

requiring it to be balanced with scan speed and laser power (Section 2.5, Equation 2), and 

was considered alongside scanning strategy. 

Hatch spacing was investigated to determine a suitable distance between adjacent laser 

scans for glass powder SLM processing. For processing on ceramic substrates, hatch spacings 

of between 0.11 and 0.45 mm were used during parameter investigations. For on-glass 

processing, hatch spacing was investigated using 1 x 3 x 6 mm built structures, using an 

alternating y-hatch, at a fixed scan speed of 37 mm/s, and at varying laser power between 

65 - 80 W. Two hatch spacings were used: 0.33 mm (9 scan tracks per 3 mm structure), and 

0.355 mm (8 scan tracks per 3 mm structure).  

The effect of hatch spacing was also tested using a more complex geometry (“3DGLaSS” 

logo), with hatch spacing of 0.369 mm and a reduced hatch spacing of 0.245 mm, using an 

alternating x/y hatch. Other parameters were kept constant (100 W, 47 mm/s, ED= 30.4 

J/mm2). The overall energy density of these combinations of parameters are calculated as 82 

J/mm3 and 124 J/mm3 respectively. The logo design was also processed using an x hatch and 

a y hatch at the same parameters (100 W, 47 mm/s, ED= 30.4 J/mm2, h= 0.369) to show the 

effect of scan direction on SLM of glass. 

 

5.2.3 Scanning Strategy 

For initial investigation of the effect of scanning strategy on SLM processing of glass, 1 x 3 x 

6 mm structures were built. An alternating y hatch, alternating x-y hatch, and 67o rotation 

hatch (Figure 51) were tested at various parameters on a glass substrate, and the resulting 

structures inspected by SEM. Parameters of 65-80 W, 37 mm/s scan speed, and 0.369 mm 

hatch spacing were used. These scan strategies were also explored through fabrication of the 

text design “3DGLaSS”.  
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Figure 51 Schematic for SLM scan strategy investigations (alternating = bi-directional). 

 

5.2.4 Layer Delay 

Another important aspect of glass processing by SLM was the time between laser scanning 

and spreading of subsequent powder layers (as described in Section 2.3). For example, a 

short layer delay could lead to conduction of heat from previously scanned layers to the virgin 

powder, altering the energy required to melt by laser irradiation. Implementation of a laser 

“dead time” was used to alter the time between laser scanning and powder spreading. This 

was achieved by preparing additional artifacts during build set-up, and defining their laser 

power as 0 W. Arrangement of these parts on the build platform allowed definition of a 

length of time during which laser processing was paused. For glass processing this was 

suspected to be beneficial to allow excess heat to dissipate from the built parts. 

 

5.2.5 Design Geometry 

Different geometrical structures were created by 3D CAD software (Solidworks, Dassault 

Systemes, FR) and edited for use in the Realizer SLM-50 (Magics, Materialise, BE). 1 x 2 x 1 

mm elements were processed for the first on-glass SLM trials, to prove feasibility. These 

rudimentary elements were visualised by SEM, and an estimation of geometrical accuracy 

was obtained for two samples using edge detection (Sobel Operator) and binary conversion 

(MATLAB, MathWorks, US). The calculated values were compared to a reference of the 

intended dimensions to represent the expansion or shrinkage of dimensions during 

processing at the given process parameters (78.5 J/mm3).  

Simple 1 x 3 x 6 mm cuboids were used for parameter investigations. Other geometries such 

as hollow cylinders, rods, channels, “3DGLaSS” text logo, and lattices were also created for 

investigation. Lattice structures, such as gyroid matrices and diamond lattices of varying 
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internal dimensions were made using FlattPack (University of Nottingham). Structures were 

built on ceramic or glass substrates, and parameters were directed by process parameter 

investigations.  

1 x 2 mm elements were arranged to make up joined structures on glass substrates. An 

example arrangement was to form two continuous walls, parallel to each other, creating a 

channel. Utilising these elements to make up continuous structures allowed finer control 

over scan patterns, ensuring that no two adjacent 1 x 2 mm elements were processed 

consecutively. 
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5.3 Processing Glass onto Alumina Substrates 

The following section describes processing of glass powder onto ceramic substrates. The 

majority of this work was carried out by, in collaboration with, or under the supervision of, 

K. Datsiou. The findings from this work helped to guide the experimental investigations into 

SLM of glass onto glass substrates.  

This initial investigation into glass processing by SLM has been published in two journal 

papers: “Additive manufacturing of glass with laser powder bed fusion” 216, and “Laser 

powder bed fusion of soda lime silica glass: Optimisation of processing parameters and 

evaluation of part properties” 217. For this investigation, soda lime silica glass structures were 

built on Alumina discs, with and without sacrificial support structures. Investigation into 

optimal parameters, processing of complex geometries, and characterisation of built parts 

was described.  

 

5.3.1 Process Maps 

Thin walls (single tracks) and 5 x 5 x 5 mm glass cubes were processed at a range of 

parameters and mapped to define a suitable processing window for GTS-6 soda lime silica 

glass feedstock on alumina substrates (Figure 52). Processing between 80-110 J/mm3 was 

recommended for this glass feedstock based on the observed consolidation of powder at 

different parameter combinations. The optimal parameters defined for processing glass 

structures on ceramic substrates was assumed to effect on-glass processing. 
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Figure 52 Process map for 5 x 5 x 5 mm soda lime silica (GTS-6) cubes fabricated on ceramic substrates. 

 

Porosity of cubes was measured using micro-CT (XCT), and analysis of cross-sectional data via 

ImageJ. Internal porosity decreased marginally as energy density increased (78.5 J/mm3 = 

12.1% porosity, 107.1 J/mm3 =11.3% porosity). Porosity was identified as pores, cracks, and 

areas of un-sintered powder particles. These defects are thought to be the cause of opacity 

of SLM glass structures (as well as satellite powder attached to structure surfaces). This level 

of porosity is expected in glass structures processed at similar parameters on glass 

substrates. 

 

5.3.2 Catalysts 

Rectangular grids of various dimension were processed from GTS-2 and GTS-6. Visualisation 

by SEM revealed higher part resolution for the feedstock with the smaller particle size 

distribution (GTS-6)(Figure 53). These structures were utilised as supports for cuboid parts, 

and also developed as structured catalysts for chemical engineering applications (e.g. 

monolithic reactors)218. The presence of unfused powder on the surfaces of these structures 

arguably increases the available surface area, and thus increases the efficiency of catalysis219. 
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Figure 53 Rectangular grid structures for catalysis and support structures. Left: SEM micrographs of GTS-2 and 
GTS-6 grids. Right: Structured catalysts. 

 

5.3.3 Glass Continuous Flow Reactor Channels 

Various geometries were designed for the application of glass continuous flow reactors. 

Different build orientations were investigated for successful fabrication of hollow, tubular 

structures on ceramic substrates. Internal diameters ranged from 2 to 5 mm, and both 

cylindrical and angular geometries were used (Figure 54). The build orientation had a large 

effect on success of printing.  For certain build orientations, such as straight channels built 

vertically in the z direction, warping sometimes occurred. Additionally, unfused powder 

within channel cavities limited the dimensional accuracy. Support structures were required 

internally for square shaped channels to support overhangs. These support structures were 

difficult to remove post process, and prevented the evacuation of powder from channels. 

Discolouration of parts sometimes occurred. This may have been caused by impurities or 

contamination present during processing. 

 

 

Figure 54 Examples of channel structures fabricated by SLM A: Channels on ceramic substrate with support 
structures, B: 2 mm diameter linear channel, C: 3 mm diameter angles channel, D: 2 mm diameter u-shaped 
channel. 
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Hollow cylinders were processed at parameters of 75 W laser power, 37 mm/s scan speed, 

and hatch spacing of 0.3 mm (ED= 96.5 J/mm3). For bend sections, the hatch spacing was 

increased to 0.369 mm, reducing the energy density (78.5 J/mm3), and x hatch, y hatch, and 

alternating x-y hatch (90o rotation) was investigated. The results showed more cracking 

associated with x and y hatch scan strategies than with alternating scan strategy (Figure 55 

A-D). Additionally, x hatch scan strategy resulted in a distortion of geometry. For this reason, 

an alternating x-y scan strategy was selected for the bend portion of the channel structures. 

More complex channel structures were built using separate parameters for straight sections 

and bend sections. Sacrificial structures were used for supports - these were fabricated using 

the same material as the built parts and resembled the grid structures in Figure 53 . Parts 

were easily removed from the built structures post process thanks to the brittle nature of the 

supports. Bend sections were positioned to connect straight channels, at the top and bottom 

of the build. Demonstration parts showed some cracking, but the geometry was generally 

preserved (Figure 55 E). 

 

 

Figure 55 A: Bend portions of channel structures. B: x hatch, C: y hatch, D: alternating x/y hatch, E: Demonstration 
of channel structure with multiple bends. 

 

5.3.4 Discussion 

In this work, the feasibility of processing soda lime silica glass by SLM was demonstrated, 

using a commercially available SLM system (Realizer GmbH SLM-50). This expanded on the 

work described by Fateri and Gebhardt (2015)132, demonstrating fabrication of parts with 

greater geometric complexity than previously presented, and providing further insight into 

the effect of SLM processing parameters for soda lime silica glass.  
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The feedstock was characterised and processed at various parameters to define a suitable 

processing window for the material. Thin walls and cubes were built on high purity alumina 

discs to populate process maps, observing the appearance of fused glass, and assessing 

parameters based on consolidation of glass powder and dimensional accuracy. A processing 

window was identified for fabricating well defined, consolidated glass structures. The 

processing window identified in this work was 70-120 J/mm3 for GTS-6 soda lime silica, and 

65-110 J/mm3 for GTS-2 soda lime silica. In literature, suitable processing parameters for SLM 

of soda lime silica glass were reported as 100 W, 0.05 m/s, 500 µm layer thickness, and 50-

100 µm hatch spacing, relating to 40-80 J/mm3. In comparison, these recommended 

processing parameters show some agreement. Fabricated structures were opaque due to 

internal porosity and excess powder particles fused to structure surfaces, similar to glass 

structures presented in literature on powder bed fusion AM of glass compositions (soda lime 

silica, quartz, and borosilicate)94,131,132,220. This effect is often reported with powder bed 

fusion additive manufacturing, due to the conduction of laser energy to powder adjacent to 

laser scanned areas. Thermal post processing (at 650oC for 5 hours, with the aim of improving 

translucency by remelting the structure surface) reduced opacity of parts somewhat, but also 

resulted in volumetric shrinkage due to further consolidation of material and therefore 

reduced geometrical accuracy. Further work into optimising thermal post processing cycles 

for SLM glass structures is recommended to fully assess the effect on glass porosity, 

appearance, and geometrical accuracy.  

Complex geometries were achieved by SLM, including lattices and hollow channels (Figure 

56). Further optimisation of parameters was required for variation in geometry, as process 

maps related only to the geometries used. Sacrificial support structures were used for certain 

builds, with the purpose of aiding removal of parts from ceramic substrates. Parts appeared 

opaque with high surface roughness, and certain processed geometries were brittle. Hollow 

channels were designed for the application of glass continuous flow reactors in this work, 

however, the opacity and high porosity of as-built parts is unlikely to achieve leak proof flow 

of liquids. In order to achieve leak-tight transport of fluids (for microfluidic reactors), 

reduction of porosity would be essential. SLM processing at higher temperatures than 

permitted by the SLM system (just below the glass transition temperature of the glass 

composition, ~500oC for soda lime silica) was anticipated to improve melting and 

consolidation of glass powders, whilst retaining geometrical features (unlike surface 

remelting mentioned above). This was explored in Section 5.5, with the aim of achieving fully 
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melted glass SLM parts, with reduced porosity, and reduced thermal stress as a result of the 

reduced temperature gradients.  

 

 

Figure 56 Demonstrated geometries for SLM of soda lime silica glass. Left: Lattice geometry. Right: Hollow channel 
structure. 

 
The work also assessed SLM glass parts in terms of porosity and flexural strength, and defined 

geometrical limits based on optimal processing parameters. Porosity was assessed through 

micro-computed tomography (XCT) cross sections of cubic SLM glass parts, and the average 

porosity was calculated for processing at different energy densities. 11 – 12 % porosity was 

measured for the samples, and was marginally lower for glass cubes processed at higher 

energy density. Porosity was only investigated for a small sample size – using two samples of 

different energy density. Three point bending tests (see appendix) were used to measure 1 x 

2 x 8 mm built parts, using the test protocol presented by Focatiis and Buckley221. The tests 

revealed a flexural strength between 6 – 7 MPa – far inferior to glass processed by the float 

glass method, as expected222.  

In these investigations, machine limitations meant that SLM processing was carried out at 

substrate temperatures of up to 250oC. Maintaining a substrate or chamber temperature 

around the glass transition temperature of the feedstock is suspected to reduce internal 

porosity and the effect of thermal stress from high temperature gradients. It is also 

speculated that higher temperature processing would allow glass material to fully melt whilst 

retaining geometrical accuracy, and therefore transparency of structures may be improved.   

High purity alumina discs were used to complement the coefficient of thermal expansion of 

soda lime glass. This provided good adhesion during processing to prevent delamination, and 

parts were removed from the substrate post process. Support structures were also utilised 

to allow easy removal of parts without jeopardising part structure, however cracking was 

often seen. Processing on glass substrates would likely introduce further challenges for glass 
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SLM, such as avoiding thermal shock in substrates and achieving sufficient adhesion of 

structures to substrates.   
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5.4 Experimental Results 

5.4.1 Energy Density 

Process mapping of glass-on-glass SLM parameters revealed the effect of scan speed and 

laser power on processing. Resulting SLM structures of GTS-6 at parameters between 37-57 

mm/s and 65-75 W showed variation in appearance and level of glass consolidation (Figure 

57). The visibility of scan tracks increased with increasing scan speed (reduced energy 

density). Scan tracks were also comparatively more visible at 41 mm/s scan speed than at 37 

mm/s, however this was visibly more subtle, but clearly seen under SEM (Figure 58). 

Processing at slower scan speeds, e.g., 37 mm/s, resulted in greater consolidation of glass 

material, due to the higher energy density. Geometrical accuracy appeared to be 

compromised with decreasing energy density, with these structures appearing incomplete, 

suggesting an insufficient energy for glass consolidation. In general, with increasing energy 

density, scan tracks became less visible, and structures appeared to be more consolidated, 

with improved geometrical accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 57 SLM of GTS-6 on glass substrate. Energy density decreasing front to back, and scan speed increasing left 
to right. 
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Figure 58 SEM micrographs (x40 magnification) of SLM GTS-6 on glass substrate. A: 67.5 W, 57 mm/s, B: 67.5 W, 47 mm/s, C: 67.5 W 37 mm/s, D: 75 W, 57 mm/s, E:75 W, 47 mm/s, F: 75 W, 37 
mm/s.
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The populated process map defined each set of parameter combinations based on 

consolidation (Figure 59). “Full Consolidation” was seen at higher energy densities, and 

denoted structures that were complete and where scan tracks were not visible. “Visible Scan 

Tracks” refers to structures where partial consolidation was seen. Geometrical accuracy was 

high, but the visibility of scan tracks suggested insufficient energy density for complete 

consolidation of glass feedstock. “Incomplete Consolidation” referred to structures that 

lacked geometrical accuracy, resulting in incomplete built structures.  

 

 
Figure 59 Process map showing SLM of glass (GTS-6) at different parameter combinations. Examples of “Full 
Consolidation” and “Incomplete Consolidation” highlighted. 

 
A relationship is shown between energy density and success of processing. In general, 

processing below 18 J/mm2 resulted in incomplete consolidation of glass feedstock, 

suggesting insufficient energy for glass melting. In contrast, above 28 J/mm2 every tested 

combination of parameters resulted in complete consolidation of feedstock and high 

geometric accuracy. However, some tested combinations had a similar calculated energy 

density, yet showed different effects on processing due to laser power and scan speed 

differing for each combination. For example, glass processed at 67.5 W and 37 mm/s (ED= 

26.06 J/mm2) was classified as “Full Consolidation”, yet glass processed at 65 W and 41 mm/s 
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(ED= 26.13 J/mm2) presented as “Visible Scan Tracks” due to the appearance of the structure. 

The process map indicates the effect of energy density, but this value shows less of an impact 

on processing than variation in scan speed or laser power independently. Variation in build 

success was larger with varying scan speed than with laser power within the parameters 

tested.  

To compare the resulting on-glass processing window with processing parameters for glass-

on-ceramic SLM (Section 5.3), and with the previously reported literature, the processing 

window is defined using a hatch spacing of 0.369 mm for the parameter combinations 

reported above. With this in mind, on-glass processing of GTS-6 is recommended between 

49-76 J/mm3. The processing window was in good agreement with literature (40-80 

J/mm3)132, but narrower than recommended for the same composition on ceramic substrates 

found in this work at 70-120 J/mm3. This difference is likely due to the additional requirement 

in glass-on-glass processing to adhere to glass substrates and avoid substrate cracking.  

Of the parameters displayed in the process map, no substrate cracking occurred. This is due 

in part to the small process area of each part, and therefore a limited area of the substrate 

was affected by laser radiation. Additionally, structures were built in a semi-randomised 

manner, whereby no two adjacent structures were processed immediately after the other. 

Another important experimental condition that ensured substrates and structures resisted 

cracking from thermal shock was the time defined between each processed layer. A delay of 

6 seconds between layer processing was used to allow excess energy to dissipate after a 

structure was processed, meaning that the subsequent powder layer would not melt 

prematurely to laser processing. This helped to prevent distortion of part geometry.  
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5.4.2 Hatch Spacing and Scanning Strategy 

5.4.2.1 The Effect of Scanning Strategy on Small 

Elements 

Small elements showed no significant difference between 0.355 mm and 0.33 mm hatch 

spacing. 1 x 3 x 5 mm structures that were processed using a y hatch, alternating x/y hatch, 

and 67o rotation hatch were viewed under SEM to investigate visual differences (Table 14).  

 

Table 14 SEM images of 1 x 3 x 6 mm structures after removal from glass substrates. Images show the results of 
three different scan strategies/hatch (Y hatch, alternating X/Y hatch, and 67o rotation hatch) at two different 
energy densities. 
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For y hatch, scan tracks were visible. For alternating x/y hatch, scan tracks were less visible 

and structures appeared more defined. Similarly, for 67o rotation hatch, structures did not 

show distinct scan tracks. For each sample, cracking of structures was seen, particularly in 

lower layers of the parts. Cracking was more severe in 67o rotation samples than in y or 

alternating x/y hatch samples. Another similarity between samples was the appearance of 

the top surface of parts. When viewed by SEM, each top surface was not uniform, showing 

less glass fusion on the middle section of structures.  

 

5.4.2.2 The Effect of Hatch Spacing and Scan Strategy on 

Text Design 

The “3DGLaSS” logo was built using different hatch spacing or scan strategies, and the effect 

on processing was observed (Figure 60). For hatch spacing, a distinct difference can be seen 

between h= 0.245 mm (A) and h= 0.369 mm (D). The smaller hatch distance resulted in a 

clear loss of geometric accuracy, due to the increased energy density, and therefore 

expanded heat affected zone. The surrounding feedstock in the powder bed was affected by 

the excess energy, fusing, and therefore compromising the definition of part features. 

 

 

Figure 60 "3DGLaSS" logo processed onto glass substrates by different scan strategy or hatch spacing. A: reduced 
hatch spacing, B: X hatch, C: Y hatch, D: alternating x/y hatch. 

 
For x hatch (B) and y hatch (C) scanning strategies, definition of features was compromised 

when compared to alternating x/y hatch (D). Due to the small size of the parts processed, 

using a single axis scanning strategy resulted in a loss of geometrical accuracy. Using a 

moderate hatch spacing (0.369 mm) and an alternating x/y scan strategy resulted in the most 

successfully processed structure within this investigation.  
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To assess the effect of scan strategy on more complex designs, the “3DGLaSS” logo was 

processed using 90o rotation hatch and 67o rotation hatch. Sections of the processed glass 

structures were compared by SEM, and geometrical accuracy was assessed by eye (Figure 

61). The complex geometry of “3DGLaSS” logo, compared to simple cuboid structures, 

emphasises the effect of hatch rotation on glass SLM. Geometrical accuracy was observed to 

be altered with 67o hatch rotation compared to 90o hatch rotation. On 90o hatch rotation, 

some geometrical accuracy appears lacking, with edges appearing to be less defined 

compared to 67o hatch rotation. Glass fusion appears to be more concentrated in locations 

where laser radiation would start/finish (e.g. as seen in , A and C) for 90o hatch rotation. Glass 

fusion appears to be more prevalent in 67o rotation hatch, as this potentially allows glass 

feedstock to absorb energy over a greater area. Geometrical accuracy is potentially reduced 

in the opposite manner to 90o rotation hatch, as the heat affected zone is expanded, affecting 

a greater volume of glass feedstock. This could be further explored using ImageJ analysis to 

measure the % geometrical accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 61 SLM micrographs comparing features of built parts. A,C: 90o rotation hatch, B,D: 67o rotation hatch. 
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5.4.3 Design Geometry 

5.4.3.1 Cuboids and Cylinders 

Elementary structures of 1 x 2 x 1 mm and 1 x 3 x 5 mm cuboids, and cylinders (3 mm external 

diameter, 2 mm internal diameter, z= 3.57 mm) were built on glass substrates to explore the 

effect of geometry on glass SLM processing (Figure 62). Cuboid structures were built in an 

array of 4 x 3, and cylinders were built in 5 x 3. The effect of scan strategy was again observed 

by comparing cylinders processed by Y hatch and alternating x - y hatch. Process parameters, 

guided by the results of process mapping, were set as 75 W and 37 mm/s, with hatch spacing 

of 0.369 mm (ED= 78.5 J/mm3). 

 

 
Figure 62 Cuboid and cylinder structures on glass substrates, A: 1 x 2 x 1 mm cuboids, B: 1 x 2 x 5 mm cuboids, C: 
Cylinders (3 mm Ø, 2 mm Ø internal - alternating x-y hatch), D: Cylinders alternating x hatch (3 mm Ø, 2 mm Ø 
internal). 

 
Organising the build volume in arrays allowed randomised scanning of each element, and 

increased the time between layer processing, thus reducing the build-up of thermal stresses. 

The benefit of this strategy was observed, with the expansion of heat affected zone being 

limited (process area would glow brightly when energy density too high, affecting 

surrounding powder, and distorting geometry). Under SEM, processed structures revealed a 

glassy surface, with unfused powder adhered to the sides of parts (Figure 63). Geometrical 

accuracy was estimated for two 1 x 2 x 1 mm samples built using the same process 

parameters, with an average of 64%. This percentage was calculated based on the maximum 

deviation from part geometry in the x-y plane, as processed parts expanded in relation to the 

intended dimension, reducing the geometrical accuracy (see appendix). 
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Figure 63 SEM micrographs of A: 1 x 2 x 1 mm cuboid elements, and B: 3 mm Ø cylinder (2 mm Ø internal) 
alternating x/y hatch (90o rotation). 

 
Elements arranged on the build platform to create continuous walls showed distinct 

boundaries between elements, despite a defined offset of 0 mm being used (Figure 64). For 

most samples, dimensional variation due to scanning strategy was not obvious to the naked 

eye. When visualised by SEM, differences in geometry were observed across the four 

scanning strategies used (Figure 65). Elements built using 90o hatch rotation appear to have 

more irregular edges compared to 67o hatch rotation elements, however the indentation 

formed between elements appears to be more defined in 67o than 90o hatch rotation. 

Elements built with a y hatch show the most defined boundaries between adjacent elements, 

with x hatch showing the least defined edges. The hatch direction shows the largest impact 

on element edges joining. This is due in part to the hatch spacing used for these test pieces. 

During y hatch scanning, scan tracks were oriented in the same plane as the joins between 

elements, causing hatch spacing to be exaggerated between elements. During x hatch 

scanning, the scan tracks were perpendicular to the element joins, meaning scanning of 

adjacent elements was continuous, leading to a less defined join. This helps to explain why 

alternating x-y hatch showed an intermediate effect.  

 

 

Figure 64 Channel structures built with 1 x 2 mm elements on glass substrates. 
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Figure 65 40x magnification SEM micrographs of channel elements based on scanning strategy/hatch spacing A: 
90o hatch rotation, B: 67o hatch rotation, C: alternating x hatch, D: alternating y hatch. 

 
Arrays of 30 hollow cylinders were processed on glass substrates to investigate processing of 

thin-walled structures. Fifteen cylinders of varying diameter and wall thickness were 

processed with varying energy density (dictated by hatch spacing). For thin-walled structures, 

a smaller hatch spacing (than used for other structures) was necessary (h= 0.1-0.12 mm). 

Process parameters were adapted iteratively based on observations (Table 14). 

 

Table 15 Test matrix for investigating processing of thin-walled cylinders on glass substrates. 
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Trial one resulted in substrate cracking due to a build- up of thermal stresses from processing 

adjacent structures consecutively at high energy density. To counter this, a layer delay of 21 

s was implemented. This was accomplished by placing 30 additional cylinder structures on 

the built plate, with a defined laser power of 0 W. This effectively delayed powder spreading 

and helped to prevent adjacent structures from being processed consecutively, reducing the 

thermal shock experienced by the glass substrate.  

Trial two successfully processed every thin-walled cylinder structure, and parts were 

assessed visually (Figure 66 A). Cylinders with the largest wall thickness (0.35 mm) that were 

processed at higher energy densities did not preserve a hollow inner diameter, with unfused 

powder adhered to the wall surfaces inside the cavity. Hollow cylinders were achieved for 

structures with wall thickness of 0.15 mm, and for the largest diameter cylinder of 0.25 mm 

wall thickness (2.1 mm Ø inner). Energy density was reduced to improve the evacuation of 

unfused powder from fused glass cylinder structures for trial three. For trial three, hollow 

cylinders were achieved for a wider range of cylinder dimensions/wall thicknesses (Figure 66 

B). Only the largest energy density samples suffered from unfused particles unable to be 

removed from the inside of cylinder structures. Another issue observed with these process 

parameters was the increase in instance of delamination of structures from the glass 

substrate.  

For trial four (Figure 66 C), energy was altered by increasing the range of hatch spacing, and 

by using a moderate laser power of 72.5 W. Another alteration was the use of both 

alternating x-y hatch (90o rotation) and 67o rotation hatch scan strategies. None of these 

parameter combinations resulted in delamination, with adhesion to the glass substrate 

satisfactory for each sample. For the majority of samples, little difference was observed 

between scan strategy of 90o rotation and 67o rotation hatch, however, for the cylinders of 

the smallest dimension (0.9 mm inner Ø, 0.15 mm wall thickness, h= 0.1 mm), a hollow cavity 

was only achieved using 67o rotation hatch.  

 

Figure 66 Thin-walled cylinders processed on glass substrates. A: Trial 2, B: Trial 3, C: Trial 4. Highlighted structures 
shows hollow cylinder processed using 67o rotation hatch 
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5.4.3.2 Lattices and Text 

Attempts were made to process lattice structures on glass substrates, without causing 

thermal shock. Two challenges were identified: the adhesion of glass to glass, and the 

tailoring of energy density for on-glass processing.  

The optimal parameters for processing glass lattice structures on ceramic substrates utilised 

an energy density too high for processing on glass substrates (~124 J/mm3), and frequently 

resulted in glass substrate fracture, despite utilising the previously described layer delays to 

reduce the accumulation of latent heat in each part. Tailoring the energy density for on-glass 

processing was difficult, as a reduction in energy density (78.5 J/mm3) to compensate for this 

resulted in brittle structures that had little structural integrity. Successful parameters for 

processing glass lattice structures without fracturing glass substrates were found at 75 W, 37 

mm/s, 0.33 mm hatch spacing (87.75 J/mm3), and a layer delay of 21 s 

Adhesion of structures to glass substrates was limited due to the small area of processed 

glass in contact with glass substrate, particularly for structures less than 10 x 10 x 10 mm in 

size. Of all the lattice structures trialled on glass substrates, only one showed adequate 

adhesion to a glass substrate: the 10 x 10 x 10 mm diamond lattice, processed at 87.75 J/mm3 

(Figure 67). 

 

 

Figure 67 Glass diamond lattice processed on a glass substrate at 87.75 J/mm3 energy density. 
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Text design was optimised for on-glass processing, up to a build height of 5 mm. Multiple text 

designs could be processed on the same glass substrate without cracking or fracture 

occurring (Figure 68). The text feature was small in size, with an approximate size of 3 x 15 

mm for the “3DGLaSS” logo. Through observations of the effect of hatch spacing, scan 

strategy, and energy density, the recommended parameters were: 75 W laser power, 37 

mm/s scan speed, 0.369 mm hatch spacing, 24 s layer delay, and a scan rotation of 67o or 90o 

for feature definition, adhesion to substrates, and avoidance of cracking. 

 

 

Figure 68 SEM image of "3DGLaSS" logo built on a glass substrate using x-y alternating hatch (90o rotation). 

 

5.4.4 Substrate-Glass Interface 

It was observed during many of the glass-on-glass processing trials that an “etching” effect 

was occurring on the surface of the glass microscope slide. In order to investigate this further, 

parts were observed by SEM (TM 3030, Hitachi, JP). 1 x 3 x 5 mm samples described in Section 

5.4.2 were removed from the glass substrate and viewed in multiple planes. The 

corresponding glass substrate was also visualised to show the effect on the substrate surface.   

Samples removed from the substrate surface showed small sections of substrate glass 

adhered to the bottom edge of processed glass. Under SEM, the interface showed that these 

areas corresponded with the process scan tracks. A sample processed at 80 W, 37 mm/s and 

hatch spacing of h=33 showed a regular pattern of adhered substrate glass on the bottom 

surface of processed glass (Figure 69 A-B). The pattern of adhered substrate glass to the 

bottom of processed structures agreed with the indentations seen in the substrate. These 

indentations were visible through the bottom surface of glass substrates, appearing as 

etched patterns or micro-cracks (Figure 69 C). 

2 mm 
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Figure 69 A, B: 1 x 3 x 5 mm glass structure (processed at 80 W, 37 mm/s, h= 0.33 mm) removed from glass 
substrate. C: Glass substrate after part removal. 

 

Samples of processed glass powder feedstock on glass substrates at parameters of 80 W, 37 

mm/s and hatch spacing of h= 0.33 mm were visualised by SEM to investigate micro-cracking 

(Figure 70). Single layer processing revealed initial melting of glass powder. Processed 

powder was severely limited, as the initial powder layer showed a balling effect, whereby 

powder particles showed initial agglomeration in some areas. Micro-cracks formed 

surrounding the process track, appearing to initiate from the ends of scan tracks, propagating 

away from the scan track, and in some cases merging with already present cracks. On 

visualisation of two layers of processed glass, melting was more apparent, with longer, fused 

glass structures beginning to form. Unconsolidated glass can be seen surrounding melted 

glass structures. 
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Figure 70 SEM micrographs of glass powder processing by SLM A: Single layer, B: Two layers. 

 
Glass substrate was also processed in the absence of soda lime silica powder feedstock 

(Figure 71). The same patterns of micro cracks were seen in these instances as when glass 

processing occurred. The thickness of a single layer of GTS-6 feedstock was 70 µm, as this 

accounted for the largest particle size in the feedstock distribution (as measured by laser 

diffraction, Section 4.3). A similar effect on the glass substrate is seen when processed with 

no glass feedstock layer, and a single glass feedstock layer. This suggests that the glass 

substrate experienced significant thermal shock in both instances to cause formation of 

micro-cracks. Transmission of excess laser radiation through glass feedstock, and absorption 

of this energy at the substrate surface is the likely cause of substrate cracks forming during 

processing. 

 

 
 

Figure 71 Laser processing of glass substrate in the absence of feedstock layer A: Processed glass substrate as seen 
B:50x magnification SEM, C: 100x magnification SEM. 
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These two observations lead to the conclusion that glass feedstock adheres strongly to 

substrate glass along process tracks. It is suspected that the surface of the microscope slide 

is softened by the laser energy as it absorbs energy, allowing feedstock and substrate to melt 

together, forming a seal. The micro-cracks that form around process tracks as a result of 

thermal shock weakens the substrate, and thus structures are easily broken off of the 

substrate. In order to strengthen the processed glass-substrate interface, further 

optimisation of process parameters to reduce thermal gradients should be undertaken. 

Optimising energy density to allow sufficient processing at the lowest possibly energy density 

is one option for reducing the thermal shock on glass substrates during SLM. While 

theoretically this is true, during process mapping for this SLM set-up and glass composition, 

it was found that lower energy density processing resulted in reduced geometrical accuracy 

and had a limited effect on thermal shock experienced by substrates. One possible way to 

reduce thermal gradients during processing is increasing the temperature chamber and 

substrate temperature, ideally close to the transition temperature of the glass substrate and 

feedstock. The feasibility of this was explored through implementation of a high temperature 

substrate heater (Section 5.5). Another consideration that is worth making is the composition 

of glass feedstock used based on its thermal profile. A glass composition with lower 

processing temperatures, e.g., a lower Tg and working temperature, may allow processing at 

lower energy densities, requiring less energy input to melt. Dopants added to glass 

compositions are expected to lower melting temperatures, and therefore reduce the energy 

density requirements for SLM processing. Another consideration is the addition of dopants 

to glass compositions to improve laser absorbance at the SLM wavelength. Additives often 

impart colour to glasses, with iron dopants in glass causing a yellow colour from Fe3+ ions and 

a blue colour from Fe2+ ion content. Iron exists in equilibrium between Fe3+ and Fe2+ in glass 

with Fe2+ showing an increased absorbance at 1050 nm, close to the laser wavelength used 

in this work189,223. An iron doped soda lime silica glass (GTS-3) was therefore of interest for 

investigations into the effect of iron dopant on SLM process parameters for glass, to observe 

any effects on thermal shock. A feasibility study was carried out using this material, but low 

flowability prevented in-depth investigation. Further work is planned to investigate SLM 

processing of plasma spheroidised SLSG-Fe, a bespoke iron doped soda lime silica glass 

described in Section 4.5.2.  
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5.5 Case Study: SLM Machine Modification – Microheater  

5.5.1 Introduction 

A micro heater (MHI, USA) was purchased for installation in the Realizer SLM-50, with the 

aim of investigating processing with substrate and chamber temperatures around the glass 

transition temperature of the glass feedstock material (Figure 72). The installation of the 

micro-heater presented significant challenges.  

The Tg of soda lime silica glass is known to be between 550-600oC3. It was also measured by 

DTA analysis (4.3.5) at around 570-590oC. The MHI spiral heater, capable of a maximum 

temperature of 1400oC, was expected to supply temperatures close to the Tg of soda lime 

silica glass feedstocks. The original substrate heater built-in to the Realizer SLM-50 was 

capable of achieving temperatures up to 250oC. Thermocouples measured the direct 

temperature of the substrate heater, however actual powder bed temperature was not 

recorded and relied on conduction of the heat through any substrates.  

Materials within the build chamber had to be considered when installing a high temperature 

heater, including wiper blades, substrates, and thermocouples. The heater was supplied with 

ceramic insulating discs and high temperature, fibre glass insulated wires to connect the 

micro-heater to the transformer. High temperature fire cement was primarily used to 

surround the microheater and prevent damage to the Realizer. 

 

 

Figure 72 MHI Micro heater as supplied with ceramic insulating discs. 
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5.5.2 Bench Testing 

The MHI-GAXP Spiral Microheater, equipped with ceramic base and end connectors, was 

tested and modified for compatibility with the Realizer SLM-50. The MHI coil heater was 

bench tested to assess its thermal capability in free radiating conditions. Temperatures up to 

550oC were set and monitored. During operation, the microheater glowed bright orange at 

high temperatures, with a higher temperature radiating from the centre of the coil compared 

to the outside of the coil (Figure 73). The highest temperature was measured at the inside of 

the coil at 503oC, while the lowest temperature was measured at the outside of the coil at 

375oC. The time taken for coil temperatures to reach 500oC from ambient temperature was 

approximately 30 minutes.  

 

 

Figure 73 Bench testing of the substrate heater (Up to 550oC as programmed into the heater controller). The coil 
glows brightly, suggesting the actual temperature of the coil is higher than recorded by thermocouple.  

 
To assess the capability of the microheater to maintain a thermostatic temperature, a target 

of 90oC was programmed and monitored. The coil temperature fluctuated between 69-93oC 

over a ten minute period. In another test, the microheater was programmed to ramp up to 

900oC to assess its high temperature capability. The microheater reached 503oC after 

approximately 30 minutes, reaching a maximum temperature of 533oC after 60 minutes 

(recorded by K-type thermocouple positioned very close to the microheater coil, <1 mm 

away).  
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5.5.3 Installation 

In order to install the coil heater within the constraints of the Realizer base plate, the heating 

elements were bent upwards 90o, and shortened. The coil heater and ceramic insulation 

were positioned in the stainless-steel base plate and adjusted to ensure substrates would be 

flat and flush with the base plate edges. Fire cement was used as insulation, and to secure 

the micro-heater in place. In the Realizer chamber, the assembly was positioned so that 

heating elements were on the far edge of the base in relation to the wiper blades (Figure 74 

A). A ceramic substrate (Alumina) with a 5 mm diameter hole was placed on top of the 

microheater, creating a flush surface for powder bed spreading.  

K Type Thermocouples with ceramic coating were positioned as recommended by the 

manufacturer; one at the substrate surface, i.e., the powder bed, and the other through the 

ceramic surface close to the micro heater (Figure 74 B). Thermocouples were positioned 

perpendicularly to the substrate, and located on the front edge of the build platform, to allow 

1: the base plate to move vertically, and 2: powder spreading to not be impeded by 

thermocouple position.  

When operated, the glow of the micro-heater was visible through the ceramic substrate 

(Figure 74 C). Temperatures were recorded by thermocouples at the substrate surface, and 

at the heater coil. The alumina substrate insulated the microheater, reducing the 

temperature transmitted to the substrate surface. At a programmed temperature of 600OC, 

the coil temperature measured 590oC and substrate was temperature measured as 478oC.  

The Realizer SLM-50 wiper blade was programmed to suit the new set up. The new 

commands instructed the wiper to maintain the back wiper in an upright position, and move 

the blade unit no further than the position of the thermocouples. This was done to allow the 

front wiper to spread powder over the substrate in a single pass, before returning to its home 

position. 
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Figure 74 Set-up of microheater in the Realizer SLM-50. A: positioning of heating elements, B: set up showing 
thermocouple placement C: Set-up during operation of micro-heater. 
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5.5.4 Experimental Description and Results 

The Realizer SLM-50 was set up with a high temperature coil heater installed in a custom-

made base plate. A ceramic substrate (50 mm Ø) was placed on top of the substrate heater, 

and the base plate was lowered by a single layer. A small reservoir of GTS-6 soda lime silica 

glass powder was deposited between the substrate and wiper unit. The front wiper blade 

was used to spread a single layer of glass powder onto the substrate surface. The substrate 

heater was programmed to ramp up to 600oC, to account for the heat insulation through 

ceramic substrates, with the aim of reaching ~500oC at the substrate surface. 

Just before laser processing, a final spread of the wiper blade is recommended to ensure 

there is sufficient powder packing, and a homogenous surface. At 500oC the powder bed 

reduced in flowability as glass powder reached Tg. As wiper blade material would melt at this 

temperature, a stainless steel blade was manually used to do a final spread of powder. 

Variations in powder bed height occurred as a result of the increased cohesion of the glass 

powder, and the manual spreading of the material across the base plate.  

All wiring was contained within the build chamber, and seals were formed to ensure a 

concealed chamber. Argon gas was used to create an inert atmosphere within the machine. 

The temperature was monitored at the substrate surface, and at the coil heater. When 

temperatures of 500oC were recorded, laser processing was started.  

Single layer processing of 5 x 5 mm cubes was carried out at the following parameters: 75 W 

laser power, 47 mm/s scan speed, 0.213, 0.245, or 0.29 mm hatch spacing, and x hatch scan 

strategy. 9 samples were processed in a 3 x 3 array on the same substrate at these 

parameters. The glass powder melted, producing single layer cubes with a range of 

transparency (Figure 75). 

 

 

Figure 75 Single layer soda lime silica glass cubes processed by SLM on alumina substrate during high temperature 
substrate heater trials. 
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The glass powder showed signs of sintering as a result of the increased substrate 

temperature. Under SEM, powder that was not irradiated by the laser during processing 

showed “necking” where particles softened and began to merge (Figure 76-A). This suggests 

that the powder bed temperature reached the softening point of the glass powder feedstock, 

causing particles to begin consolidating. While fragile, these areas of the powder bed formed 

a solid layer. This occurred in areas of larger powder bed thickness (caused by manual powder 

spreading). The processed glass structures in the areas of larger powder bed thickness 

showed a gradient of melting between laser processed and unprocessed glass (Figure 76-B).   

 

 

Figure 76 SEM micrographs showing A: sintering of glass powder bed and B: interface between laser processed 
and unprocessed glass powder during high temperature processing. 

 

In areas of moderate powder bed thickness, the edges of processed glass structures were 

more distinct, with little unfused glass powder seen adhered to edges (Figure 77). This 

presented a clear difference between processing at 250oC substrate temperature and at 

~500oC substrate temperature, as processing at 250oC frequently suffered from adhesion of 

unfused powder to edges of built parts.  Under optical microscopy structures appeared 

transparent. Scan tracks were visible on processed glass parts, manifesting as a variation in 

height. For multi-layer processing, visibility of scan tracks is likely to depend on the scan 

strategy used.  
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Figure 77 Glassy SLM structures. Left: SLM micrograph of SLM processed glass on ceramic substrate. Right: Optical 
microscopy of SLM glass structure on ceramic substrate. Arrows indicate visible scan tracks. 

 

5.5.5 Discussion 

Compared to processing at 250oC at the same process parameters, processing with a micro-

heater produced melted structures that appeared glassy and transparent, suggesting the 

glass material had fully melted during processing. Glass processing, without the high 

temperature substrate heater (at previously defined optimal parameters), consistently 

resulted in opaque structures, with high porosity, and a rough surface texture from unfused 

powder particles. In these conditions, when energy density was increased to achieve visible 

effects of glass melting, the high surface tension of glass (128-167 dynes per cm, dependent 

on composition and temperature224) frequently led to a balling affect where the melted glass 

contracted. This is reported throughout literature on laser powder bed fusion of different 

materials. Balling is attributed to excessive energy input, and is often counteracted by 

parameter optimisation97,169. As preheating of LPBF substrates has been reported to reduce 

the laser power (energy) requirements for processing, optimisation of processing 

temperature may also be effective for counteracting this effect225.  

The difference in behaviour of glass powder and the resulting transparency of parts in these 

two separate conditions (substrate heating at 250oC and heating at ~500oC), suggests that 

the implementation of a substrate heater significantly reduced the thermal gradients during 

SLM processing. The reduction of these thermal gradients allowed glass powder feedstock to 

soften before laser irradiation, reducing the energy required to achieve full melting and 

consolidation, whilst maintaining an optimal energy density. Processing at the same energy 

density as non-heated processing, with reduced thermal gradients, avoided the contraction 

of glass powder, thus preserving the desired geometry, without causing glass powder to 

shrink or ball. Another possible benefit of substrate preheating is the generation of a 

Melted Glass 

Alumina Substrate 
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homogenous temperature profile in glass powder layers. This was predicted by Protasov et 

al. whose model suggested that preheating of fused silica powder beds for SLM would have 

a large effect on material consolidation rate, allowing lower laser powers to provide sufficient 

heat for complete melting135.   

Installation of the high temperature coil heater into the Realizer-SLM50 was difficult, with 

multiple challenges to overcome. Accommodation of all microheater parts and wiring was 

challenging within the confines of the Realizer build chamber. Forming a sealed environment 

for SLM processing was challenging, as wires partially obstructed the view of the build 

platform and positioning was dependent on available exits for these wires. The build volume 

was greatly reduced due to the larger dimensions of the custom base plate designed to 

accommodate the micro heater and insulating discs. The maximum achievable build height 

was reduced from 44 mm to 21.5 mm with the heater installed.  

The melting temperature of the supplied wiper blade material was around 300oC, meaning 

that powder spreading at temperatures beyond this would not be possible using these 

blades. The purpose of the original dual wiper blade was to deliver feedstock to the substrate 

with the back blade in the first movement, and then create a homogenous powder bed layer 

with the front blade during a second movement. Due to the positioning of thermocouples 

and heating elements perpendicular to the substrate, this method of powder spreading 

couldn’t be utilised.  

Powder spreading was achieved manually at high substrate temperatures by using a 

stainless-steel blade. This was only sufficient for a single layer trial. As reported in literature, 

preheating of powders can reduce the flowability of material as particles start to bind within 

the powder bed, resulting in challenges with powder spreading225. This was observed during 

glass processing as glass powder particles started to sinter together before laser processing 

began. A homogenous powder layer was difficult to achieve with high temperature substrate 

heating. Additionally, due to the space constraints, manual spreading during processing 

whilst in an inert atmosphere was not ideal, and would have required opening of the build 

chamber. Therefore, multi-layer processing at high substrate temperature was not 

investigated.  

The temperature of the heater and the substrate surface was monitored using K-Type 

thermocouples. K-Type thermocouples are inexpensive and have a wide temperature sensing 

range (~200-1300oC), however, may suffer from inaccuracy226.  A high temperature 

pyrometer is recommended as an alternative, but for this set-up, the sealed build chamber 
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prevented access for pyrometer readings. The micro heater coil was also inaccessible for 

pyrometer readings, due to it being secured in the base plate. 

The micro-heater was designed to quickly reach temperatures up to 1400oC, however during 

bench testing and processing, temperatures above 600oC were not recorded. A rapid increase 

in temperature was seen up to 300oC, but slowed significantly when increasing beyond these 

temperatures. For this application, the desired substrate temperature was near 500oC. This 

temperature was achieved, however the efficiency of the micro-heater reaching this 

temperature was low. As the monitoring of coil and substrate temperature was potentially 

inaccurate due to the use of KType thermocouples, it is possible the temperatures reached 

by the micro heater were much higher than recorded. This is evidenced by the brightly 

glowing coil seen in Figure 73.  

The temperature of the micro heater and the powder bed were monitored as temperature 

was ramped up to 600oC. Conduction of heat was impeded by the ceramic substrate (as 

expected), with coil temperatures measuring ~125oC higher than the recorded temperature 

of the powder bed during bench testing. For future testing of high temperature SLM of glass 

powder feedstocks, an integrated chamber heater would likely provide more consistent 

powder bed heating than the substrate heater testing during this research. 
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5.6 SLM Discussion and Conclusions 

The challenges faced during investigation of powder bed fusion of glass materials included 

the impact of feedstock flowability on powder bed formation, the effect of substrate 

properties on laser absorption, and the sensitivity of glass feedstocks to process parameters. 

Many of these are known challenges when optimising processing of powder materials117–

119,227. For glass materials, there are limited reports of optimal processing conditions for 

different glass compositions. In literature, some parameters have been reported for SLM of 

a few glass compositions, such as soda lime silica glass by Fateri et al., and fused silica by 

Khmyrov et al130–134.  

During early investigations several initial observations helped to guide conditions towards 

improved processing of glass feedstocks. Firstly, spherical glass feedstocks proved superior 

to irregular or non-spherical powders when it came to forming a homogenous, single layer 

powder bed. This was predicted by reports in literature and the measurement of flowability 

by powder rheology115. The reduced friction and mechanical interlocking of spherical 

particles likely contributed to the superior flowability over angular feedstocks174,228. The low 

flowability of many of the glass powder feedstocks impeded the spreading of a powder bed, 

making it difficult to process effectively or accurately. For investigations into SLM of bespoke 

glass compositions, spheroidisation is recommended to improve flowability of milled 

feedstocks. For on-glass processing, a dark surface beneath glass substrates was found 

beneficial for improving laser absorption.  

Processing on ceramic substrates allowed the use of sacrificial support structures, designed 

to be removed post process. This was particularly useful for processing structures such as 

simple 5 x 5 x 5 mm cubes. For processing on glass substrates, with the intention of achieving 

good adhesion of glass parts to the substrate, support structures were not used. Processed 

structures showed adhesion to the glass substrates, however these structures were easily 

broken from the substrates. This is because substrates were affected by laser processing, 

forming micro-cracks after the first layer was processed. These micro-cracks weakened the 

substrate, allowing structures to more easily be removed, showing a distinct pattern of 

adhesion and cracking by SEM, that corresponded with scan tracks.  

In order to improve glass-on-glass SLM, further work to reduce the thermal stresses 

introduced by laser processing should be carried out. One possible solution is to optimise the 

chamber and substrate temperature, to reduce the thermal gradients in processing, and 

increase the powder absorptivity164. Micro heater trials highlighted some of the limitations 
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to this, with glass spreading becoming more challenging at higher temperatures as glass 

feedstocks heat towards softening point. A similar effect was reported by Liu et al225. Further 

investigation into the thermal conditions during SLM processing would require a suitable set-

up with high temperature capabilities.  

Alteration of glass composition to lower the required energy density for processing is another 

possible method of reducing thermal stress in glass-on-glass SLM. Tailoring the glass 

composition to have a lower melting point through the addition of particular dopants to the 

glass batch could allow melting to be achieved at lower energy density, reducing the thermal 

stresses acquired, and protecting parts and substrates from failure. During the course of this 

PhD, an Fe doped 13-93 biologically active glass (GTS-3) was used in a feasibility study to 

investigate SLM processing at lower energy densities. Unfortunately, low flowability 

prevented thorough exploration of SLM of this glass. Further work is underway to investigate 

SLM processing of Fe-doped glass compositions with superior flowability, thanks to 

spheroidisation of bespoke glass feedstocks.  

Efforts were made to define suitable processing parameters for SLM processing of glass. 

While a processing window can be suggested for achieving general glass melting by SLM, 

build geometry has a large impact on success of processing. Process maps are relevant for 

the conditions and glass feedstock stated, as well as the geometry tested. This suggests that 

optimisation of process parameters is required for each desired geometry, including part 

dimensions, hatch spacing, scan strategy, and energy density. Once suitable parameters are 

tailored for a specific geometry, small structures with high resolution can be achieved using 

this method. The processing window for SLM of soda lime silica glass (GTS-6) was identified 

as 70-120 J/mm3 for processing on ceramic substrates, and 49-76 J/mm3 for on-glass 

processing. The lower energy density of the latter processing window is essential to prevent 

cracking of glass substrates and is in line with the processing parameters reported by Fateri 

and Gebhardt132. 

The overall conclusions for the investigations into glass processing by SLM are: 

• The feasibility of processing soda lime silica onto substrates of the same composition 

was proven, with various geometries demonstrated. 

• A delay between layer processing was observed to be beneficial for glass processing, 

helping to preserve geometrical accuracy by allowing residual heat to dissipate 

between layers. Further work is necessary to define optimal layer delays for glass 

processing.  
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• 67o rotation hatch was observed to be beneficial for geometrical accuracy of glass 

parts of complex geometry. For simple structures, alternating x-y hatch (90o rotation) 

performed better than mono-axis scanning.  

• The effect of SLM laser processing on glass substrates was inspected for the first 

time, showing the formation of micro-cracks along scan tracks, worsening as energy 

density increased due to the effects of thermal stress. 

• Glass parts were opaque, with unfused glass powder coating exposed edges. Only 

some areas looked glassy and fully melted through SEM investigation.  

• Process maps were populated for soda lime silica glass processing on ceramic and 

glass substrates. 

• A processing window was defined for glass processing on ceramic substrates 

between 70-120 J/mm3, and 49-76 J/mm3 on glass substrates.  

• Scan speed and laser power displayed independent effects on glass processing. 

However, all energy densities below 28 J/mm2 were insufficient for successful 

processing for GTS-6 on soda lime silica substrates. 

• A high temperature substrate heater had a positive effect on forming transparent, 

glassy parts with preserved geometrical accuracy in initial trials.  
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Chapter 6: Directed Energy Deposition of Glass 

Chapter 6 

Directed Energy Deposition of Glass 

6.1 Introduction 

One of the two methods selected for processing glass materials in this research was Directed 

Energy Deposition (DED). After reviewing the literature on AM of glass by laser processing, a 

research gap was identified for DED processing using a powder-fed method. The following 

research questions were considered:  

• Is it feasible to process glass powder materials by powder-fed DED? 

• What effect do process parameters such as laser power, scan speed, powder delivery 

method, and substrate properties, have on glass processing? 

• Is it possible to produce customisable décor for high value glass packing using this 

AM method for glass powder processing? 

The exploration of glass powder processing by powder fed DED was expected to encounter 

similar challenges to processing glass by other AM methods. High transmissivity in the visible 

and near-IR wavelengths of transparent glass feedstocks mean that sufficient laser 

absorption for glass melting could be difficult to achieve. Another concern was the likelihood 

of cracking and fracture of substrates and processed parts due to thermal stresses imparted 

during laser processing. The aims and objectives for this study included proof of feasibility of 

glass powder processing by DED, investigation of process parameters, and demonstration of 

processing glass powder onto glass substrates, to prove concept of customisable décor for 

high value glass packaging using this method.  

This chapter describes the DED process used in this investigation, experimental procedures, 

and results. 6.2 describes the feasibility studies, and their results, that were used to inform 

later investigations described in 6.3-6.5.  The results relating to these investigations are 

presented in 6.5. 
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6.2 DED Processing System 

The DED system utilised in this investigation was modular in nature, with multiple systems 

employed to allow processing. A 2 kW CW Yb fibre laser (IPG photonics, USA,) was mounted 

to an arm in the z direction. Capable of movement vertically in the z, this allowed multi-layer 

processing, by raising the laser to a position determined by layer thickness. The laser 

operates at 1070 nm at focus, and uses a converging lens to form a focused laser beam. The 

different fibres compatible with the system were: 200, 400, and 600 µm fibres, to form spot 

sizes of approximately 300, 600 and 900 µm respectively. The 600 µm fibre (0.9-1 mm spot 

size, as measured in 2008229) was used primarily during these investigations. A schematic of 

the laser processing set up is shown in Figure 78.  

 

 

Figure 78 Left: DED Schematic for experimental set-up. Right: Example of experimental set-up A: Lateral powder 
nozzle, B: Laser C: Argon Nozzle, D: Glass substrates affixed to base plate. 

 

For material delivery, various attachments were available to suit different forms of feedstock. 

A 1 mm nozzle with an automatic spool feeder was utilised for wire feedstocks. For powder 

feedstocks, an automatic powder feeder (Praxair 1264, Miller Thermal Inc) was used in 

conjunction with a coaxial nozzle, and a lateral nozzle for side fed powder delivery. For lateral 

powder feed, a 2 mm copper nozzle was positioned at 27.5o to the laser beam, with a 2 mm 

Teflon tube used to deliver the material through the nozzle. The coaxial nozzle attachment, 

with a 1 mm annular orifice, was attached to the laser head in the z axis for coaxial delivery. 

Powder was supplied to nozzles automatically by a volumetric feed principle whereby 
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powder was rotated and collected in small slots and then metered into a Teflon powder hose 

and delivered to the nozzle. The rate of powder supply was controlled in terms of carrier gas 

pressure (L/min) and powder wheel speed (rpm). The two powder nozzles are shown in 

Figure 79. The processing area was contained within a plastic “bag”, and Argon gas was 

delivered to the laser for shielding. 

 

 

Figure 79 Powder-fed DED set-ups Left: Lateral nozzle, Right: Coaxial nozzle. 

 

An x-y coordinate CNC stage was used to mount substrates, and was later used to mount an 

x-y translation stage (Zaber) with greater automation. The Zaber stage had a movement 

range of 600 mm, and a speed range of 0.000119 mm/s to 100 mm/s, and used software that 

translated simplified GCode into streamed commands before operation. GCode was written 

to instruct the Zaber stage for simple movements, such as single tracks, but for more complex 

structures, designs were created using 3D CAD software, and edited for translation to GCode. 
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6.3 Investigating the Feasibility of Glass Processing by DED 

6.3.1 Introduction 

A series of feasibility studies were carried out as part of the initial investigations into glass 

processing by DED. The aim of the feasibility studies was to inform future experiments for 

ideal feedstock form, and experimental set-up, and to achieve melting of glass feedstocks by 

DED. Glass materials considered for the feasibility studies included two different particle size 

distributions of soda lime silica beads (GTS-1, and GTS-2), borosilicate (GTS-4), and fused 

silica (GTS-5) glass powders. The two soda lime silica powders were chosen to make initial 

observations on the effect of particle size (and flowability) on powder-fed DED. Borosilicate 

and fused quartz composition were considered to indicate the effect of glass composition 

and their different thermal profiles on DED processing. Soda lime silica glass fibre (SLSG-

Fibre) was also used for a fibre feasibility study, to assess the compatibility of glass fibre 

processing with the DED set-up. The studies looked at the potential for consistent delivery of 

glass materials via the wire and powder feeder attachments. The experimental set-up was 

adapted to accommodate potential substrates to allow processing. Machine adaptations 

were made iteratively to improve processing.  

 

6.3.2 Methods 

Three feasibility studies were designed for the initial investigations into DED of glass 

powders, and a fourth to investigate wire-fed glass DED. Three baseplates were designed for 

these investigations (Figure 80). 3D CAD models of the baseplates were created using a CAD 

package (Solidworks, Dassault) and machined out of 16 mm thick aluminium. 
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Figure 80 Machined aluminium base plates for DED feasibility studies. A: 10 x 10 x 65 mm voids, B: 10 x 10 x Z mm 
voids (Z= 0.9-0.1 mm), C: 25 x 5 x 75 mm voids.  

 

The purpose of baseplate A (Figure 80 A) was to accommodate glass powders in cavities of 

10 x 5 x 65 mm. The cavities were enclosed by three sides to allow easy removal of contents 

after processing. Baseplate B (Figure 80 B) was of similar design with varying cavity depths 

from 0.1 mm to 0.9 mm. Baseplate C (Figure 80 C) was designed to accommodate standard 

microscope slides of 1 x 25 x 75 mm, similarly with one open side to allow easy removal of 

slides post process. 

 

6.3.3 Powder Study 1: Feasibility of Processing 

Different Glass Compositions 

Baseplate A was used for the first feasibility test of glass processing by DED. The baseplate 

was fixed to an x-y coordinate stage, and glass powder (GTS-2: soda lime silica, Dv50=102 µm) 

was spread in the cavities with a flat edge to create a homogenous powder bed. The 

baseplate was encased in an Argon bag during processing, and the glass powder was 

irradiated under varying parameters, from 200-1200 W laser power and 200-400 mm/min 

scan speed (Table 16). The calculated energy densities (described in 2.5) for these parameters 

ranged between 30-180 J/mm2. Post process, the resulting glass structures and remaining 

powder were carefully removed from the cavities and observed under optical microscopy.  
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Table 16 Process parameters for investigating the feasibility of processing soda lime silica beads (GTS-2) at varying 
laser power and scan speed. 

 

 
The observations of soda lime silica behaviour, as processed by the defined parameters, 

informed the process parameters used for other glass compositions. To investigate the 

feasibility of processing borosilicate (GTS-4) and fused silica (GTS-5), the same baseplate (A) 

and experimental procedure were used, with laser powers between 600-1800 W, and scan 

speeds of 500-700 mm/min (Table 17). The calculated energy densities for these parameters 

were similar to those used for soda lime silica investigations, ranging between 50-180 J/mm2. 

Resulting structures were observed by optical microscopy.  

 

Table 17 Process parameters for feasibility investigation of borosilicate (GTS-4) and fused silica (GTS-5) glass 
compositions. 

 

 

6.3.4 Powder Study 2: Effect of Powder Bed Thickness 

To investigate the effect of processing glass powder beds of varying thickness, baseplate B 

was used. Soda lime silica (GTS-2) was spread into cavities of varying thickness, between 0.1 

and 0.9 mm, to create homogenous powder beds. The glass powder was irradiated at 
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constant parameters of 200 W and 600 mm/min (20 J/mm2). Resulting fused glass was 

observed under optical microscopy and dimensions were measured using digital callipers. 

 

6.3.5 Powder Study 3: Feasibility of Fusing Glass 

Powder to Glass Substrates 

Baseplate C, designed to accommodate standard microscope slides (soda lime silica, 

Biosigma), was used to prove the feasibility of fusing glass powder to glass substrates by laser 

irradiation using the DED system. For the first test with this baseplate, glass powder (GTS-2) 

was spread on the surface of microscope slides affixed to the baseplate. The glass powder 

layer had a thickness of 1 mm. Parameters between 150-250 W and 400-500 mm/min were 

investigated. 

The second part of this study involved delivering powder via a side nozzle to the glass 

substrates and processing by laser irradiation.  Microscope slides were affixed to the 

substrate by a small section of cellophane tape. A further iteration of this study involved 

modifying the surface of baseplate C by bead blasting and coating with graphite to darken 

the surface beneath the transparent glass substrates. For the final iteration of this study, a 

cellophane tape layer was applied to the surfaces of microscope slide substrates.  

To investigate powder delivery using alternative methods, glass powder (GTS-2) was 

delivered via coaxial nozzle to glass substrates coated with a single layer of cellophane tape, 

mounted on the darkened aluminium base plate. Combinations of parameters between 100-

200 W and 500-700 mm/min were tested, with powder feed parameters of 4-8 rpm (wheel 

speed) and 5-10 L/min (carrier gas pressure). 

 

6.3.6 Feasibility of Glass Fibre Processing 

Soda lime silica glass fibres were processed by two methods. In the first method, glass fibres 

(SLSG-Fibre) were secured to glass substrates attached to the DED base plate, and irradiated 

at various parameters: (100-200 W, 400 mm/min), within an argon bag.  

For the second method, glass fibres were fed through a wire feeder affixed to the DED set-

up at a 45o angle to the substrate (Figure 81). The wire feeder, designed to deliver metal 

wires of 1 mm diameter, was used to deliver soda lime silica drawn glass fibres (SLSG-Fibre) 
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to glass substrates at various parameters (100-400 W, 200-400 mm/min). Observations were 

recorded and melted structures were visualised via optical microscopy. 

 

 

Figure 81 SLSG-Fibre processing trial set up, with 1 mm wire feeder attachment. 
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6.3.7 Results 

6.3.7.1 Feasibility of Processing Different Glass 

Compositions by DED 

Soda lime silica glass powder (GTS-2) consolidated at all energy densities tested, forming solid 

glass samples of varying thickness depending on energy density (Figure 82). Generally, glass 

powder melted more consistently at higher energy densities, with some samples showing 

limited consolidation at lower energy densities (Figure 82, Sample 1). At higher energy 

densities the powder consolidated to form glass rods with some observed transparency 

(Figure 82; Sample 9). These results showed the first indication of a difference in glass melting 

behaviour at different parameter combinations, despite having the same calculated energy 

density. For example, sample 2 was processed at parameters of 400 W and 400 mm/min, 

with a calculated energy density of 60 J/mm2. Sample 7 was also processed at 60 J/mm2, 

however, used a lower laser power of 200 W and slower scan speed of 200 mm/min. Despite 

being processed at the same energy density, sample 7 showed consistent consolidation of 

the powder feedstock, whereas sample 2 melted powder inconsistently, forming multiple 

discrete sections of melted glass.   

 

 

Figure 82 Effect of energy density on DED of soda lime silica glass powder (GTS-2). Sample numbers indicate the 
process parameters defined in Table 1. Calculated energy densities: 1= 30 J/mm2, 2= 60 J/mm2, 3= 90 J/mm2, 
4=120 J/mm2, 5= 150 J/mm2, 6= 180 J/mm2, 7= 60 J/mm2, 8= 120 J/mm2, 9= 180 J/mm2. 

 

Each solid glass part was surrounded by a layer of unfused powder, obscuring the optical 

transparency to varying degrees. The glass rods were examined under optical microscopy, 
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including a cross section of the part (Figure 83). Bubbles were seen throughout the melted 

glass samples, suggesting porosity within the melted glass. This porosity further reduced 

transparency. 

 

 

Figure 83 Optical microscopy of soda lime silica (GTS-2) melted by DED irradiation at 1200 W and 400 mm/min. 

 
 
In the feasibility investigations into DED processing of other glass compositions, glass melting 

was observed at varying energy densities (as described in Table 17). As expected, borosilicate 

and fused silica compositions required greater energy to achieve full melting than soda lime 

silica glass compositions. Borosilicate and fused silica glass powders behaved similarly to soda 

lime silica, with powder generally requiring higher energy densities to achieve consistent 

glass melting and consolidation. This is due to the differences in chemical composition and 

related thermal properties, i.e., Borosilicate and fused silica have higher processing 

temperatures than soda lime silica (Softening points (viscosity = 10^6.6 PaS): soda lime silica 

= ~700oC, fused Silica = ~1600oC, Borosilicate = ~1220oC)30.  Sufficient energy density to create 

glass rods of borosilicate (GTS-4) was only achieved above energy densities of 80 J/mm2 (800 

W laser power, 600 mm/min scan speed). For fused silica (GTS-5), all but one of the 

parameter combinations tested resulted in the formation of melted globules of glass, forming 

small sections of melted glass. Only at the highest energy density tested (180 J/mm2, at 

parameters of 1800 W, 600 mm/min) did the fused silica glass powder fully consolidate to 

form a continuous, solid glass rod.  
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6.3.7.2 The Effect of Powder Bed Thickness on DED Glass 

Processing 

The effect of variation of powder bed thickness on laser irradiation of soda lime silica (GTS-

2) was observed in this feasibility study. Evidence of fusion of glass powder was seen for each 

powder bed thickness (Figure 84). Processing of powder beds below 0.3 mm thickness 

resulted in formation of very small globules of transparent glass. Glass fusion was more 

prominent at increasing powder bed thickness, forming more regular structures of fused 

glass.   

 

 

Figure 84 Fused soda lime silica glass powder in powder beds of varying thickness (left to right: 0.1-0.9 mm). 

 
With powder bed thickness below 0.3 mm, glass fusion was minimal, with small, transparent 

globules of glass forming on absorption of laser energy. Optical microscopy of these small 

structures revealed small segments of transparent fused glass, surrounded by unfused glass 

powder (Figure 85), similar to the results of the 10 mm powder bed thickness trials. Bubbles 

of gas present inside the melted glass were visible and slightly obscured transparency. The 

dimensions of fused glass samples varied significantly depending on powder bed thickness, 

as observed under microscopy and as measured by digital callipers (Figure 86). As the powder 

bed thickness increased, so too did the average thickness of fused glass pieces. In general, 

the variation in the dimensions of fused glass samples also increased with increasing powder 

bed thickness. These results showed evidence of conduction of heat through glass powder 

adjacent to scan tracks, highlighting a drawback of processing glass powder beds. 
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Figure 85 Fused soda lime silica glass samples processed in powder bed thickness of A: 0.1 mm and B: 0.9 mm. 

 

 

Figure 86 Dimensions of fused soda lime silica glass segments by powder bed thickness, with error bars indicating 
the minimum and maximum measured values. 

 

Observations made when processing glass of varying powder bed thickness (as well as during 

the first feasibility study using a 10 mm powder bed) suggested that the powder bed method 

suffered limitations due to the high surface tension of glass powders. During laser irradiation 

at sufficient energy densities, glass powder would melt and consolidate, and high surface 

tension would cause the melted glass to contract and form globules/beads. Excess energy 

would be imparted to surrounding powder, causing un-melted powder to attach to the 

surface of the melted glass. The same effect was observed during powder bed fusion of glass 

by SLM at high energy densities. This highlighted the need for alternative methods of 
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feedstock delivery, in order to obtain dimensional accuracy of processed parts, leading to the 

third feasibility study investigating powder delivery by lateral and coaxial nozzles. 

6.3.7.3 Methods of Powder Feedstock Delivery 

Initial trials with baseplate C were generally unsuccessful. 1 mm powder beds that were 

spread on microscope slide surfaces suffered the same limitations as seen in the earlier 

powder feasibility studies. During processing of GTS-2, at sufficient energy density (~30 

J/mm2), the glass powder absorbed the laser energy and formed small glass segments as 

expected (Figure 87). Melted glass feedstock did not adhere to the glass substrate beneath 

the powder bed. 

 

 

Figure 87 Evidence of fusion of soda lime silica glass in a 1 mm powder bed atop a glass substrate. 

 
For the first investigation into feedstock delivery by powder nozzle, little glass melting was 

seen. This was the result of various factors: the reflectivity of the aluminium baseplate, the 

high transmissivity of the transparent glass slides and glass feedstock, and inconsistencies in 

powder delivery. Owing to this, laser absorption was insufficient for melting to occur. A 

combination of bead blasting and darkening of aluminium surfaces, as well as coating of glass 

microscope slides with a single layer of cellophane tape resulted in the successful melting, 

consolidation, and adhesion of glass powder to glass microscope slides.  

At parameters of 200 W laser power and 550-650 mm/min scan speed, and powder flow rate 

of 4 rpm, consistent deposition of melted soda lime silica glass on glass substrates was 

achieved with this set-up (Figure 88). The glass slides remained intact, with no significant 

cracking. The glass deposits appeared opaque to the naked eye, and the effect of processing 

on the adhesive tape layer was visible. The adhesive tape surrounding the glass deposit was 

degraded, leaving behind a black carbon residue. When viewing from the underside, micro-

cracks could be seen along the process track, but these did not penetrate to the bottom 

surface of the substrate. 
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Figure 88 Soda lime silica (GTS-2) melted and deposited onto glass substrate of the same composition, using 
parameters of 200 W laser power and 650 mm/min scan speed with powder delivery by coaxial nozzle. A: Top 
surface of glass substrate B: Bottom surface of glass substrate. 

 
The positive effect of baseplate darkening on laser absorption is explained by the increased 

absorptivity of the graphite layer, causing a localised heating of the substrate when irradiated 

by the laser. Conduction of this heat through the glass substrate raised the temperature of 

the glass powder feedstock and substrate, increasing its absorptivity, allowing melting of 

glass powder to occur.  

A similar effect could be attributed to the cellophane tape layer. During processing, the tape 

absorbed some of the laser radiation, causing localised heating on the surface of the glass 

substrate, aiding glass melting as described above. Consequently, when glass powder was 

melted and deposited onto the glass slide, the tape layer surrounding the glass deposit was 

affected, leaving a black (carbon) residue behind (a product of melting the organic polymer 

and adhesive layers of the tape). The degradation of the adhesive tape layer was investigated 

by FTIR spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer, US), to confirm the degradation of the polymer layers on 

laser irradiation (see appendix). 
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6.3.7.4 Compatibility of Glass Fibre Delivery for DED 

Processing 

Glass fibres that were attached to glass substrates for processing showed evidence of melting 

and deposition. Glass melting and fusion occurred at 150 W, 400 mm/min, and 200 W, 400 

mm/min. However, the soda lime silica glass substrates cracked due to thermal stress, and 

fusion was inconsistent. 

In some instances, fibres broke as soon as processing commenced. SLSG-Fibre feedstocks 

were not completely regular, with slight variations in dimension due to the nature of manual 

fibre drawing, leading to the fibres not being perfectly flat to the glass substrate. This could 

explain some of the inconsistencies observed during processing, and the failure to achieve 

melting of glass fibre feedstocks.  

Glass fibres suffered from a lack of flexibility and their brittle nature, making manual feeding 

of glass fibres through the wire feeder challenging. Glass fibres snapped and broke during 

the feeding process, and manual delivery was inconsistent when compared to the automatic 

feeding of flexible metal wires. The increased transparency of glass fibres compared with 

powder material was suspected to reduce laser absorption, causing a lack of melting. During 

this trial it was observed that laser energy was transmitted through the transparent glass 

feedstock (fibres) and transparent glass substrates (microscope slides) to the reflective 

aluminium surface, with little to no absorption of energy at the feedstock-substrate 

interface. From this observation, further optimisation of baseplates was undertaken to 

reduce the reflection of laser energy. When laser energy was successfully absorbed by the 

glass fibres, melting occurred with evidence of adhesion to glass substrates. In these cases, 

glass substrates suffered from thermal shock and cracked. Under optical microscopy 

transparency of melted glass was confirmed, with internal porosity visible (Figure 89). 

 

 

Figure 89 Glass fibres (SLSG-Fibre) processed onto a glass substrate at 150 W laser power, and 400 mm/min scan 
speed. 
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6.3.8 Discussion and Conclusions for Feasibility Studies 

Glass fibre trials confirmed that melting of glass fibres by DED was possible, however with 

the available set-up, the brittle nature of the drawn glass fibres, and the manual feeding of 

the material to the nozzle and substrate, fibre trials resulted in frequent cracking and failure 

of effective processing. This challenge was also reported in literature, overcoming it by using 

thicker glass filaments/rods (1 mm Ø) in conjunction with a custom designed filament 

feeder156, or coating 0.5 mm Ø quartz glass fibres with a polymer to protect fibres from 

breaking during delivery160. Fibre trials were discontinued due to the incompatibility of the 

DED system and the glass fibre feedstocks. It was also considered that the fibre fed deposition 

method would be less able to create complex geometries than the powder deposition 

method, this being an aim of this work. 

Feasibility studies confirmed the possibility of melting glass powders through DED 

processing. The trials showed evidence that the DED set-up was capable of melting and 

consolidating glass powders by laser irradiation. Glass powder spread on a substrate to 

create a powder bed suffered expected limitations, with laser energy transferring to 

surrounding powder, and causing structures to expand and deform. From this observation, 

further investigation into the method of powder delivery was a particular focus going 

forwards, with emphasis on automatic powder delivery by coaxial and side nozzle powder 

feeders. The results of feasibility studies investigating laser irradiation of thin powder bed 

layers were reminiscent of the investigations by Luo et al. who observed the discontinuity of 

processed tracks when processing a powder bed155. This effect was somewhat overcome by 

Luo et al. through the focusing of the laser beam to a smaller spot size of 70 µm. Another 

similar observation in the work by Luo et al. was the fusion of glass powder surrounding the 

melt pool, increasing the dimensions of parts.  

The feasibility studies presented an initial investigation into the effect of energy density on 

glass processing by DED. The results indicated a general trend of glass materials requiring 

sufficient energy density to melt and consolidate consistently. Additionally, evidence showed 

an independent effect of laser power and scan speed, with differences in glass melting 

behaviours observed despite processing with process parameters producing the same 

calculated energy density. This observation suggested that for glass the energy density can 

only offer estimations of laser absorption by feedstock materials, and in itself is a unique 

measure of processability. 
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A significant discovery during the feasibility study was the effect of a cellophane tape layer 

on glass processing by DED. The implementation of a cellophane tape layer aided adhesion 

of the melted glass powder to the glass substrates. The most likely explanation is a localised 

heating effect caused by the cellophane tape layer absorbing laser radiation. The exothermic 

release of energy during tape degradation heated the glass substrate and glass powder as it 

was delivered to the substrate surface. The increase in absorptivity of the glass powder 

feedstock caused by an increase in temperature allowed sufficient laser absorption for the 

glass to melt and caused thermal degradation in the organic cellophane and adhesive. A 

cellophane tape layer was applied to every glass substrate going forward.  

The following conclusions were drawn: 

• Processing of glass by the available DED set-up was possible, with clear evidence of 

consolidation and melting of glass powder and fibres in the feasibility studies.  

• Laser irradiation of powder beds suffered limitations due to the high surface tension 

of glass causing transference of energy to powder beds and causing expansion of 

melted zone into the surrounding powder. 

• Glass fibres were brittle and lacked the flexibility required for automatic feeding 

through the 1 mm wire nozzle.  

• Substrate properties had a large impact on the absorption of laser energy by 

feedstock materials.  

• Darkening of substrates, the use of an adhesive tape layer, and the utilisation of an 

automatic powder feeder aided glass melting by DED.   

The results of the feasibility studies informed the experimental methods going forwards. The 

importance of substrate properties and feed method were highlighted and addressed in 

future DED experiments. The investigations following on from the feasibility studies focused 

on parameter investigation, and the processing of different glass designs on glass substrates 

of varying thickness. 
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6.4 Adaptation of Machine Set-Up 

6.4.1 Introduction 

Machine set-up was adapted to allow processing of glass powders by DED. Based on the 

results of the feasibility studies detailed in 6.2, automatic powder delivery was considered 

superior to powder bed set-ups. Investigation into powder delivery via two different nozzles 

was carried out to determine an efficient method of delivering a constant quantity of glass 

powder consistently. Different glass powders (e.g., different morphology, particle size 

distribution, or composition) were considered for DED processing, as well as substrate 

thickness/type, and the effect of moderate heating. Process parameters were investigated, 

as well as the effect of design geometry on DED processing and thermal shock (cracking). 

Multi-layer processing was considered, as well as processing onto bottle substrates for glass 

packaging décor applications. 

6.4.2 Investigation of Powder Feedstock Delivery 

Multiple feed attachments were tested for automatic delivery of glass powder for effective 

DED processing. Feasibility studies verified the incompatibility of glass wire feeding for DED 

processing in these investigations, and so glass powder delivery was the focus going forward. 

The two powder nozzle attachments were A) a 1 mm coaxial nozzle and B) a 2 mm lateral 

(side fed) nozzle. The coaxial nozzle was affixed to the laser head on the z axis. The lateral 

nozzle was affixed to the machine at an angle of 27.5o to the laser. Nozzle height was 

determined by the calibrated height of the laser head for processing with a 1 mm spot size, 

and was positioned 10 mm above substrates. Feed rate was measured to determine suitable 

feed parameters for effective glass processing. 

A Teflon tube delivered glass powder from an automatic powder feeder (Model 1264, Miller 

Thermal inc, US) to a confined pot via a copper side nozzle or coaxial nozzle, using a 

volumetric feed principle. Delivery parameters of Argon (carrier gas) pressure (L/min), and 

flow rate determined by wheel speed (rpm) were varied between 5-10 L/min and 2-8 rpm, 

and glass delivered was measured by mass (g) over a 10 second period, repeated up to 15 

times. Powder was heated to ~50oC prior to delivery. The materials used to measure feed 

rate were soda lime silica beads of varying particle size distribution (Dv50= 44, 102 and 258 

µm (GTS-6, GTS-2, GTS-1 respectively). For side nozzle powder delivery, measurements were 

taken for delivery of feedstock through an uncoated 2 mm copper nozzle, and a copper nozzle 

lined with 2 mm Teflon tubing. Observations were made as to the effectiveness of delivering 
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powder by these means, and measurements of mass delivered over time were used to inform 

suitable parameters for processing different glass powders. The results of feed rate 

measurement are described in 6.5. 

Single tracks of soda lime silica (GTS-2) were processed onto a microscope slide of the same 

composition at two flow rates: 1 rpm (slow rotation – limited quantity) and 12 rpm (fast 

rotation – larger quantity), to observe the effect of powder wheel speed on glass processing. 

Control parameters were used for each test, using energy densities of 11, 12, and 13 J/mm2.  

Resulting samples were observed under SEM, and track height was measured using digital 

callipers. 

 

6.4.3 The Importance of Substrates and Baseplates 

Feasibility studies described in Section 6.2 highlighted the importance of baseplates and 

substrate properties for laser absorption. The transparent nature of glass substrates allowed 

laser energy to transmit through the substrate surface and reach the surface of the baseplate 

beneath. Feasibility studies concluded that reflective baseplates (e.g., machined aluminium) 

beneath glass substrates reduced the absorption of energy at the substrate surface by 

reflecting the laser radiation. Additionally, an increase in absorptivity of the glass powder 

was observed after two modifications: darkening of the base plate surface, and applying a 

cellophane tape layer to the glass substrate. 

A black anodised stage was created to mount glass substrates onto directly, eliminating the 

potential reflection of laser radiation by the stage. Another critical factor for processing glass 

powder onto the glass substrates was adhesion of melted glass powder at the substrate 

surface. This was only achieved through using an adhesive cellophane tape layer. When 

irradiated during processing, the cellophane layer created a heated zone as it vaporized, 

allowing glass powder particles to adhere to the glass surface and melt.    

Initial experimental trials were carried out on standard microscope slides (Biosigma) of 70 x 

25 x 1 mm dimensions. Once successful processing was achieved on 1 mm substrates, a 

thicker soda lime silica substrate of 100 x 100 x 4 mm (supplied by GTS), was used. These 

substrates were produced by the float glass process (floating on a tin bath). Finally, glass 

bottle substrates were used to demonstrate the potential for glass décor application by 

powder fed DED.   
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For all glass substrates, a layer of cellophane tape was adhered to the surface before 

processing. Substrates were fixed to the black anodised base plate and secured with adhesive 

tape to ensure a stable, flat processing surface was achieved. 

Two bottle substrates, both soda lime silica composition, were used to investigate processing 

of glass powder onto a transparent bottle surface. The first bottle substrate (Bottle A) was 

irregular in shape, with two large, sloped sides. Bottle B was a regularly shaped square bottle, 

with decorative striations on multiple sides to varying degrees (Figure 90). Dimensions were 

measured approximately using digital callipers.  Bottle A measured 100 x 75 mm at the base, 

with a height of 225 mm, and bottle B measured 75 x 75 x 250 mm. 

 

 

Figure 90 Bottle substrates used for investigations into DED of glass on substrates of different 
thickness/dimensions. 

 
Consideration of the empty space between bottle surfaces was necessary to account for the 

potential loss of laser radiation through the transparent surfaces. Various different options 

were considered to counter this: filling the bottle with a dark powder to absorb excess 

energy, such as black PA12 (black nylon 12 powder), or a high melting temperature material 
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like sand; and applying a coat of multi-purpose, matt black paint on the inside surfaces of the 

bottle.  

Bottles were prepared according to the options above, and coated with a single layer of 

cellophane tape, to emulate the process conditions of the other flat glass substrates. Bottle 

substrates were affixed to the DED base plate and surrounded by an Argon bag for 

processing. Processing parameters were informed by experimental investigations on other 

glass substrates. Design geometries included single tracks, straight and curved features, and 

text design. 

 

6.4.4 Investigation of Experimental Variables 

Other variables were investigated for their effect on processing glass powder by this method, 

such as laser focal length, and the use of a substrate heater. To investigate the effect of laser 

focal length on processing, the height of the laser head was altered by movement in the z 

direction. For processing at focus, the stage was positioned 10 mm below the powder feed 

nozzles, and 192 mm below the laser head (focal length as calibrated), corresponding to a 

spot size of 1 mm (F=0). Adjustment of the stage position in relation to the laser head was 

carried out in order to bring the focal point above and below the substrate surface: F<0 for 

focus below the substrate surface, and F>0 for focus above the substrate surface (Figure 91). 

Variation of the z height between -3 and +3 mm was explored and the results observed when 

processing a single track at energy densities of 10 J/mm2 and 11 J/mm2. Average glass deposit 

height was measured using digital callipers. 

 

 

Figure 91 Laser focal position in relation to substrate surface as determined by laser head height. 
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Adjustment of the z height was also used to explore multi-layer processing of soda lime silica 

glass powder on 1 mm glass substrates. Glass powder (GTS-6: DV50 =44 µm) was processed 

at a constant energy density of 16.7 J/mm2 (feed parameters 12 rpm, 10 L/min), and the laser 

head height was adjusted vertically in 0.8 mm increments (an approximation of the deposited 

track) and processed to create a multi-layer glass structure. Deposit height was measured 

using digital callipers and compared for 1, 2, and 5 layer processing. 

A stage heater was employed to investigate the effect of substrate pre-heating on glass 

powder processing by DED. The aluminium baseplate described in Section 6.2 (Figure 80 C), 

with a bead blasted and graphite darkened surface, was mounted to the stage heater. Glass 

microscope slides were affixed to the baseplate and coated with a single layer of cellophane 

tape to aid adhesion and improve laser absorption at the glass substrate surface. Glass 

powder was fed via lateral powder nozzle to the substrate at the laser interface.  

The heated stage was ramped up to 100oC (measured by infra-red thermometer) before glass 

powder was processed at 125 W laser power and 450 mm/min (16.7 J/mm2). Resulting glass 

tracks were investigated by SEM, and the occurrence of sub-surface lateral cracks were 

considered. 
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6.5 Optimisation of DED Process Parameters 

Process parameter investigations primarily focused on laser power, and scan speed, with the 

measurement of Energy Density used to relate the two. The equation used to calculate 

energy density for DED processing was described in section 2.6, assuming a layer thickness 

of 1 mm.  

The Ytterbium doped, continuous wave (CW) fibre laser (IPG Photonics Ltd, USA) was 

restricted to an upper limit of 2kW laser power, operating at a wavelength of 1070 nm. Scan 

speed was dictated by the translation stage (X-LRQ-E Series, Zaber, Canada), and was 

restricted to an upper limit of 6000 mm/min (100 mm/s). Scan speed was controlled via 

GCode and operation of the laser and the stage were independent of each other, requiring 

manual control.  

Initial feasibility studies (described in Section 6.2) helped to narrow parameters down to an 

appropriate range. Laser power and scan speed were varied between 95-130 W and 500-700 

mm/min respectively in order to populate a process map. Feasibility studies also concluded 

that energy density calculations could be used to estimate energy absorption for different 

parameter combinations but may not offer a complete representation of total energy 

absorption during processing. 

During this process parameter investigation, energy density was calculated for each 

combination of parameters to assess any correlation. Other set-up variables were kept 

constant: microscope slides of 1 mm thickness with a single layer of cellophane tape coating 

were used as substrates, processing took place inside an Argon bag for shielding, soda lime 

silica powder (GTS-6) was delivered through a Teflon lined, 2 mm side nozzle, feed 

parameters were kept constant at 2 rpm and 5 L/min, and processing was carried out at focus 

with a 1 mm spot size. Cameras (Logitech, CHE) were used to monitor the process remotely. 

The stage movement was controlled by a simple incremental GCode to process a single track 

of 60 mm length on each substrate. A delay of 2 seconds was utilised between switching on 

of laser power and stage movement to allow for laser dwell time and initial absorption of 

laser energy by the powder at the substrate surface. 

To investigate the effect of scan design on glass DED, a number of different GCodes were 

generated to illustrate different geometric features. The GCode format was necessary for the 

Zaber (translation stage) software to successfully translate the code to a stream of 
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commands. Different geometry designs were used during experimental trials, with four main 

designs demonstrating the different features studied (Figure 92) 

 

 

 

Figure 92 Four main design geometries showing features of interest. A: Single tracks, B: Curved Features, C: 
Straight Features, D: Combination Features (text). 

 
Each design was confined to 60 x 20 mm to accommodate processing onto glass substrates 

of 70 x 25 x 1 mm dimensions. A simple track was designed for the purpose of process 

parameter investigation (Design A). This scan design was simply written using an incremental 

GCode format (G91), instructing the stage to move 60 mm in one axis at a specified speed 

(eg F600 for 600 mm/min). The design was positioned in the centre of the substrates, as far 

from the edges as possible. The curved features design (Design B) was created using 

coordinates of a sine wave with the absolute coordinate GCode (G90).  The total number of 

points written in the curved features GCode was 60.  

A straight features scan design (Design C) was written using incremental GCode, similar to 

the single track design, but requiring simultaneous movement in the x and y axes, with 6 

points of movement. Finally, a design combining curved and straight features was created to 

process a text design. The initial design was created in STL format using a 3D CAD package 

(Solidworks, Dassault, FR), and converted to a GCode format (Repetier Host). The generated 

GCode was then edited using a text editor (Sublime), in order to be translated by the x-y stage 

software (Zaber). Absolute coordinate GCode was used for every feature in this design, with 

approximately 344 points. Scan speed was decided based on feature type, with the maximum 

scan speed (F6000 = 100 mm/s) used for transition between letters in order to cease material 

consolidation. 
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Designs were processed onto glass substrates of various dimensions. Initially, 1 mm thick 

microscope slides were used to evaluate process parameters based on material deposition 

(melting, consolidation, and adhesion). Substrate cracking was also assessed for 1 mm 

microscope slides, particularly for single tracks, however, for the other designs, cracking was 

expected due to the increased concentration of energy applied during processing, liable to 

cause thermal shock in parts and substrates. The required energy densities for processing 

designs B, C, and D onto 1 mm substrates were investigated, with the incidence and severity 

of cracking recorded. The energy densities required for successful processing of these designs 

were then used for processing on thicker substrates, with the understanding that resistance 

to thermal shock would be greater than the 1 mm substrates. 
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6.6 Experimental Results 

6.6.1 Measurement of Feedstock Delivery Rate 

6.6.1.1 Effect of Particle Size Distribution 

Particle size distribution had a significant effect on the mass of glass beads delivered through 

a copper side nozzle. Results showed that delivery of glass beads through a 2 mm copper 

nozzle varied depending on average particle size. The average mass of GTS-6 (~44 µm) 

delivered was measured as 23 mg/s, GTS-2 (~102 µm) as 45 mg/s, and GTS-1 (~258 µm) as 

69 mg/s (Figure 93). As the average particle size increased, the average mass delivered over 

a 10 second period increased. 

 

 

Figure 93 Average glass powder delivery (mg/s) by cooper side nozzle of soda lime silica feedstocks of varying 
particle size distribution. Error bars indicate the minimum and maximum values of mass delivery measurements. 

 

6.6.1.2 Effect of Nozzle Type 

A significant difference was seen between the powder feed rate through a side nozzle and a 

coaxial nozzle (Figure 94). For soda lime silica spheres of ~44 µm (GTS-6), powder flow was 

severely impeded by the coaxial nozzle. It is suspected that the smaller average particle size 

of GTS-6 caused increased cohesivity due to increased electrostatic interaction between fine 
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particles in comparison to the larger particle size soda lime silica feedstocks (GTS-1 and GTS-

2). The smaller particle size also may have led to increased moisture content in the feedstock, 

reducing flowability, however, efforts were made to dry all glass powder feedstocks by 

vacuum oven at 100oC for 12 hours before processing114,230. The reduced flowability 

measured in powder rheology testing (Section 4.3) was attributed to this property, and 

subsequently caused a reduced feed rate through coaxial nozzle feeding (3.3 mg/s). Another 

explanation for this reduction in feed rate is electrostatic interaction between the copper 

nozzle and the glass material, causing material to collect in the nozzle and block the smaller, 

annular orifice (effectively 0.25 mm wide) of the coaxial nozzle. This was hypothesised due 

to the observation of material build-up inside the coaxial nozzle, and attachment of powder 

particles to the outside of the nozzle. The positive interaction between the glass powder and 

copper nozzle was thought to have severely reduced the flow of powder to the substrate, 

making the coaxial nozzle ineffective for delivery of GTS-6. 

 

 

Figure 94 Feed delivery rate (mg/s) of GTS-6 through a copper nozzle, Teflon lined nozzle, and coaxial nozzle. Error 
bars indicate the minimum and maximum values of mass delivered. 

 
The copper side nozzle achieved an average powder flow of 23 mg/s for GTS-6. Although this 

was an acceptable rate of powder delivery for the intended processing, the copper material 

of the nozzle was observed to attract glass particles to the inside of the nozzle, restricting the 
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flow of powder over time. This was combated by blowing compressed air through the nozzle 

at regular intervals, however this was inefficient for processing over a long period. A Teflon 

tube was used to line the side nozzle to prevent the attraction of powder particles to the 

nozzle surface by electrostatic forces. The measured average feed rate of powder through 

the Teflon nozzle was 39 mg/s, a significant increase compared to the copper nozzle. 

6.6.1.3 Effect of Powder Wheel Speed (RPM) 

Powder feed rate was measured at varying powder wheel speed (RPM). Powder wheel speed 

was controlled at 2 rpm and 4 rpm, and the average mass of soda lime silica (GTS-6) delivered 

was recorded. Wheel speed determined the quantity of glass powder metered through the 

feed system, and therefore average mass of GTS-6 delivered increased with rpm as expected 

(Table 18).  

 

Table 18 Average powder feed rate of GTS-6 at 2 rpm and 4 rpm powder wheel speeds. 

 

 

6.6.1.4 The Effect of Powder Feed Rate on Glass 

Processing 

Despite a small difference between mass delivered at 2 rpm and 4 rpm of GTS-6 powder, 

comparison of processed glass tracks at two extremes - 1 rpm and 12 rpm - revealed the 

significant impact feed rate had on glass processing (Figure 95). 

 

 

Figure 95 Processed tracks of GTS-6 using energy density = 11 J/mm2 at different powder wheel speeds. A: 12 rpm, 
B: 1 rpm. 
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Processed tracks were visibly distinct, with a higher feed rate resulting in an obvious variation 

in track height and width. Measurement of average track height confirmed that glass deposit 

height was significantly increased at 12 rpm compared to lower flow rates. At process 

parameters of 11 J/mm2, the average track height at 12 rpm was 0.9 mm, at 1 rpm, the 

average track height was measured at 0.2 mm. Results were compared at three different 

energy densities, 11, 12, and 13 J/mm2, with average track height remaining consistent across 

these parameters (Figure 96). Error bars show higher variance in measurements of 12 rpm 

deposit heights compared to 1 rpm deposit heights, suggesting powder delivery was more 

consistent at lower flow rates. This could be due to differences in powder capture rate at 

varying wheel speeds.  

 

 

Figure 96 Comparison of average glass deposit height (mm) at 1 rpm and 12 rpm powder wheel speeds, at 11-13 
J/mm2 energy density. Error bars indicate minimum and maximum measured values. 

 
The glass deposits were observed under SEM to provide a more detailed view of the deposit 

variations at the two extremes of feed rate (Figure 97). At 1 rpm feed rate, glass tracks 

showed consistent and regular boundaries compared to the significant variation in track 

height and width observed at 12 rpm. This variation in dimension for higher feed rate was 

attributed to the greater mass of glass powder delivered, and therefore melted and 

deposited by the laser. The area surrounding deposited glass tracks showed blackening in the 

SEM images. The is likely explained by the combustion of the organic layer of the cellophane 
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tape on laser irradiation, leaving behind a carbon residue. Cracks were seen in structures 

processed at both powder wheel speeds tested. 

 

 

Figure 97 SEM images of deposited glass tracks at ED= 11 J/mm2. Powder wheel speeds of A: 1 rpm, B: 12 rpm. 

 

Variation in track height would negatively impede multi-layer processing, so a high rpm was 

avoided. Surface roughness also increased for high rpm feed rates, which is undesirable for 

décor applications. In order to achieve consistent and accurate tracks of deposited glass, a 

low rpm was selected for future testing, with 2 rpm selected as the experimental constant. 

Another benefit of low feed rate was the reduced quantity of glass used during each build, 

and therefore reduced material cost for single layer builds. 
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6.6.2 Experimental Variables 

6.6.2.1  Laser Focal Length 

Out of focus processing was carried out at two energy densities: 10 and 11 J/mm2 (Scan 

speed: 11.3 mm/s, laser powers: 115 W, 125 W). For control processing, substrates were 

placed at focus position (F=0). To investigate out of focus processing, substrates were placed 

at F<0 and F>0 at 1 mm increments up to +/- 3 mm.  

At F<0 consistent fusion of glass powder was not observed. At F=0, and F>0, fusion of glass 

was successful, and average deposit height was measured (Table 19) (Figure 98). Deposit 

height was largest at focus (F=0), and generally decreased with increasing substrate distance 

(F= 1-3). The corresponding spot sizes can be estimated from previous beam profiling of the 

laser system. D86 values for the laser beam were estimated as 0.9 mm at F=0, increasing to 

0.956 mm at F=2, and 1.068 mm at F=4 (see appendix). Therefore, energy density decreases 

with increasing focal length and spot size.  

  

Table 19 Results of the investigation into the effect of laser focal position on glass deposition. 
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Figure 98 Average glass deposit height by laser focal position (at varying laser power). Scan speed = 680 mm/min. 
Error bars indicate minimum and maximum measured values. 

 

As the substrate was incrementally moved below the focal point of the laser, deposit height 

generally decreased. This is likely explained by the laser spot becoming more diffuse at the 

substrate surface as it is moved further away, reducing the energy density. The powder feed 

remained unchanged, and so deposit thickness did not vary significantly between samples. 

As the spot size increased, the mass of material receiving a critical energy density to become 

molten was reduced, meaning deposit height was lower, while deposit thickness remained 

the same as the powder stream remained constant. The effect of energy density on deposit 

height is demonstrated at two laser powers, 115 W and 125 W. A higher energy density (~11 

J/mm2: 125 W, 11.3 mm/s) generally resulted in a larger average deposit height than the 

lower energy density trial (~10 J/mm2 – 115 W, 11.3 mm/s), due to the increased mass of 

material reaching a molten state.  

There are multiple possible explanations for the lack of fusion observed at F<0. Even very 

small misalignments in the laser beam angle can have a large effect on the processing of 

material out of focus. Any error in the laser angle would be exacerbated by vertical 

movement of the substrate, changing the expected energy density during processing. The 

volume of interaction can change significantly with each mm alteration of focal position, as 

this would change the volume of powder entering the laser beam, particularly when using a 

lateral powder feed nozzle.  
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At F<0, the laser is transmitted through the glass slide and focused on the black anodised 

base plate beneath. Theoretically, the spot size diameter should be equivalent when out of 

focus by the same amount above or below the substrate, therefore providing the same 

energy density. Despite this, the results show a distinct difference during processing. This 

phenomenon could be caused by differences in the interaction of glass powder and laser 

energy in the two different scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 99. The image represents 

powder delivery, and the location of the laser focal point in relation to the substrate. Glass 

powder delivered laterally to the laser beam during F>0 processing occurs below the focal 

point of the laser, allowing glass particles to enter a higher energy density during deposition. 

In contrast, during F<0 processing, powder is introduced above laser focal point, meaning the 

material delivered has no opportunity to enter an area of high energy density during 

deposition, resulting in a reduction in laser absorption by the glass powder.  

Additionally, for F>0 focal position, the laser beam is diverging, whereas at F<0 focal position 

the beam is converging. For the diverging beam, the area of laser irradiation is smaller and 

more focused, experiencing a higher energy density. Conversely, for F<0 focal position, the 

converging beam results in a larger area of laser radiation, and an effectively lower energy 

density, explaining the significant differences observed when altering these conditions. 

 

 

Figure 99 Image showing powder irradiation at F>0 and F<0. 

 

6.6.2.2 Multi-Layer Processing 

When processing in multiple layers, glass substrates suffered from thermal stress, cracking 

in every instance. Deposit height was measured by digital calliper, and an average taken. 

With each additional layer, the deposit height increased, as expected (Figure 100). With 
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increasing number of layers (and therefore average deposit height), variance also increased. 

Structures also exhibited curling at the two ends of the process track. This effect was likely 

the result of a build-up of internal stresses. Due to the prevalence of substrate cracking, 

single layer processing was the research focus going forward. For the application considered 

in this work, the customised décor of bottles, this is not a serious limitation, however, it does 

question the applicability of this process to true 3D printing. 

 

 

Figure 100 Average deposit height of 1, 2, and 5 layers of processed soda lime silica (GTS-6) on a glass microscope 
slide (1 mm). Error bars indicate minimum and maximum measured values. 

 

6.6.2.3 The Effect of Moderate Heating on Glass Powder 

Processing 

The experimental set-up used in the DED investigations was modified in this investigation to 

include a stage heater module. Under normal conditions, processing occurred inside an 

Argon bag for shielding purposes, and to contain blown powder. The stage heater module 

prevented the use of an Argon bag (the plastic would melt). Another important factor 

considered during these heated trials was the melting temperature of cellophane tape (~ 

93oC).  

At 16 J/mm2 ED, glass powder melted and deposited onto the heated glass substrates, 

forming melted glass tracks. By SEM, deposited tracks under heated conditions were 

compared to tracks deposited at room temperature using the same processing parameters. 
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The track boundaries of heated and room temperature deposited tracks differed in 

regularity, with heated trials causing a variation in the melted glass boundaries (Figure 101). 

This is likely due to the initiation of cellophane tape layer degradation, causing variation in 

the substrate surface during heated trials. 

 

 

Figure 101 SEM images of processed glass tracks on 1 mm glass substrates at A: room temperature and B: 
moderate heating (~100oC). 

 
Cracking was observed in the SEM images of both heated and room temperature deposited 

tracks. This is evidence of thermal shock. It has been reported that heating of substrates 

and/or process chambers for Additive Manufacturing of glass reduces the thermal gradients 

and therefore can reduce the incidence of thermal shock/cracking in parts 158,231. Cracking 

was observed in the built structures of deposited glass tracks under SEM and micro-cracks 

could also be seen penetrating the glass substrates a small distance the glass substrates along 

the deposited track. Cracks propagated in line with the deposit but did not result in fracture 

of parts. 

6.6.3 Laser Processing Parameters for Glass DED 

The investigation of process parameters for single track processing of soda lime silica glass 

(GTS-6) on 1 mm substrates of the same material was collated into a process map (Figure 

102). The results were evaluated by three observations and recorded on a graph. Produced 

parts were inspected for fracture of the glass substrate, consistency of deposited glass 

material, and the evidence of successfully melted glass structures. Combinations of 

parameters that resulted in substrate failure were recorded with a red cross, those which 

resulted in the inconsistent deposition and melting of glass powder were recorded with a 

blue diamond, and the combinations of parameters which successfully built a continuous 
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track of melted glass on a substrate that survived with no fracture were recorded as green 

circles. 

 

 

Figure 102 Process map for single tracks of soda lime silica (GTS-6) on a 1 mm substrate of the same composition. 
Trendlines depict the energy density at different combinations of laser power and scan speed. 

 

The results show a relationship between Energy Density and inconsistent consolidation of 

glass, as this only occurred at energy densities below 11 J/mm2, as shown in the process map; 

with every combination of parameters below 10 J/mm2 resulting in inconsistent 

consolidation of glass. This suggests that a minimum energy density was required for 

successful consolidation and melting of glass to occur to form a consistent track.   

Cracking of substrates generally occurred at higher laser powers, regardless of energy 

density. For example, the combination of 130 W laser power and 700 mm/min scan speed 

resulted in substrate fracture despite relating to a moderate energy density (11.1 J/mm2). 

Substrate cracking only occurred at or above 115 W. However, there are several cases where 

fracture did not occur despite laser powers greater than 115 W employed, e.g., combinations 

of 125 W, 600 mm/min, and 120 W, 675 mm/min. 

Despite the limitations to using energy density to describe processing windows, 

recommendations can be made based on the results of this parameter investigation. For 
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example, parameter combinations that have a calculated energy density above 11 J/mm2, 

specifically with a laser power below 115 W all resulted in consistent consolidation of glass, 

without significant cracking. This could be used to guide DED processing parameters to a 

suitable “processing window”. 

Processing of soda lime glass filaments was reported by Luo et al156. The optimal parameters 

reported for melting of filament feedstocks was 20 W laser power, and 0.25 mm/s scan 

speed, with a layer thickness of 0.5 mm. The calculated energy density is 160 J/mm2. These 

parameters differ significantly from the range of laser powers and scan speeds used in this 

work for DED processing of soda lime silica glass powder (95-125 W laser power, 8.3-11.7 

mm/s scan speed). In comparison, soda lime silica powder melting was achieved at energy 

densities above 11 J/mm2 in this work. A heated substrate was also utilised for fibre fed DED 

processing, maintaining the substrate temperature at elevated temperatures (530oC). As 

substrate cracking was an important factor when assessing the laser processing parameters 

for soda lime silica powder, the use of a high temperature substrate heater could allow for a 

wider processing window by lowering thermal gradients and thus reducing the risk of 

substrate cracking at higher energy densities. Investigation into the effect of high 

temperature substrate heating for powder fed DED of soda lime silica glass is recommended 

for future work.  

 

6.6.4 The Effect of Scan Design on Glass DED 

6.6.4.1 Single Track 

The single track design was successfully processed onto glass substrates of 1 mm, with a 

range of parameters, as demonstrated during process mapping. Under ideal parameters, this 

design did not result in substrate cracking, and produced a consistent deposit of glass, 

adhered to the substrate surface (Figure 103).  

 

 

Figure 103 An example of a single track of processed soda lime silica (GTS-6) on a 1 mm glass substrate (ED= 11 
J/mm2). 

 
Post processing involved the removal of cellophane tape, aided by the use of acetone. 

Substrate cracking was visible from the under-side of the microscope slide, but cracking did 
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not penetrate the whole 1 mm thickness. This was further visualised by micro-XCT (Nikon 

MCT 225, Nikon, JP) (Figure 104). 

 

 

Figure 104 XCT images of a cross section of DED processed glass (GTS-6) on glass substrate. Images show crack 
formation and internal porosity. Sample was processed at 12 J/mm2 (feed parameters: 2 rpm, 5 L/min).  

 

The surface of the glass substrate appears to be melted during processing, aiding adhesion 

and melting of feedstock powder. Cracks developed laterally along the laser scan track, 

penetrating approximately 0.5 mm through the thickness of the substrate, before 

propagating in the reverse of the scan direction. These micro-cracks did not cause failure of 

the part. Cracks were also seen in the processed track by SEM (see Figure 101). XRD analysis 

confirmed the deposited glass remained amorphous after DED processing (Figure 105). 

 

 

Figure 105 XRD analysis of DED processed GTS-6 glass showing no crystallinity. 
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6.6.4.2 Curved Features 

When processing a curved design on 1 mm substrates, cracking occurred due to thermal 

stresses. For a curved design, compared to a single track, a larger area of the substrate 

surface was irradiated, meaning substrates experienced a higher concentration of energy, 

and was more likely to crack. Although substrate fracture occurred in these investigations, 

parameters were varied to find suitable energy densities for consistent melting and 

deposition of feedstock onto the substrates (Figure 106). At the lowest energy density (8.8 

J/mm2), glass was not deposited consistently onto the substrate, suggesting an insufficient 

energy density for successful processing and deposition of melted glass feedstock onto the 

glass substrate. As the energy density increased, processing of glass powder was achieved. 

Processing GTS-6 at energy densities of 9.24-10.12 J/mm2 resulted in consistent deposits of 

glass feedstock, melted and adhered to the substrate. Cracking was observed to increase 

with increasing energy density as expected. 

 

 

Figure 106 Curved features design of GTS-6 processed onto 1 mm glass substrates at varying energy density. A: 
8.8 J/mm2, B: 9.24 J/mm2, C: 9.68 J/mm2, D: 10.12 J/mm2. 
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Cracking was observed to initiate from the apex of curves, corresponding with a sharp change 

in geometry or scan direction (and therefore increased stress concentrations). These features 

are also situated closer to the edges of substrates, which are expected to require less stress 

for fracture (edges are more susceptible to imperfections/damage and therefore are 

weaker)3,232. 

Processing of the curved feature design on a 4 mm thick plate at 9.24 J/mm2, as informed by 

the investigation on 1 mm substrates, resulted in the successful deposition of melted glass 

(Figure 107). The substrate remained intact, with no evidence of catastrophic thermal 

fracture. Internal micro-cracks were visible to the naked eye, penetrating into the substrate 

beneath the processed track. 

 

 

Figure 107 GTS-6 glass feedstock processed onto a 4 mm glass substrate at 9.24 J/mm2 in the curved features 
design. 

 

For processing the curved features design onto a glass bottle surface, with a thickness varying 

between 5-7 mm, the chosen energy density was 9.68 J/mm2. This energy density was 

selected over 9.24 J/mm2 (used for the 4 mm plate processing) as it did not show a significant 

increase in cracking, and a higher energy density was expected to be tolerated on thicker 

substrates. Deposition and adhesion of glass feedstock to the glass bottle substrate was 

successful, resulting in a consistent curved structure (Figure 108). 

 

 

Figure 108 Curved feature design of GTS-6 successfully processed onto a glass bottle substrate at 9.68 J/mm2 by 
powder fed DED. 
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During glass bottle processing, the black paint coating on the inside surface of the bottle 

absorbed laser irradiation, and melted/vaporized (gas fumes were produced, and liquid paint 

pooled inside). This suggests that the paint acted as an energy sink, and likely aided the glass 

processing by the exothermic release of heat, increasing the absorptivity of glass feedstock 

at the substrate surface by conduction. An area of reduced deposit dimension was observed 

particularly in areas where travel was positive in the y direction. A possible explanation for 

this is the direction of stage movement in relation to lateral powder delivery causing variation 

in powder capture rate. Also, slight misalignments of the powder nozzle and laser spot could 

favour a particular travel direction. Another possible explanation is variation in powder feed 

consistency, but this is unlikely as it was repeatedly observed in the same location when 

processing this design. 

 

6.6.4.3 Straight Features 

On 1 mm substrates, the straight features design was expected to cause cracking and fracture 

due to thermal stresses. On these thin substrates, the straight features design (much like the 

curved features design) covered a larger area on the substrate than a single track. The 

straight features design also incorporated sharp alterations in geometry (at the peaks of the 

design), causing high stress concentrations, therefore making thermal cracking more likely. 

Results showed the successful consolidation of glass feedstock and deposition on 1 mm 

substrates at a range of parameters, although cracking was evident on these thin substrates 

(Figure 109). 
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Figure 109 GTS-6 glass processed onto 1 mm glass substrates using the straight features design at different energy 
densities A: 10.12 J/mm2, B: 12.0 J/mm2, C: 12.6 J/mm2, D: 13.2 J/mm2. 

 
At the lowest energy density (10.12 J/mm2), glass was not melted and deposited consistently 

onto the glass substrate, suggesting there was insufficient energy to successfully process the 

glass feedstock. A small area of consolidation and deposition can be seen on the right-hand 

side of 29 A, as this is where the laser dwell time is accounted for in processing (scan speed 

=0), therefore this small area is not representative of the process parameters tested.  

At increasing energy density, (12.0-13.2 J/mm2) glass feedstock was melted and deposited 

onto the substrate to produce the straight features design. Cracking was seen for all of these 

parameter combinations, initiating from areas of directional change/geometric alteration as 

expected, and propagating to the edges of the substrates. Areas of inconsistent powder 

deposition can be seen in certain areas, such as on positive travel in y, characterised by 

variation in deposit height. This is likely caused by slight variation in the angle of the powder 

nozzle in relation to the laser focus, causing a difference in the processing dependent on 
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direction of travel.  This could also be caused by inconsistent powder delivery during 

processing. 

When GTS-6 powder was processed on 4 mm plates in the straight features design, an energy 

density of 12.6 J/mm2 was selected This energy density was chosen as it produced well 

defined, consistent tracks on 1 mm substrates, with no observed increase in substrate 

cracking from lower energy densities. A consistent deposit of consolidated glass in the 

straight features geometry was successfully processed, with the absence of thermal cracking 

(Figure 110). The thicker substrate resisted thermal shock that was seen on 1 mm substrates 

with the same energy density. Furthermore, this structure was built on the same 4 mm 

substrate that the curved features design was processed on. 

 

 

Figure 110  GTS-6 feedstock processed onto a 4 mm glass substrate using the straight features design, at 12.6 
J/mm2. 

 

Processing of the straight features design onto a bottle substrate was carried out at 13.2 

J/mm2, as a higher energy density was expected to be tolerated on thicker substrates. 

Processing of the design was mostly successful, and did not appear to suffer from thermal 

cracking (Figure 111). 

 

 

Figure 111 GTS-6 Glass processed by the straight features design onto a bottle substrate. Energy density = 13.2 
J/mm2. 
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Areas of inconsistent dimension were observed. Possible explanations are inconsistent 

powder feed and misalignment of the powder nozzle with the laser focus. The latter is a more 

likely explanation, especially when considered alongside the bottle substrate shape, as the 

processing surface was not completely flat and had a slight convex shape, which may have 

further exacerbated the effect of misalignment. Another observation made is seen on the 

right-hand side of Figure 111, where the glass has not adhered to the bottle surface. Instead, 

the inside surface of the bottle has absorbed the laser energy, and etched along the scan 

track. The top surface of the glass remains un-affected. For this effect, it is possible that 

powder feed delivery was inconsistent, and for this area of the scan track, insufficient 

feedstock was delivered to the laser. The black paint coating the inside surface of the bottle 

absorbed the laser energy, with excess energy causing this etching/micro-cracking on the 

inside surface of the glass bottle. 

 

6.6.4.4 Combined Features/Text Design 

The combined features design incorporated both curves and straight lines to process a text 

structure “3DGLASS”. This design featured more geometric complexity than the other 

designs investigated and therefore the most stress concentrations.  

1 mm substrates cracked during processing at every investigated combination of parameters 

for the text design, as expected. Despite this, due to the low cost and good availability of 

microscope slides, these were used to optimise the GCode and parameters for consistent 

deposition of each design feature, before processing on thicker substrates. 

During processing of the text features, laser power was kept constant at 100 W, and scan 

speed was varied depending on the feature. Parameters were altered iteratively to achieve 

a consistent deposition of the combined features geometry. Scan speed was increased to 

max travel speed (100 mm/s) to inhibit deposition of glass between features where 

deposition was not required. Pauses of 0.5-0.7 s were incorporated into the GCode at the 

beginning of the structure and immediately after maximum travel speed to allow for laser 

dwell and successful processing of features. Scan speeds between 450-650 mm/min were 

used, with slower scan speeds utilised for straight features, and faster scan speeds for curved 

features. Energy densities used during processing were therefore between 9.2 and 13.3 

J/mm2. The complete geometry was processed at these parameters on 1 mm substrates with 

consistent deposition (Figure 112). 
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Figure 112 GTS-6 processed on 1 mm substrates by the combined features (text) design at 100 W and scan speeds 
between 450-650 mm/min. 

 

Processing of the structure on a 4 mm plate allowed successful deposition of each geometry 

feature, without substrate fracture (Figure 113). The larger dimension of the 4 mm thick 

substrate (100 x 100 mm) allowed processing to take place further away from more fragile 

edges, reducing the likelihood of cracking. Surrounding tape was removed with acetone, 

however a black residue (carbon) was left surrounding the deposited glass. 

 

 

Figure 113 Text features processed on a 4 mm substrate between 9.2-13.3 J/mm2. 
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6.7 Discussion and Conclusions for DED Investigations of 

Glass Processing 

6.7.1 Experimental Results 

Process parameter investigation revealed two significant correlations. Firstly, a sufficient 

energy density was required to raise the temperature of glass feedstocks, increasing 

absorption, and allowing glass melting to occur. Energy densities below 11 J/mm2 often 

resulted in inconsistent consolidation of glass powder and thus unsuccessful glass processing. 

Secondly, on the other end of the spectrum, substrate cracking was observed to occur only 

above a laser power of 115 W. This cracking is possibly related to the volume of molten glass 

deposited and the substrate thickness. As the laser power (energy) increased, the mass of 

molten material deposited onto the substrate increased, which in turn increased the 

magnitude of transient thermal strains generated due to differential shrinkage as the molten 

glass deposit solidified and cooled. Above a certain laser power, the amount of material 

solidified, and hence level of thermal strain generated in the substrate, reached a critical 

value required to cause cracking in the substrate. However, the explanation for cracking 

seeming to be related to laser power and not energy density is still unclear, and further work 

is necessary to fully characterise this relationship.  

To reduce the likelihood of substrate cracking a number of potential measures could be 

employed. A thicker substrate would reduce the strain, and indeed it is shown elsewhere in 

this work that increasing substrate thickness reduces the likelihood of cracking for a 

particular set of processing conditions. Literature has suggested that other glass 

compositions with a lower coefficient of thermal expansion, such as fused quartz (CTE = 0.5 

x10-6/oC), would be more resistant to thermal shock during DED processing160,161. 

Investigations into DED processing of fused quartz glass powder on glass substrates of the 

same composition may show a reduced likelihood of cracking from thermal shock. Other 

potential measures include reducing transient thermal gradients, e.g., by substrate heating, 

or by reducing stress concentrations, e.g., by changing the geometry of the deposit, again the 

effectiveness of these measures are demonstrated elsewhere in this work.  

These two relationships were taken into consideration when selecting laser power and scan 

speed parameters for effective glass powder DED processing. While energy density was used 

to represent combinations of laser power and scan speed, the independent effect of each 

must be considered. The most successful combination of parameters for processing a single 
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track of soda lime silica (GTS-6) glass onto 1 mm substrates was found to be between 11.5 -

12.5 J/mm2, with laser powers below 115 W. The parameters differ significantly from those 

reported by Luo et al., which had a calculated energy density of 160 J/mm2 for melting of 

soda lime silica filaments by DED processing156. 

Processing onto thicker glass substrates (4 mm and bottles substrates), and processing of 

more complex geometrical designs was successful to varying degrees. When processing 

curved and straight features, a significant difference was observed in the required energy 

density for successful processing. This is explained by the acceleration and deceleration of 

the motors in the translational stage required for sharp changes in direction. Curved features 

required less acceleration/deceleration of the stage motors compared to the straight 

features design, which incorporated more severe changes in travel direction. This is why a 

higher energy density was required for successful processing of the straight features design 

(12.0 J/mm2), than for curved features (9.24 J/mm2). A geometry designed with both straight 

features and curved features (ie text design) required fine tuning of scan speed to achieve 

successful processing of each feature. The complex designs cracked 1 mm microscope slides 

but were successfully processed onto thicker substrates. 

Thicker substrates tolerated higher energy density processing compared to 1 mm thick 

microscope slide substrates, as expected. This allowed processing of multiple geometry 

designs on the same substrate, without fracture. Processing onto bottle substrates was 

achieved by applying a coat of matt-black paint to the inside surface of the bottle.  

Substrate heating was utilised in literature for the purpose of reducing thermal stresses in 

parts and substrates, with soda lime silica and borosilicate filaments processed on substrates 

heated to 530oC, and 450oC respectively156,158. The addition of a heated stage showed 

potential for decreasing thermal stresses when processing glass on glass by DED but requires 

further investigation. The necessity of a cellophane tape layer for DED processing limited 

substrate heating due to the lower melting temperature of the tape. In order to achieve high 

temperature substrate heating, an adhesive tape with a higher melting temperature may 

prove useful. Processing of multiple layers was considered. Glass was successfully deposited 

onto previously processed layers, increasing the deposit thickness. Unfortunately, substrate 

cracking (of 1 mm substrates) was unavoidable in these investigations. With further 

optimisation of process parameters and set up, multi-layer processing could be achieved. 
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6.7.2 DED Set-Up and System 

Various adaptations were made to the DED system over the course of the experimental 

investigation, allowing for more efficient and effective processing of glass powder by this 

method. Powder feed nozzles made of copper suffered from the effects of electrostatic 

interaction with glass powders, causing material build up inside the nozzle, and thus impeded 

powder delivery. It was therefore not possible to use the copper coaxial nozzle in conjunction 

with glass powders, limiting powder delivery to the copper side nozzle. The introduction of a 

Teflon powder feed hose helped to alleviate this problem allowing for more consistent 

powder delivery, however, the lateral nozzle was subject to potential alignment errors and 

also limited processing to single layer structures as expected from literature15. It is expected 

that further development of equipment and methods could overcome these issues.  

The CNC stage was upgraded to allow greater automated control of design geometry and 

scan speed through the Zaber translation stage and software; however this suffered some 

limitations. Translation of GCode carried out by the Zaber software required simplified 

GCode, meaning that GCode generated from 3D CAD software had to be carefully edited to 

ensure processing would be accurate and successful.  

The modular DED set-up lacked the automation required for reliable processing, meaning the 

potential for errors with timing and coordination of laser processing, powder feed, and stage 

movement was significant and difficult to account for in the results. Independent control of 

translation stage, laser operation, and powder feed caused inconsistencies during 

processing. Furthermore, laser beam profiling was carried out three years prior to this 

research, measuring the power loss of the 600 µm laser fibre as 10.5% (see appendix). 

Without relevant data for measured power loss this must be estimated from previous beam 

profiling.  

The DED system used during these investigations lacked some of the sophistication of other 

commercially available DED systems. For example, some commercial DED systems can 

achieve an inert atmosphere, as opposed to the rudimentary Argon bag utilised in this 

investigation, to provide shielding and containment of powder. Many commercial systems 

allow integrated and automatic control of laser, stage (often with rotational capability), and 

powder feed233. With this capability, investigations of glass powder processing by DED would 

be more accurate, avoiding the potential errors associated with manual coordination of laser, 

stage, and feedstock delivery. The results of these investigations provide insight into the 
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system requirements for processing glass by DED, despite the challenges and limitations 

discussed.  
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6.7.3 Conclusions 

The outcomes of these investigations into DED processing of glass powder include: 

• Feasibility studies proved that glass powders could be melted by DED laser irradiation 

with careful consideration of process set-up including powder delivery and the 

substrates and baseplates used.  

•  Soda lime silica glass powder was successfully deposited onto glass substrates of the 

same composition, with various geometric designs demonstrated. 

• The effects of laser processing parameters, substrate properties, and powder feed 

parameters on glass processing were reported. 

• Ideal experimental conditions were found for processing GTS-6 glass feedstock. An 

automatic powder feed via Teflon side nozzle (with a powder wheel speed of 2 rpm), 

darkened baseplates beneath glass substrates, and a cellophane tape layer to aid 

laser absorption were found to be essential for glass processing.  

• A processing window for soda lime silica glass (single tracks on 1 mm substrates) was 

identified: energy density above 11 J/mm2 to achieve glass melting, and below 115 

W laser power to avoid substrate fracture. 

• Processing of glass on bottle substrates without cracking was demonstrated, showing 

potential for application of glass packaging décor by DED.  

The findings described in this chapter outline the potential for processing glass powder by 

this method, and with further optimisation could be used for applying customisable 

container décor for high value glass packaging in industry. 
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Chapter 7: General Discussion and Conclusions 

Chapter 7 

General Discussion and Conclusions 

7.1 Introduction 

The overall aim of this work was to assess the feasibility of processing glass powders by SLM 

and DED. These two AM methods were selected as laser processing provides high energy 

densities suited for processing high temperature materials. The literature presented some 

promising preliminary studies into SLM processing of glass but mostly demonstrated 

rudimentary geometries and was limited to a few compositions of glass. Initial results for 

processing glass filaments by DED have been described, but until now, processing of glass 

powder by DED, which could offer greater geometric freedom and resolution, has not been 

reported.  

Various factors affecting glass processing by DED and SLM were explored. In particular, the 

influence of machine set-ups and processing parameters for achieving consolidation of glass 

powder were investigated, with a focus on processing structures on glass substrates. As the 

field of glass processing by AM is still emerging, assessment of glass powder processing by 

the two different techniques was worthwhile. DED and SLM lend themselves to different 

applications, for example, DED is useful for processing on large or irregular substrates, while 

SLM offers fine control over processing parameters and is capable of greater geometric 

complexity. As the two techniques shared common features, such as material consolidation 

by laser irradiation, and processing of powder feedstocks, SLM and DED were equally 

explored. 
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7.2 Evaluation of Glass Processing by SLM 

The novelty of glass processing by SLM in this work is characterised by parameter 

investigations for on-glass processing. Initial work identified processing windows for soda 

lime silica glass on alumina substrates, fabricating structures with complex geometries. 

Further refinement of processing windows to allow on-glass processing was carried out with 

the aim of achieving accurate glass structures on 1 mm glass substrates, whilst avoiding 

cracking from thermal shock. A process map was generated for glass-on-glass processing of 

soda lime silica, taking substrate cracking and adhesion into account. Building on the work 

by Fateri and Gebhardt132, who observed the effect of scan strategy on SLM of glass squares, 

this work  considered the effect of scan rotation on glass processing for non-cubic structures, 

showing an effect on the dimensional accuracy of parts. 90o rotation of scan direction 

between layers resulted in distorted geometry, focussing energy density in the x and y axes, 

whereas a 67o rotation showed a more even melting of glass feedstocks.  

A delay between layer processing was also found to be beneficial for processing glass powder 

feedstocks, as described in literature for other materials processed by laser powder bed 

fusion (LPBF)125,126,234. This delay allowed dissipation of heat in processed parts before 

spreading of subsequent powder layers, preventing distortion of geometries in the build 

direction and reducing the risk of delamination as a consequence. Mohr et al. reported a 

short inter-layer time (layer delay) increased the melt pool depth over the build height by up 

to 20% during LPBF of 316L stainless steel126. This phenomenon is comparable to the 

observations of balling and brightly glowing glass powder beds during SLM of glass when 

processed with a short inter-layer time. A reduction in hardness of up to 20%, an increase in 

porosity, and increase in grain size was also reported for a short inter-layer time. Further 

characterisation of glass parts with regards to these findings is required for full evaluation of 

the benefits of a layer delay. Literature suggests that the effect of a layer delay is dependent 

on the material used, with some materials benefiting from a longer delay during AM than 

others234. The results of these investigations into glass powder processing by SLM suggests 

that layer delay is an important factor to consider, with further characterisation of a suitable 

layer delay for different compositions of glass recommended for future work. 

Energy density was used to assess the effect of laser processing parameters on glass 

processing (particularly on glass substrates). This was an effective way of relating these 

parameters and assigning a single value to each combination of parameters for the glass 

samples produced for process maps. While energy density helped to visualise the total 
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energy absorbed by each sample, the results suggested that laser power and scan speed had 

an independent effect on glass processing, as samples showed differences despite having the 

same calculated energy density. This was also the case for DED processing. Additionally, the 

geometric design of parts, or the volume of parts on the build platform, resulted in different 

energy density requirements, and as such needed to be accommodated for by alteration of 

hatch spacing, scan speed, or laser power. The reliability of energy density as a design 

parameter for AM processing has also been criticised in literature, with certain publications 

reporting limitations to energy density calculations for AM processing168,235. The findings of 

this work generally agree with the consensus in literature that energy density is not an 

accurate description of the SLM process, and that these calculations should only be used as 

guidelines and estimations of energy density for different combinations of process 

parameters.  

One significant factor highlighted during this study, was the porosity and opaque appearance 

of SLM glass structures when processed within the parameter windows described. 

Transparency of glass parts was generally not achieved in other research describing glass 

processing by LPBF87,88,92,94,130–132.  These factors raise the question of glass consolidation, and 

if complete melting occurs during processing at these energy densities. When compared to 

the appearance of structures processed at higher energy densities (with the consequence of 

balling), and at higher substrate temperatures, structures were less glassy in appearance. It 

is speculated that SLM of glass at the recommended parameters (without substrate heating) 

consolidated glass powder via sintering rather than melting. While the recommended 

parameters allowed formation of 3D glass structures, parts could be brittle and porous, 

limiting their applications. For example, leak tight performance as glass CFRs is unlikely 

without consolidating glass feedstocks by complete melting (e.g., with the utilisation of a high 

temperature substrate heater).  

High temperature substrate heating explored in this research showed promise for fully 

melting glass powder, without distortion of geometry due to the high surface tension of glass. 

Only single layer structures were processed due to machine restrictions, and further work is 

needed to evaluate the full potential of processing glass by SLM at high substrate/chamber 

temperatures. 

Investigation into SLM of different glass compositions was of interest in this study; however, 

the low flowability of custom glass powders with irregular morphologies limited the progress 

of these experiments. Spheroidisation by flame and plasma was considered to improve the 
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flowability of these powders to allow processing by SLM. This case study demonstrated the 

potential to improve the flowability of glass powders by these processes, however, further 

work is needed to evaluate SLM processing of these bespoke compositions. 

Ultimately, this work presents a process map for processing of soda lime silica glass powder 

onto glass substrates of the same composition, whilst avoiding cracking from thermal shock. 

Recommendations are made for processing set-ups, including darkening of base plates to 

reduce reflection, consideration of substrate temperatures and consideration of feedstock 

properties. Additionally, suitable processing parameters (laser power, scan speed, hatch 

spacing, and scan strategies) are suggested.  
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7.3 Evaluation of Glass Processing by Powder-Fed DED 

Soda lime silica glass powder was successfully processed by DED using a lateral powder 

nozzle. The research described in this work presents novel processing of glass powder by 

DED, so challenges associated with powder delivery had to be overcome. This involved 

characterisation of glass powder feedstocks and investigations into delivery of glass powder 

to find suitable parameters for consistent delivery. There are many powder delivery methods 

used for DED processing, with several variables described by Singh et al. The experimental 

set-up used in these investigations was limited to the nozzles and powder feed methods 

described, with certain drawbacks highlighted in literature. For example, delivery of powder 

via carrier gas is known to be sensitive to particle velocity, with high velocity resulting in 

decreased powder capture, and powder particles adhering to the nozzle surface after 

rebounding on the substrate surface150. This was observed during processing of glass 

powders. Powder wheel speed (RPM) and carrier gas pressure (L/min) were varied to find 

suitable parameters for delivery of glass powder, and the nozzle material was modified to 

prevent interaction with glass powder by using a 2 mm Teflon tube to line the copper nozzle. 

The same modification could not be applied to the coaxial nozzle, which suffered from similar 

limitations due to the low flowability of feedstocks.  

Another limitation that was found common in literature is the use of lateral nozzles for 

powder delivery. Powder capture rate was reportedly less efficient for lateral nozzles 

compared to coaxial nozzles236, and the scanning direction had an impact on powder capture 

and surface finish237. The lateral nozzle was selected due to the ease of set up and 

compatibility with the available glass feedstocks (glass powders flowed easily through the 

lateral nozzle), however, alignment with the substrate and laser beam was carried out 

manually, so accuracy and reliability between machine set-ups was compromised154. The 

lateral nozzle allowed easy analysis of the feasibility of glass powder processing, however, a 

coaxial nozzle would have been preferable for multi-layer processing15.  

The success of glass processing was sensitive to multiple factors, including the delivery of 

powder, the laser focal length, and the process parameters (laser power and scan speed). A 

process map was created assessing the effect of laser power and scan speed on processing a 

single track of soda lime silica on a microscope slide (Section 6.5.3). Cracking of substrates 

was used as a key indication of excessive energy density. Instances where substrates cracked 

were classified as unsuitable. There are other factors to consider that could have contributed 

to the initiation and propagation of cracking within substrates. Firstly, the delay between 
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laser initiation and powder melting at the start of a track was variable. This delay was 

attributed to laser dwell time, and the time taken for sufficient powder capture within the 

laser beam to initiate melting. During the delay, glass substrates were stationary and 

subjected to laser power in the absence of feedstock deposition; absorption of laser energy 

prior to feedstock consolidation and deposition could have caused changes within the 

thermal profile of the substrates. This could have led to absorption of excess energy density 

above what was calculated during processing, causing cracking, and therefore 

misrepresenting certain combinations of parameters. Similarly, variations in the powder feed 

rate could have caused inconsistencies in powder capture, resulting in excess laser power 

absorption by the glass substrates, increasing thermal shock. Additionally, as a cellophane 

tape layer was applied manually to the substrate surface, variations in the tape layer could 

have caused an effect on processing. Finally, any defects within the 1 mm glass microscope 

slides could have facilitated cracking from thermal shock. Repeat tests for each combination 

of parameters was carried out to account for these factors. The process map indicates the 

suitable process parameters found during these experiments, presenting the first parameter 

recommendations for glass powder DED processing. 

Geometric designs for DED investigations required multiple steps to generate a simplified 

GCode that was recognisable by the stage software. The GCode controlled translational stage 

movement by x and y coordinates, but did not instruct laser control or material feed rate. 

The lack of integrated control of the different modules restricted automation and increased 

the risk of human error. Glass processing was affected by the designed geometry – depending 

on whether scan tracks were straight or curved. This is due to the associated movements of 

the stage, the direction of travel, and the alignment of the feed nozzle. For straight features, 

stage movement was unidirectional in one axis, whereas for curved features, stage motion 

required simultaneous movement in both x and y axes, with directional changes. The 

increased acceleration and deceleration of motors required for curved features is speculated 

to have an effect on scan speed and therefore energy density. For this reason, a reduction in 

scan speed is recommended to compensate for the reduced energy density of curved 

features, and the potential reductions in powder capture rate from directional changes. For 

geometries combining straight and curved features for a single build, laser power was kept 

constant and scan speed was altered accordingly. Different geometries were built in single 

layers on glass substrates of different thickness. As expected, cracking was reduced in thicker 

glass substrates, and glass bottles were able to be used as substrates when inside surfaces 
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were coated in removable black paint. This work ultimately demonstrates the potential for 

imparting décor onto glass packaging by powder-fed DED.  
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7.4 SLM vs DED for Glass Processing 

Comparison of DED and SLM as techniques for glass processing was not the overall aim of 

this research; however, evaluation of the challenges and limitations faced during this 

research allows some technical comparisons to be made. Specification wise, the DED set-up 

boasted a higher power laser (2 kW) than the laser equipped in the Realiser SLM-50 (100 W). 

Laser power limits the achievable energy density during processing, therefore glass 

compositions and their melting temperatures should be considered when selecting the 

technique. Other commercial SLM systems are capable of higher laser powers and may 

therefore be suitable for glass compositions with higher melting temperatures than tested in 

this work. Consideration of base plates and substrates was essential to both processing 

techniques. As transparent glass substrates were used for processing glass structures onto, 

base plate modification was necessary to improve laser absorption at the substrate surface 

by reducing reflection and acting as a heat source. For SLM, glass substrates had to be 

reduced in size to be accommodated on the SLM build platform. For DED, glass substrates of 

varying size and form, from microscope slides to large bottles, could be accommodated on 

the build platform.  

Both SLM and DED showed sensitivity to feedstock properties, which are therefore necessary 

to consider when selecting a laser processing method. For powder-fed DED, nozzle selection 

was limited due to the flowability (and cohesion) of the glass powder material. The feedstock 

used in these experiments only achieved suitable and consistent delivery through a lateral 

nozzle, with inter-particle cohesion preventing delivery by coaxial nozzle. For single layer 

processing, the performance of a side nozzle was sufficient, however, a coaxial nozzle offers 

certain benefits over side nozzle feeding, particularly for multi-layer processing. With this in 

mind, processing 3D glass structures on glass substrates by DED is likely to require a well 

flowing glass powder feedstock that is compatible with a coaxial nozzle. To achieve this, a 

spherical glass powder with a smaller particle size range than used in this study is 

recommended, and nozzle material should be considered to prevent electro-static 

interaction between the feedstock and nozzle.  
While SLM was also sensitive to the flowability of glass powder feedstocks, a homogenous 

powder bed was easily achieved with each of the spherical powders used117. Particle size 

distribution affected the layer height and therefore overall resolution of parts, but feedstocks 

with various particle size ranges flowed sufficiently for powder bed formation. Fine glass 

powder feedstock was used to give satisfactory resolution but did demonstrate lower 
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flowability than larger average particle size feedstocks. This is a common trade-off in SLM 

processing115. Glass powders with angular or irregular morphologies were unable to form 

homogenous single layers within a powder bed due to the low flowability. SLM of various 

glass powder feedstocks can be easily optimised for processing, as long as the feedstock has 

sufficient flowability.  

While the processing of soda lime silica powder was successfully achieved by both SLM and 

DED techniques, delivery of glass via nozzle systems introduced additional challenges during 

DED processing. Powder-fed DED required optimisation of feed parameters to achieve a 

consistent delivery of glass to substrate, whereas the wiper system utilised in SLM allowed 

convenient and consistent delivery of powder bed layers. Nozzle alignment was important 

for delivering a powder flow to a precise location, and this was subject to human error. 

Powder feed parameters had an impact on powder delivery, including wheel speed (RPM) 

and carrier gas pressure (L/min). Additional steps were required to investigate suitable 

powder feed parameters for each glass feedstock used. 

The resulting glass structures achieved by SLM and DED were significantly different. SLM 

produced opaque and porous structures when processed within the recommended process 

window, while DED produced melted glass structures with a level of transparency. The 

differences in appearance could be caused by the different glass melting/consolidation 

mechanisms of the two techniques. When processing onto glass substrates, glass melted by 

DED resulted in strong adhesion to substrates, whereas SLM structures were easily removed. 

This is because in SLM the glass powder was processed in discontinuous tracks on the glass 

substrate, while in DED glass powder was processed continuously by laser irradiation. For 

this reason, DED may be considered superior for applications requiring strong adhesion of 

glass powder to glass substrates, such as for glass packaging décor, and SLM may be 

considered superior for applications requiring individual parts designed with removal from 

substrates in mind. 

For the experimental set-ups described in this work, glass powder was easily accommodated 

by the Realizer SLM-50, whereas the modular nature of the powder DED set-up required 

consideration of nozzle attachments, delivery and containment of powder, and alignment of 

all parts. Conversely, incorporation of substrate heaters was difficult to achieve in the 

confines of the Realizer-SLM 50, whereas the DED set-up was less restricted in terms of space, 

and therefore allowed easier access to install extra modules (such as a substrate heater). 
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One attractive trait of SLM is the recyclability of unused powder. In SLM, glass powder was 

selectively fused along scan tracks, building parts within a powder bed. On removal of parts, 

remaining glass powder could be recycled by simply sieving the material. For many materials, 

the effect of repeated recycling and SLM processing of feedstocks has been reported, such 

as increased particle size distribution, altered particle morphology, and altered 

flowability185,238. Work has not yet shown the effect of recycling glass powders for SLM. 

Future investigations are recommended to assess changes to SLM of glass feedstocks as a 

result of recycling. For DED, feedstock powder travelled through various tubes and nozzles 

during delivery to the substrate. Capture rate was less than 100%, and therefore excess glass 

powder remained unfused despite being delivered to the build area. While unfused glass 

powder was contained within the argon bag surrounding the build platform, recycling was 

not recommended due to the potential for contamination during delivery, as well as during 

processing due to the vaporisation of organic cellophane tape. In this regard, SLM wasted 

less feedstock material than powder-fed DED processing.  

Geometric complexity was demonstrated during SLM of glass feedstocks. For DED, only single 

layer structures were formed, with complexity in 2D but not 3D demonstrated. The degree 

of complexity achievable in SLM is in part due to the discontinuous laser processing allowed 

by the automatic control of laser scanning, rapidly turning the laser on and off as directed by 

CAD data. Lattices and channels could be easily formed thanks to this. In this work, DED 

processing was directed by GCode, without integrated control of the laser. The laser was 

manually switched on at the beginning of the process, and switched off at the end of the 

GCode (stage movement). Discontinuous processing was achieved with limited success by 

altering stage speed to inhibit glass melting. The lack of integrated laser control with CAD 

data prevented high degrees of complexity for DED parts. For the set-ups described in this 

work, SLM processing allowed greater geometric freedom than DED, however this may not 

apply to more sophisticated/commercial DED set-ups that use integrated systems.  

In summary, when comparing the two AM techniques for glass processing, this work presents 

SLM as more capable for forming complex geometries of high resolution, while DED 

presented benefits for processing on a variety of glass substrates with potential to achieve 

fully melted structures and possibly transparency. Experimental set-ups play a large role in 

assessing the suitability of glass processing, and this work compares a commercially available 

SLM system with a modular DED laser set-up. While the DED system lent itself to easy 

modification, it is not representative of the capabilities of other DED systems.  
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7.5 Energy Density as a Measurement for SLM and DED 

Energy density was used to represent the absorption of laser energy by glass feedstocks for 

both SLM and DED investigations. The purpose of energy density calculations was to combine 

two or more processing parameters into one value, in order to represent different 

combinations of parameters and make comparisons. Process maps were generated using 

these calculated values, however, making assessments of the effect of parameters based on 

energy density suffers certain limitations.  

For DED, the energy density calculations considered only two varying factors: laser power 

and scan speed. As described in 2.6, layer thickness was defined as 1 mm for DED 

experimental tests. This simplified energy density calculation allowed easy observation of the 

effects of these parameters on DED glass samples. For SLM, two energy density calculations 

were used, one for “2D” representations, where laser power, scan speed, and layer thickness 

were considered, and one for “3D” representations, which also accounted for hatch spacing. 

General trends were identified based on calculated energy density and observations made 

during DED and SLM, with resulting process maps offering guidelines for suitable processing 

parameters. 

The benefits of using energy density to analyse glass processing by SLM and DED stop there. 

For laser processing of glass, there are many additional factors that are not taken into 

consideration for energy density calculations, such as temperature, laser spot size, and time; 

these can all influence the energy absorption of powder feedstocks. The limitations of using 

energy density to define processing windows were described in literature and encountered 

in this work168,235. When mapping the effect of laser power and scan speed on DED 

processing, general trends were found, however, there were multiple cases that deviated 

from the trend, or appeared anomalous. For example, high laser power often resulted in 

substrate cracking regardless of calculated energy density. For combinations of parameters 

that shared the same calculated energy density, assumptions could be made that resulting 

observations would be equivalent, however, this was not always the case. Laser power and 

scan speed appeared to have independent effects on glass processing by DED, indicating that 

other factors play a significant role in glass laser melting.   

For SLM, the energy density calculations for “3D” representations of multi-layer glass 

processing are potentially flawed. While laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, and layer 

thickness are all taken into account for these energy density calculations, the overall 3D 

dimensions are not considered. This calculation fails to account for build height, and arguably 
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only describes the energy density per layer. As glass parts are built, residual energy within 

previous layers undoubtedly affects the absorption of laser energy by subsequent powder 

layers. The absence of time and temperature considerations in the energy density 

calculations arguably leads to an inaccurate representation of the overall energy 

requirements for glass processing.  

While energy density has been used throughout these investigations to assess SLM and DED 

of glass, this method does not provide a complete picture of laser processing of glass. The 

parameters stated for processing windows should be considered independently to the 

calculated energy density, and additional factors acknowledged. These figures should be 

used as an indication of energy requirements for glass processing, while understanding the 

limitations. A more comprehensive approach to assessing energy density during laser 

processing is required for an accurate representation of AM systems and glass absorption of 

laser energy. Until a suitable alternative is proposed, energy density offers a simple method 

for estimating energy absorption in SLM and DED. 
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7.6 Conclusions 

In this work, glass material was processed by SLM and powder fed DED. Section 4.6 reported 

the results of feedstock investigations, Section 5.8 discussed the results of SLM 

investigations, and Section 6.6 discussed the results of DED investigations. The following 

conclusions for this research were made: 

• Glass powders were characterised for AM processing, with flowability highlighted as a 

key factor for successful processing by SLM and powder-fed DED. 

• A case study was carried out to assess the feasibility of spheroidising custom glass 

compositions for improved powder flowability. Flame and plasma spheroidisation 

showed promising results for morphology modifications, however a similar improvement 

in flowability may be achieved by reducing the particle size distribution through sieving.  

• The feasibility of processing glass powder by DED was proven, achieving melting and 

consolidation of soda lime silica glass feedstock. 

• Powder-fed DED was demonstrated for glass décor applications, imparting single layer 

structures onto glass bottles without causing thermal shock. 

• Process parameter investigations for DED of soda lime silica identified a suitable 

processing window where energy density was greater than 11 J/mm2 and laser power 

was below 115 W. 

• Soda lime silica glass was successfully processed onto substrates of the same 

composition, without fracturing from thermal shock.  

• A processing window for SLM of glass (on ceramic substrates) was identified as 80-110 

J/mm3, while glass-on-glass SLM generally showed most success above 76 J/mm3.  

• Modifications were made to the Realizer SLM-50 to incorporate a high temperature 

substrate heater, with investigations showing promising initial results for glass 

processing at high temperatures. 

• Energy density was used to relate different parameters (particularly laser power and scan 

speed) for populating process maps for SLM and DED of glass, however these parameters 

appeared to have independent effects on glass processing.  

The results of this work further inform glass processing by laser AM techniques. Processing 

windows have been presented for SLM and DED of soda lime silica glass powders providing 

guidance for future parameter investigations. This work demonstrates the potential for glass 

processing by DED and SLM, as well as the challenges and limitations, and suggests certain 

applications that may interest research and industry. With further work, these AM 
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technologies could become reliable methods for manufacturing customised glass products in 

a one-step process. 
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Chapter 8 

Recommendations for Future Work 

The recommendations for future work are made based on experimental investigations 

described in this thesis. In general, this work contributes insight into glass processing by SLM, 

particularly on substrates of the same composition, and has described novel processing of 

glass powder by DED. The results of this work provide a good foundation for further work, 

with processing set-ups and processing windows reported for successful processing of soda 

lime silica glass feedstocks onto glass substrates. Recommendations for future work are 

made to help establish SLM and DED as valid methods for processing glass powder feedstocks 

for various applications.     
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8.1 Recommendations for SLM of Glass 

This work described the experimental set-ups and process parameters for processing soda 

lime silica glass beads by SLM. Ideal processing parameters have been suggested, including 

assessments of laser power, scan speed, hatch spacing, and scan strategy. There 

is still scope to further characterise the effects of SLM parameters on glass processing. 

Recommendations for future work includes thorough investigation into different scan 

strategies, as well as any optimal layer delays or energy density gradients to allow dissipation 

of residual heat between layers. As optimal parameters differ for varying geometries, further 

investigation is required to quantify the different parameter requirements by geometry. This 

work suggests suitable processing parameters that serve as a good foundation for glass 

processing by SLM, however future work will help to provide a more complete picture for 

optimal glass processing.  

Many of the demonstrated SLM glass parts were opaque and porous. In Chapter 5 and 7, 

speculations into the mechanism of fusion were raised due to the difference in appearance 

of the parameters used for “optimal” processing, and parts processed at high substrate 

temperature. As these parts appeared more glassy and melted, it is 

possible that complete melting and consolidation of glass powder could be achieved through 

optimisation of parameters at high substrate temperatures. For a comprehensive 

investigation into SLM processing of glass at high substrate temperatures, certain machine 

limitations must be overcome. With the SLM hardware described in this work, space is 

confined to a small processing chamber, making accommodation of heating equipment 

challenging. Additionally, the substrate heater described reduced the possible build height, 

and relied on conduction of heat through insulating materials to the substrate surface. 

Alternative heating methods may be more effective than the substrate heater used in this 

work, such as infrared chamber heaters. Additionally, accurate monitoring of powder bed 

temperature was not achieved through the use of K-Type thermocouples, and alternative 

methods should be considered to improve this.  

In order to achieve multi-layer processing of glass by SLM at high temperatures, the powder 

bed temperature must be optimised to allow effective spreading. As the powder bed 

temperature increased towards the glass transition temperature, particles began to 

consolidate by sintering, and flowability reduced, preventing the formation of a homogenous 

powder bed. Additionally, adaptation to spreading materials (e.g. rubber wiper blades) is 

necessary for automated powder spreading, avoiding the risk of melting wiper materials.  
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On implementation of machine recommendations, the effect of heating on glass powder SLM 

should be assessed by carrying out a parameter optimisation by Design of Experiments (DoE). 

As many of the reported parameter investigations processed at substrate temperatures 

~250oC, new process maps would need to be populated to view the effect of parameters on 

glass SLM at high powder bed temperatures.   

For fabrication of customised GCFR structures by SLM, additional work is needed to 

demonstrate the potential for leak-tight flow of liquids through structures. Parts must be 

fabricated with ports and valves to allow fluid pressure testing. This could be achieved 

through incorporation of ports and valves in the CAD files prior to processing, or additional 

parts fixed to channel structures post-process. For the former, further optimisation of 

parameters for these varying geometries would be required. From analysis of glass SLM part 

porosity, leak-free flow of fluids is unlikely to be achieved with the presented 

parameters. Investigations into reducing part porosity (e.g. by processing high temperature 

powder beds) would be necessary to demonstrate the potential suitability of glass SLM for 

GCFR applications.  
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8.2 Recommendations for Powder-Fed DED of Glass 

Power-fed DED of glass was demonstrated for single-layer structures on glass substrates. 

While this is appropriate for the application of décor onto glass packaging, it does 

not demonstrate the level of geometrical freedom promised by AM processing. Multi-layer 

processing was explored in brief during this work, encountering significant thermal shock as 

a result. Further investigations into multi-layer processing of glass materials would help to 

define optimal processing parameters to avoid thermal shock and could inspire future 

applications for 3D fabrication of glass parts by this method.   

One recommendation for achieving multi-layer processing by powder-fed DED is the 

utilisation of a coaxial nozzle. This feedstock delivery method is more suited for 3D 

processing, and is likely to achieve consistent feedstock deposition regardless of 

scan direction when compared to a single, lateral nozzle. For glass powder processing via 

coaxial nozzle, feedstock flowability is a significant concern. During this work, the cohesive 

forces present in feedstocks characterised with a large proportion of fine particles prevented 

sufficient flow of powder through a coaxial nozzle and resulted in blockages within the feed 

system. A reduced particle size distribution, and therefore increased flowability, is 

recommended for use with the coaxial nozzle. Nozzle material is also worth considering, as 

soda lime glass feedstocks were observed to adhere to the inside and outside surfaces of 

copper nozzles, reducing the consistency of powder feed to substrates. Different materials 

may offer reduced interaction with glass feedstocks, as demonstrated with the Teflon lining 

of the lateral nozzle described in 8.4.   

Cracking of substrates was a key factor for assessing the DED parameters for glass 

processing. As cracking is recognised as the result of high temperature gradients causing 

thermal shock, a substrate heater was considered to reduce the thermal gradients. As a layer 

of cellophane tape was required on the glass substrate to aid glass processing, the substrate 

temperature was limited by the melting temperature or the tape (~100oC). This 

prevented substrate heating to the glass transition temperature of soda lime silica, and 

therefore 100oC was considered “mild” heating. A potential reduction in crack frequency was 

reported during mild heating compared to processing at ambient temperatures 

and substrate heating is therefore of interest for future work. Higher temperature adhesive 

tapes are available and may provide the same beneficial effect of the cellophane tape layer 

to glass processing by DED, whilst allowing substrate heating at higher temperatures 

(avoiding the degradation of the adhesive tape layer). Process parameter investigations 
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would be required to define processing windows at various substrate temperatures. These 

investigations would help to define the effect of substrate heating on DED of glass on glass 

substrates and would confirm any reductions in crack frequency as a result of increased 

substrate temperature.  
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8.3 Additional Recommendations 

The experimental investigations described in this work focussed on AM processing of soda 

lime silica glass. This material was readily available in bead form providing ideal flow 

characteristics for SLM and DED processing. Investigations into AM of other glass 

compositions is of interest, as glass properties are known to differ depending on 

composition. Different glass compositions were created in the interest of exploring SLM and 

DED processing of these materials. Two methods of spheroidisation were assessed for 

processing these custom angular glass materials to produce powder feedstocks with suitable 

flowability. However, investigation into laser processing of these glasses was beyond the 

scope of this work, and is yet to be explored. Providing the flowability of these glass 

feedstocks is sufficient for forming a powder bed in SLM, or consistent delivery by powder-

fed DED, investigations into process parameters required for melting these materials is 

recommended.   

Compositions of particular interest for SLM and DED are Fe-doped glass compositions, 

including soda lime silica, 13-93 bioactive glass, and borosilicate glass. As Fe dopants are 

expected to reduce the energy required to melt the glass (compared to the virgin 

composition), melting may be achieved at lower energy density, reducing thermal gradients 

and therefore stresses. Virgin borosilicate glass is also of interest for SLM processing to 

produce GCFR structures from this highly durable composition. Processing borosilicate by 

SLM is likely to require higher energy densities than demonstrated for soda lime silica, and a 

higher power laser (>100 W) is therefore recommended.  

For SLM and DED, part inspection was carried out visually, either through optical microscopy, 

SEM, or XCT. Further characterisation is recommended to provide a comprehensive picture 

of achievable glass structures by these AM techniques. For SLM glass parts, flexural strength 

has been measured, yet there is more scope for further characterisation, for example 

quantifying compressive and tensile strength.   

For DED glass samples, inspection by polariscope to assess thermal stresses would be of 

interest for glass parts/substrates processed by DED, as these showed a degree of 

transparency. Inspection of processed parts by polarised light would provide information on 

the residual stresses imparted into substrates and deposited glass, and would allow further 

understanding of the effect of DED laser irradiation on glass parts. Evaluation of porosity is 

also recommended for DED glass samples, as XCT revealed pores/gas bubbles within melted 

glass structures. Mechanical properties have not yet been investigated for DED glass parts. 
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Fabrication of stand-alone glass parts of specific dimensions would allow evaluation of 

flexural strength by three-point bend testing and comparison with measurements for SLM 

glass parts.   
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8.4 Summary 

The work described in this thesis provides solid foundations for developing glass processing 

by SLM and powder-fed DED. The experimental investigations focussed on parameter 

optimisation for soda lime silica glass, and present recommendations for processing set-ups, 

processing parameters, and glass compositions of interest. The drive to improve AM 

processing of glass comes from various industries and research, aspiring towards 

customisation of glass products with a degree of geometric freedom unobtainable by 

traditional glass processing. Further work will help to identify the possibilities and limitations 

of glass processing by SLM and DED, inspiring new applications and securing these AM 

methods as valid glass processing techniques for industry and beyond.  
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Appendix 
   

Geometrical Accuracy of SLM Glass Elements 

Two SLM glass samples were visualised by SEM. The overall geometrical accuracy in the x-y 

plane was estimated as the maximum deviation from the intended part geometry (defined 

by CAD). The SEM images were processed by an inbuilt edge function (Matlab, Mathworks) 

using a Sobel operator to detect part edges. Image dilation emphasised the edges, and an 

image fill function was used to identify enclosed regions by creating a bounding box. Artifacts 

were removed, and the total area was measured and compared to CAD defined dimensions.  

Sample 1 

 

Sample 2 
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Image Processing for Porosity Measurements of Cubic SLM glass structures (ImageJ)  

 

XCT cross sectional images were analysed using the open-source software ImageJ. 

Background information was removed from cross sectional images to isolate the sample 

geometry. A segmentation algorithm was used to convert pixels to binary: assigning black 

pixels “0” and white pixels “1”. Porosity was calculated as a ratio of porous area over total 

area by ImageJ. 

 

 

 

Example of ImageJ processing for SLM cubic glass sample 

 

 

a: Cross sectional XCT image of glass cube, b: removal of background, c: image segmentation, 

d: pore extraction.  
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Three Point Bend Testing of Glass Samples 

1 x 2 x 8 mm SLM samples of GTS-6 were fabricated vertically on the build platform (8 mm 

high in the z direction). Four sets of processing parameters were used to fabricate the 

samples, with 24 samples in each category. The support span was 5.35 mm and the strain 

rate was 0.0005 s-1. The failure stress was calculated with: 

𝜎𝑓 =  
(3 ∙  𝑃𝑓  ∙  𝑙𝑠)

(2 ∙  𝑏 ∙  𝑑2)
 

Pf = failure load, ls (support span) = 5.35 mm, b (width) = 2 mm, d (height) = 1 mm. The 

ramp stress history of each sample was converted to constant stress over 60 s and data was 

analysed and fitted to a 2-parameter Weibull distribution.  

1: Energy density: 79 J/mm3, scan direction: x axis (short dimension, 1 mm)  

2: Energy density: 93 J/mm3, scan direction: x axis (short dimension, 1 mm) 

3: Energy density: 108 J/mm3, scan direction: x axis (short dimension, 1 mm) 

4: Energy density: 108 J/mm3, scan direction: y axis (long dimension, 2 mm) 

Samples were annealed at 560oC for two hours at a heating and cooling rate of 2oC/min.  

 

 

A: Image of glass test samples, B-C: three-point bend test rig.  
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FTIR of DED Samples 

FTIR was carried out on different areas of a laser processed DED glass sample using a (Frontier 

FTIR, Perkin Elmer, UK).  

Sample Description Peaks (cm-1) 

1 

Cellophane tape on glass 

slide 1375, 1455, 2838, 2866, 2917, 2949, 2959 

2 

Cellophane tape layer, 

irradiated (white) 751, 940, 1158, 1375, 1454, 1729, 2956 

3 

Cellophane tape layer, 

irradiated (black) 841, 1062, 1158, 1376, 1454, 1729, 2874, 2957 

4 

Glass fibre – irradiated 

tape (black)  1436, 1731, 2321 

5 

Glass fibre – irradiated 

tape  750, 880, 1027, 1434, 1727  

6 Glass deposit 998, 1368, 1741 

7 

Cellophane tape 

(adhesive) 

738, 840, 942, 1064, 1159, 1242, 1377, 1455, 1729, 2874, 

2958 

8 

Cellophane tape (top 

layer) 840, 972, 1167, 1357, 1455, 2838, 2866, 2917, 2949  
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Sample 1 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample 2 
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Sample 3 

 

 

 

 

Sample 4 
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Sample 5 

 

 

 

Sample 6 
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Sample 7 

 

 

 

Sample 8 
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Power Loss and Beam Profiling of IPG 2 kW Laser 

The DED IPG laser was profiled in October 2017 using PRIMES Monitor. Measurement set-

up: PRECITEC YW50 WELDING HEAD (Lens = 200mm / Coll = 125mm / Fibre = 600um 

diameter). Values in brackets indicate the laser power recorded on PRIMES Monitor.  

 

NU-02-FL200-FC125-FD600um-500W (433W on PM) 
 

 

NU-03-FL200-FC125-FD600um-1000W (880W on PM) 
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NU-04-FL200-FC125-FD600um-1500W (1334W on PM) 
 

 
 
 

NU-05-FL200-FC125-FD600um-2000W (1792W on PM) 
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NU-06-FL200-FC125-FD600um-1200W (1075W on PM) 
 

 
 
 

NU-07-FL200-FC125-FD600um-1800W (1610W on PM) 
 

 


